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Lot 
Number Title & Description

1

Disney's Peter Pan 50th Anniversary 29" Big Figure Captain Hook Limited Edition - 
2003 Disney Parks statue by Jody Daily & Kevin Kidney. This hand-painted resin Big Fig 
features airbrushed accents, a painted metal hook, a faux-fur mustache, a removable 
sword, and stands on a separate molded base that resemble wooden planks. Limited 
production of 1,000 pieces.Figure fully intact, some scuffs to shoes and one side of 
mustache  needs waxing, see photos for details  - local pick up or in house shipping 
available in LARGE oversized box

2

11" Barovier and Torso 1961 Murano Intarsio Vase - 1961 Ercole Barovier Intarsio for 
Barovier & Toso (similar vase in 13 3/4" size from this collection estimated at 
$15,000-$20,000 at a Wright's 2007 auction) - features red, blue and amber triangles 
separated by clear control bubble inverse triangle panels, great play with light as 
colors from back and front mix, highlight design of Modernist Murano master 
glassworks - local pick up or in house shipping available with large oversized heavily 
packed box to insure safe delivery

3
Charizard Best Set 2 Singles Holo 4/130 Mint/ Near Mint - 1999-2000 Wizards 
last copyright marks (grading is opinion, see photos) - local pick up or in house 
shipping available

4

Case Lot of Vintage Flower Power Pins - incl. many enameled pins & earrings, signed 
Monet & Giovanni, etc. - we do our best to ensure the jewelry isn't broken or missing 
stones but this is no guarantee - contents only, local pick up or in house shipping 
available

5

Limited Edition Guiseppe Aramni "Lively Charleston" Figurine with Box - #1705C, 61
/3000 - 17" tall (excellent condition) (1935-2006) Italian sculptor Giuseppe Armani 
began working with Florence Sculpture de Arte Studios in 1975, this position gave him 
freedom to create his own figurines.  Armani has created masterpieces ranging from 
traditional Capodimonte style to more daring, contemporary, sometimes whimsical 
sculptures. Giuseppe infused his figurines with breathtaking realism. - Local pick up or 
in house shipping available in Large Box

6

1883 John Edward Bingham Sterling Silver & Ivory Fruit And Nut Serving Set w/ 
Presentation Box - ADDITIONAL PHOTOS COMING SOON Sheffield crown mark, 1883 
Q mark, Lion passant fineness mark, sovereign head duty mark. Nutcracker is Walke & 
Hall Sheffield Plate and ivory. All retains its gold wash Vermeil finish. see photos for 
details and conditions - local pick up or in house shipping available
 

7

Tray Lot of Aisan Art Bronze Figurines, Candlesticks and More - Pr of 10 " herons 
standing on dragon turtle's back, 2 -6" and 4 -3" Quan Yins, single 6" and pr of 3" foo 
dogs - see photos for details and sizes, local pick up or in house shipping available, 
large box, heavy

8
Pair of Mid Century High Back Upholstered Chairs - professionally reupholstered in 
period design fabric, seat 15" tall, 38" tall back local pick up only or buyer arranges 
shipping

9

Vintage Life Size Gold Gilt Bronze Standing Buddha On Lotus Blossom - 62" Tall, 22" 
wide at base, 16" wide at shoulders.  Buddha is holding a lotus blossom in his left 
hand and an alms bowl in his right hand. both are removable. hand decorated red and 
black gold decorated robes.  {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and 
shipping}
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10 The Conjuring Annabelle 1:1 Scale Replica Doll - by Trick or Treat Studios in unopened 
box - 40" tall, local pick up or in house shipping available

11

Cartier Paris Vermeil Tank Quartz Argent 925 Plaque Org 20m Wrist Watch - complete 
set of French hallmarks, replaced leather strap and buckle, Used with some expected 
wear, working sold as is no warranty expressed or implied with Generic display 
box.  {local pickup or in house shipping available}

12
Gorgeous Vintage 14k White Gold & Diamond Ring - center 3/8 carat flanked by two 1
/4 carat diamonds with diamond accents on top and bottom, size: 7.5 (2.5 dwt. incl. 
diamonds) local pick up or in house shipping available

13

2 - Circa 1740 Italian Carved Architectural Friezes After The Cantoria By Luca della 
Robbia - Carved of wood each frieze is 23.5" tall x 24" wide,  by unknown artist 
craftsman - 1 of Singing and Dancing Children and the other Dancing Children Playing 
Symbols - family lore states "These panels were purchased by William Meissner, A 
Graduate of MIT and an Architect by profession. Mr. Miessner aquired them in 1940 
from a 2nd Ave antique shop in New York City. At that time they were 200 years old. 
Originally they were door panels to a music room in a palace in Milan, Italy.  They are 
exact replicas of  Panels from the Cantoria By Luca della Robbia"   This was his first 
documented commission, the Cantoria ("Singing Gallery"; 1431–1438) for the organ 
loft of Cathedral of Florence. During the seven years it took della Robbia to carve the 
reliefs under the supervision of Brunelleschi, his style developed. While the earliest 
carved panels are fairly symmetric and lack movement, in later panels the movement 
of the singers becomes much more evident and dynamic. The Singing Gallery shows 
children singing, dancing, and making music to "praise the Lord" in the words of Psalm 
150. Their figures are at once lively, finely observed, and gracefully combined in 
groups designed to fit the ten panels of the gallery. The advanced nature of the work 
has been seen to establish Luca della Robbia's skill in stone as well as secure his place 
as a major Florentine artist and student of Renaissance naturalism. Panel boards are 
secured together on back by expertly matched butterfy wedges  (one panel firm and 
secure, one panel's wedges are a little bit loose but still hold together well) ({local pick 
up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and shipping}

14

1970s Sergio Silk Screen on Canvas Retro Vintage Love is Peace Art - bold bright 
colors, classic retro look with Love, Peace Signs, and "Love is Peace" and related 
images, Sergio signed across middle right - 40" x 60" canvas in simple line 41" x 61" 
frame  - Local Pick up Only, Too Large to Ship

15

Signed & Dated 1974 Spiritualist Watercolor / Gouache by Agatha Wojciechowski - 
Mediumistic artist Agatha Wojciechowski attributed her art making to unseen forces 
beyond herself, transferring credit to guiding ethereal forces. She established herself 
as a spiritualist medium and healer in New York and was both a respected teacher of 
psychic development and a famous healer who traveled around the world. Under a 
light trance, Wojciechowski created automatic writings and paintings, a process 
where see cleared her mind and freed her hands to follow celestial instructions. Her 
swirling watercolors form landscape like abstractions or reveal colorful faces, each 
work acts as aglimpse into another world or unknown consciousness. Entirely self 
taught, Wojciechowski believed that spirits were controlling her hands as she created 
in a trance like state. This 16" x 13.5" sight watercolor signed lower right,  suggests an 
etheric forested landscape populated by amorphous faces looking back at us. 
Mounted in 25" x 22.5" frame
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16
Heavy Brass 8 Pound RR Steam Whistle LCO 200 Lunkenheimer Engine/Train - It has 
minor soiling, wear, and tarnish, no valve, It has not been tested.  {local pickup or in 
house shipping available}

17

Antique Clarks 6-Drawer Spool Cabinet with Orig. Glass Drawer Fronts - The Clark 
family built the first factory for making cotton thread for sewing in 1812 in Paisley, 
Scotland. George A. Clark (1824-1873), a descendant of the founders, immigrated to 
the United States in 1856 and acted as an agent for the company. In 1864, George and 
his brother, William, built a thread mill in Newark, N.J. It became Clark Thread Co. The 
trademark “O.N.T” stands for “Our New Thread,” a six-cord thread developed by 
George for use with sewing machines.  Spool cabinets were display cases used in 
general stores and dry goods stores in the late 1800s and early 1900s. This is the red 
glass version (2 drawer fronts are cracked, see photos) - 22" tall x 18" deep x 29" 
wide, local pick up only

18

Persian Bokhara100% Wool Rug With Cotton Warp - 192" X 165" Large Rug. Overall 
Red And Cobalt Blue With White Accents.  {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party 
packing and shipping}
 

19

Disney Direct Beauty and The Beast 10th Year Anniversary 5 pc Porcelain Tea Set - 
Distributed by Disney Direct Overton Park KS. - set includes Mrs. Potts as the tea pot 
with lid (approx. 6" tall), Lumiere as the creamer (repaired chip to lid, approx. 7 3/4" 
tall), Chip as a cup (approx. 4 5/8" tall), Cogsworth as the sugar with lid (tiny spot on 
face, approx. 6 3/8" tall) and the enchanted wardrobe as the tea bag caddy with lid 
(approx. 10 1/2" tall) - see photos for details and conditions, local pick up or in house 
shipping available with large oversized box for safe shipping
 

20

Signed Curtis Jere Tennis Metalware Wall Sculpture - depicting man & woman playing 
tennis on court with trees & lights in background - 27" tall x 49" wide (some minor 
scratches on the green patina on wall, otherwise in great condition) Local pick up or 
buyer arranges third party packaging and shipping

21

Orig. Florida Highwaymen Painting by Robert Lewis - "Lively Seascape with Palms" on 
11"x14" masonite in frame, purchased from Robert L. Lewis in 2012 with inscription 
on verso and orig. receipt, signed lower right, As one of the most active Highwayman 
painters, Robert Lewis was born in in 1941 in Cocoa, Florida, the third of six children. 
He's known as one of the Highwaymen painting landscapes, seascapes, and 
skyscapes,  Local pick up or in house shipping available

22

Pair of 15" Grape Jade Trees of Semiprecious Stone - Quartz grapes in subtle shades of 
amethyst and rose hang profusely from thick vining trunk and abundant spinach jade 
leaves in green stone bonsai pots - local pick up or in house shipping available NOTE... 
will be shipped in LARGE box with extra packing to ensure safe delivery

23

Butterprint & Gooseberry Pyrex - Butterprint - rectangular 503, 502, & two 501's, 
round casseroles 473, 472, & 471, mixing bowls 403 & 402 & butter dish, Gooseberry 
round casserole (no lid)  474 & 501 (all in good condition with some very minor nicks 
on lids), local pick up or buyer arranges third party packaging and shipping

24 Pair of Stained Glass Lamps - bright design with jewels, 2 light top and night light base 
- 21" tall, Local pick up or buyer arranges third party packaging and shipping
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25
Diamond Lattice Marquetry Ladies Writing Desk - drop leaf reveals 4 drawer and 
arched center cubby pigeon hole back, diamond lattice marquetry top set on gently 
arched Queen Anne style legs - Local Pick Up Only 

26

325+ Great Condition 1970s Topps Baseball Card Collection - Earl Weaver 148, Al 
Oliver 166 (2), Dave Watkins 168, Billy Williams 170, Joe Torre190, NL Playoff Game 2 
196,200, Game 3 201, Orioles Celebrate 202, Fergie Jenkins 240, 3rd Series Check List 
244, Red Schoendienst 346, Robert Clemente 350(corner crease), Baltimore Orioles 
387, Gil Hodges 394, New York Yankees 399 (2),  Denny McLain 400, Jim Bunning 403, 
Boog Powell 410, 5th Series Check List 432, Vada Pinson 445 (3), Sporting News Series 
(Felix Millan 452, Don Kessinger 456, Tico Petrocelli 457, Matty Alou 460, Bill Freehan 
465, Juan Marichal 466,Denny McLain 467, Jerry Koosman 468 and Sam McDowell 
469), Hank Aaron 500 (2 cards, one with crease, the other near mint with only lightest 
dents to edges), Kent Hotzman 505, Tony Oliva, 510 (2), 1970s Rookie Stars Yankees 
Ellis-Lyttle 516 (3), Willie Horton 520 (4), Bob Gibson 530 , Ron Clark 531 (2), Danny 
Murtaugh 532 (4), Mike Kekich 536 (2), 6th Series Check List 542 (3), and LOTS miards 
are in general near mint excellent condition, some minor corner issues, any major 
issues that I have seen are noted, but all are selling as is - from estate collection 
where they have been stored untouched for many many years - local pick up or in 
house shipping available

27

Used Fender Player Stratocaster Electric Guitar Black, Gator Nylon Case & Fender 
Frontman 15G Amp - Designed and backed by Fender crafted in Indonesia s/n 
Ic031000402. And Also A Fender Frontman 15G Series II 2-Channel 15-Watt 1x8" 
Guitar Practice Amp. some storage unit rust on guitar pups.  For those after the 
original slap, twang, and roar of an electric guitar icon, the Fender Player Stratocaster 
delivers classic tone with a fleet of modern features at an attractive price. An added 
Bridge tone knob and two-point tremolo grants even more control over the triple 
stack of redesigned Player Series Strat pups, while the sleek Modern C profile neck 
makes for easy work up and down the pau ferro fretboard.   {local pick up or buyer 
arranges 3rd party packing and shipping}

28
Texaco Tanker Ohio Replica in Box - WWII replica by Fuel and Marine Marketing - 
17.25" long (from the estate of an avid collector, appears to be in great condition) 
local pick up or in house shipping available

29

Pre-Owned Dooney & Bourke Florentine Satchel in Red Pebble Grain Leather - Two 
inside pockets. One inside zip pocket. Cell phone pocket. Inside key hook. Adjustable 
strap. Detachable strap. Handle drop length 4.5". Strap drop length 19". Lined. Feet. 
Zipper closure. Approximately measures H 8" x W 5.75" x L 13" with dust bag (very 
gently used) local pick up or in house shipping available

30

Original 19th Century Japanese Carved Bone Tanto Knife Dagger and Scabbard - 20 3
/4" total length, blade 12 3/4" to hilt. Short Sword, 2 joint repairs on scabbard, see 
photos. With Scabbard, handle and scabbard made of carved bone. {local pick up or in 
house shipping available}

31
10k Gold Ruby & Diamond Heart Necklace - ruby & diamond heart pendant set in 
yellow 10k gold on 18" white 10k gold chain (1.0 dwt. both pcs.) local pick up or in 
house shipping available

32 4 Used Horizontal Albini Inspired Rattan Chairs & Parrot Table - one seat as is.   {local 
pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and shipping}

33 Cow Hide Rug with Suede Backing, Never Used - 88" long x 80" wide, local pick up or 
in house shipping available
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34 14k Gold Scarab Floral Pin - with multi-stone scarabs - 2.25" long, local pick up or in 
house shipping available  

35 Beveled Edge Wall Mirror in Gold Finish Frame - can be hung either direction, 39"
x25", local pick up only

36

2 Double Signed and Numbered Limited Edition Michael Savage Racing Prints - Miguel 
Duhamel #17 1999 Daytona Win Honda Racer (signed by both Duhamel and Savage 
#148/200) and 1996 Valvoline 5 Formula One Race Car 196/220 also with double 
signatures - Local Pick up OR buyer arranges ALL packing and shipping through Third 
Party
 

37 Lot Of 14 Native American Pawn Sterling Rings - See photos for sizes and details [Local 
pickup or in house shipping available]

38
Drink F1 LED Floor Lamp By Rotaliana Lighting - Satin champagne finish, touch control 
on stem unlimited dimming, one small dot of paint on base see photo size of pencil 
eraser {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and shipping}

39

Charlotte "Flo" Singer-Johnson, (1923-2012) Water Color On Paper & Book - Framed 
And Matted Under Glass 26 1/4" X 31 1/2" abstract Flowers in vivid colors and grays 
signed lower right - She was born in Germany and active in Sarasota, Charlotte "Flo" 
Singer-Johnson, (1923-2012) was born in Munich, Germany, and studied at the 
Academy of Fine Arts there. She immigrated to the US in 1950. a published author 
and artist, Flo Singer aka Florence Singer Johnson is known for her vivid color abstract, 
cat and animal art. The Sarasota artist won several show exhibit competitions and 
works in watercolors, acrylics, graphics and book illustrations.  And A Book "Graphics 
By Flo" Imaginative Drawings Of People & Animals - {Framed Under Glass local pick up 
or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and shipping}

40

Smokey Quartz Pendant 14k Gold Necklace - round 14mm diameter prong set smokey 
quartz in 10k gold on 17.5" snake 14k gold chain ( dwt. 14k chain & 10k pendant with 
quartz, illegible mark on pendant but tested and guaranteed to be 10k gold), Local 
pick up or in house shipping available

41

Pair of Framed Original Production Cels with Orig. Sketches from Happily Ever After 
Mother Goose w/ Coa's - from the HBO animated series Happily Every After Fairy 
Tales For Every Child Mother Goose A Rappin' & Rhymin' Special starring the voices of 
Whoopi Goldberg, Denzel Washington, Jimmy Smits, Kathie Lee Gifford and 18 others 
- cels are 12" wide, sketches: 6" wide, & frame: 22.5' tall, local pick up or buyer 
arranges third party packing and shipping

42

Charlotte "Flo" Singer-Johnson, (1923-2012) Water Color On Paper & Book - Framed 
And Matted Under Glass 26 1/4" X 31 1/2" abstract Flowers in vivid colors and grays 
signed lower right - She was born in Germany and active in Sarasota, Charlotte "Flo" 
Singer-Johnson, (1923-2012) was born in Munich, Germany, and studied at the 
Academy of Fine Arts there. She immigrated to the US in 1950. a published author 
and artist, Flo Singer aka Florence Singer Johnson is known for her vivid color abstract, 
cat and animal art. The Sarasota artist won several show exhibit competitions and 
works in watercolors, acrylics, graphics and book illustrations.  And A Book "Graphics 
By Flo" Imaginative Drawings Of People & Animals - {Framed Under Glass local pick up 
or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and shipping}
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43
Lot Of Sterling Silver & Gold Filled Vintage Jewelry - goldstone tie clasp & cuff links, 
sterling box chain with turtle pendant with green stones, bracelets, necklaces and 
more see photos. {local pickup or in house shipping available}

44

Charlotte "Flo" Singer-Johnson, (1923-2012) Mixed Media On Paper & Book - Framed 
And Matted Under Plexiglass 36" X 26" multi media collage and watecolot abstract in 
vivid colors and grays  allowing faces, flowers, animal and bird forms to arise from the 
subconscious, inspired by Japanese rice paper prints, signed lower left - She was born 
in Germany and active in Sarasota, Charlotte "Flo" Singer-Johnson, (1923-2012) was 
born in Munich, Germany, and studied at the Academy of Fine Arts there. She 
immigrated to the US in 1950. a published author and artist, Flo Singer aka Florence 
Singer Johnson is known for her vivid color abstract, cat and animal art. The Sarasota 
artist won several show exhibit competitions and works in watercolors, acrylics, 
graphics and book illustrations.  And A Book "Graphics By Flo" Imaginative Drawings 
Of People & Animals - {local pickup or in house shipping available}

45

Antique Arched Arm Wall Sconce With Raised Glass Floral Iridescent Shade - Beautiful 
Art Nouveau shade with 6 point star rim, raised chrysanthemum accents and 
threading on fine arched scrolled arm sconce - local pick up or in house shipping 
available, large box

46 1985 Vintage Pre-owned Authentic Tiffany & Co. Sterling Silver Bow Brooch/Pin - 3" 
long with orig. as is box - contents only, local pick up or in house shipping available

47

3 Oil Impressionist Landscape Paintings - 1 - William George Reindel (1871 - 1948) Oil 
On Board Impressionist Landscape "A Moonlit Landscape"  artist board 14" X 18 1
/4"  framed 17 1/2" X 21 3/4" titled in lower right matt.  was active/lived in Ohio, 
Michigan.  William Reindel is known for Landscape, illustrator.  1 - Tilden Daken (1876 
- 1935) was active/lived in California, Illinois.  Oil On Canvas California Coast 
Impressionist Landscape, 15 1/2" X 20 1/2"  Tilden Daken is known for Landscape and 
mural painting. 1 - Edmond Quinton (1897 - 1969) was active/lived in France.  1909 Oil 
On Canvas Un-Framed  13" X 18 1/4"   "Sheep At Sunset" Edmond Quinton is known 
for Painting. all 3 one money {local pickup or in house shipping available}

48 Mid Century Italian Gold Gilt Metal Wall Sculpture Light - Needs to be rewired, no 
switch, 5 lights with pompom style flowers - 48" wide x 31" tall, Local pick up only

49 3/8 carat Diamond Earrings New in Box - by Trumiracle set in sterling silver, local pick 
up or in house shipping available

50

Lot Of 4 Oil On Canvas & Board Waterscapes - 1 - Signed Rossy, oil on canvas 16" X 
20", framed 20" X 24", "Harbor Scene", 1- Dorothy Weber 1955 13" X 9" oil on canvas 
framed 15 3/4" X 11 3/4",  "Moon Lite River", 1 - Ivy Fitzroy West, 8" X 10" oil on 
canvas, framed 11" X 13" oceanscape with birds, 1 - H.V.P signed oil on canvas on 
board, 11 1/2" X 16" "Water Front Homes"  all 4 one money. {local pickup or in house 
shipping available}

51 Vintage Chrome Floor Lamp - adjust from 37" to 47" tall (some pitting to chrome) 
local pick up or buyer arranges third party packaging and shipping

52
Bulova 17 Jewel 14K Yellow Gold Ladies Wrist Watch - working with gold filled top 
speidel flex band, sold as is no warranty expressed or implied {local pickup or in house 
shipping available}
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53

Charlotte "Flo" Singer-Johnson, (1923-2012) Abstract Acrylic On Artist Board & Book - 
Framed 18 3/4" X 24 1/4" signed lower left. abstract in vivid colors and grays, "When 
Pigs Fly" mounted in thin subdued framing - born in Germany and active in Sarasota 
Charlotte "Flo" Singer-Johnson, (1923-2012) was born in Munich, Germany, and 
studied at the Academy of Fine Arts there. She immigrated to the US in 1950. a 
published author and artist, Flo Singer aka Florence Singer Johnson is known for her 
vivid color abstract, cat and animal art. The Sarasota artist won several show exhibit 
competitions and works in watercolors, acrylics, graphics and book illustrations.  And 
A Book "Graphics By Flo" Imaginative Drawings Of People & Animals - local pick up or 
in house shipping with additional boxing charges

54

WDCC Pluto's Christmas Tree Lamp Post Sign Stand with Description W/ Goofy, 
Donald, and Minnie Caroler Figurines - All Mint Condition Walt Disney Classic 
Collections with Original Boxes - Tis The Season To Be Jolly Goofy, Fa la la ... Donald 
Duck and Caroler Minnie, all with COAs, plus Light Up Lamp Post Base Display (No 
COA or cord for base, batteries work perfectly to light the lamp)  - all boxes complete 
and strong, some minor issues may be present, see photos for details - local pick up or 
buyer arranges all packing and shipping through third party

55 Lot Of 7 Native American Sterling Pawn Rings - See photos for sizes and details  {local 
pickup or in house shipping available}

56

2 Vintage Sawyer View-Masters with 50 Reels - view-master in orig. box and view-
master in plastic storage box with 50 reels of scenic locations around the world, many 
in the US (plastic storage box has broken lid) local pick up or in house shipping 
available

57

Charlotte "Flo" Singer-Johnson, (1923-2012) Abstract Acrylic On Canvas & Book - 
Framed 26 5/8" X 22 3/4" signed lower right, abstract in vivid colors and grays, 
allowing faces, flowers, animal and bird forms to arise from the subconscious, 
mounted in thin subdued framing - born in Germany and active in Sarasota Charlotte 
"Flo" Singer-Johnson, (1923-2012) was born in Munich, Germany, and studied at the 
Academy of Fine Arts there. She immigrated to the US in 1950. a published author 
and artist, Flo Singer aka Florence Singer Johnson is known for her vivid color abstract, 
cat and animal art. The Sarasota artist won several show exhibit competitions and 
works in watercolors, acrylics, graphics and book illustrations.  And A Book "Graphics 
By Flo" Imaginative Drawings Of People & Animals - local pick up or in house shipping 
with additional boxing charges

58
18k Gold Book Style Locket Necklace - 7/8" long book locket with glass cabochon 
decoration on 18" chain , both marked 750 (chip on top of center cabochon) (5.3 dwt. 
both pcs.)

59

Charlotte "Flo" Singer-Johnson, (1923-2012) Abstract Acrylic On Canvas Board & Book 
- Framed 28 1/2" X 21 7/8"  "At The Market" abstract in vivid colors and grays, signed 
lower right mounted in thin subdued framing - born in Germany and active in 
Sarasota Charlotte "Flo" Singer-Johnson, (1923-2012) was born in Munich, Germany, 
and studied at the Academy of Fine Arts there. She immigrated to the US in 1950. a 
published author and artist, Flo Singer aka Florence Singer Johnson is known for her 
vivid color abstract, cat and animal art. The Sarasota artist won several show exhibit 
competitions and works in watercolors, acrylics, graphics and book illustrations.  And 
A Book "Graphics By Flo" Imaginative Drawings Of People & Animals - local pick up or 
in house shipping with additional boxing charges
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60

Case Lot of Vintage Jewelry - incl. Monet, Caroline, Coro rhinestone necklaces, 
Avante, L.C., P.M. Paris, Kenneth Cole, Park Lane, Denise, Freirich, & more, we do our 
best to ensure the jewelry isn't broken or missing pieces but this is no guarantee, 
contents only - local pick up or in house shipping available

61
Baroque Pearl Necklace with Amethyst Center & 14k Gold Findings - 18" hand knotted 
necklace with 15x10mm rectangular amethyst center set in 14k gold and 14k barrel 
clasp, local pick up or in house shipping available

62

Charlotte "Flo" Singer-Johnson, (1923-2012) Abstract Acrylic On Canvas Board & Book 
- Framed 22 1/8" X 28 1/4" signed lower right. abstract in vivid colors and grays, 
allowing faces, flowers, animal and bird forms to arise from the subconscious, 
mounted in thin subdued framing - born in Germany and active in Sarasota Charlotte 
"Flo" Singer-Johnson, (1923-2012) was born in Munich, Germany, and studied at the 
Academy of Fine Arts there. She immigrated to the US in 1950. a published author 
and artist, Flo Singer aka Florence Singer Johnson is known for her vivid color abstract, 
cat and animal art. The Sarasota artist won several show exhibit competitions and 
works in watercolors, acrylics, graphics and book illustrations. And A Book "Graphics 
By Flo" Imaginative Drawings Of People & Animals - local pick up or in house shipping 
with additional boxing charges

63

Collection Francaise Made In America Lamp with Prism Lusters - 31" lamp of painted 
metal with statue of a girl reading ab ook on plinth, drooping flower form lamp pillar 
with facet cut luster prisms draped from top fixture - local pick up or in house 
shipping available, large box charges with prisms packed separately

64
10k White Gold with Diamond Accents Heart Pendant & Ring - pendant 3/4" long 
pendant & pave heart ring size: 6.75 (well worn) (1.7 dwt. both pcs. incl. diamonds), 
Local pick up or in house shipping available

65

Charlotte "Flo" Singer-Johnson, (1923-2012) Abstract Acrylic On Canvas & Book - 
Framed 25 1/4" X 20 1/8" abstract portrait with cat and bat  in vivid colors and grays, 
signed lower right, mounted in thin subdued framing - born in Germany and active in 
Sarasota Charlotte "Flo" Singer-Johnson, (1923-2012) was born in Munich, Germany, 
and studied at the Academy of Fine Arts there. She immigrated to the US in 1950. a 
published author and artist, Flo Singer aka Florence Singer Johnson is known for her 
vivid color abstract, cat and animal art. The Sarasota artist won several show exhibit 
competitions and works in watercolors, acrylics, graphics and book illustrations.  And 
A Book "Graphics By Flo" Imaginative Drawings Of People & Animals - local pick up or 
in house shipping with additional boxing charges

66 Selenite Cyrstals - 8 total varying from 4"-8" tall, local pick up or in house shipping 
available

67 18k Gold Tourmaline Ring - oval 6x4mm tourmaline, size: 8.5 (1.0 dwt.) - local pick up 
or in house shipping available
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68

Charlotte "Flo" Singer-Johnson, (1923-2012) Abstract Acrylic On Canvas & Book - 
Framed 25 1/8" X 31 1/4" un signed from the estate of th artist. abstract in vivid 
colors and grays, allowing faces, flowers, animal and bird forms to arise from the 
subconscious, mounted in thin subdued framing - born in Germany and active in 
Sarasota Charlotte "Flo" Singer-Johnson, (1923-2012) was born in Munich, Germany, 
and studied at the Academy of Fine Arts there. She immigrated to the US in 1950. a 
published author and artist, Flo Singer aka Florence Singer Johnson is known for her 
vivid color abstract, cat and animal art. The Sarasota artist won several show exhibit 
competitions and works in watercolors, acrylics, graphics and book illustrations.  And 
A Book "Graphics By Flo" Imaginative Drawings Of People & Animals - local pick up or 
in house shipping with additional boxing charges

69

7 WDCC Main Street Electrical Parade Float Vehicle Set with Battery Pack MIB - Walt 
Disney Classic Collections float figurines with battery op lights, Disneyland's Main 
Street Electrical Parade flag stand 1972-1996, Goofy's Train, Cinderellas Coach, Pete's 
Dragon, Twinkling Turtle, Lightning Bug, and Mickey's Drum - all carriages and other 
vehicles working with LED lights and battery pack, see photos for details- local pick up 
or buyer arranges all packing and shipping through third party

70 10K Yellow Gold Rams Head Pendant - (10.4 dwt.) 1 1/2" wide x 2 1/2" long with bail 
{local pickup or in house shipping available}

71

Charlotte "Flo" Singer-Johnson, (1923-2012) Abstract Acrylic On Canvas & Book - 
Framed 25" X  21 1/8" signed lower right abstract in vivid colors and grays, allowing 
faces, flowers, animal and bird forms to arise from the subconscious, mounted in thin 
subdued framing - born in Germany and active in Sarasota Charlotte "Flo" Singer-
Johnson, (1923-2012) was born in Munich, Germany, and studied at the Academy of 
Fine Arts there. She immigrated to the US in 1950. a published author and artist, Flo 
Singer aka Florence Singer Johnson is known for her vivid color abstract, cat and 
animal art. The Sarasota artist won several show exhibit competitions and works in 
watercolors, acrylics, graphics and book illustrations.  And A Book "Graphics By Flo" 
Imaginative Drawings Of People & Animals - local pick up or in house shipping with 
additional boxing charges

72

Costume Jewelry Lot - incl. lucite with Charel set, Lisner, Kramer, Trifar, Art, Coro, 
Crystal, pins, cufflinks, pocket knive, ladies watches (as is, untested) & more - we do 
our best to ensure the jewelry isn't broken or missing stones but this is no guarantee - 
contents only, local pick up or in house shipping available

73 2 Pair Of 14K Yelllow Gold Stud Ear Rings - (4.1 dwt. both pair) see photos {local 
pickup or in house shipping available}

74 Vintage At&T Mickey Mouse Touch Tone Phone - working with dial tone (good vintage 
condition) local pick up or in house shipping available
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75

Charlotte "Flo" Singer-Johnson, (1923-2012) Abstract Acrylic On Canvas & Book - 
framed 24 7/8  28 1/2" un signed from the estate of the artist. abstract in vivid colors 
and grays, allowing faces, flowers, animal and bird forms to arise from the 
subconscious, mounted in thin subdued framing - born in Germany and active in 
Sarasota Charlotte "Flo" Singer-Johnson, (1923-2012) was born in Munich, Germany, 
and studied at the Academy of Fine Arts there. She immigrated to the US in 1950. a 
published author and artist, Flo Singer aka Florence Singer Johnson is known for her 
vivid color abstract, cat and animal art. The Sarasota artist won several show exhibit 
competitions and works in watercolors, acrylics, graphics and book illustrations.  And 
A Book "Graphics By Flo" Imaginative Drawings Of People & Animals - local pick up or 
in house shipping with additional boxing charges

76
14k White Gold Amethyst Ring - 11x9mm oval amethyst with peridot side accents in 
criss cross design, size: 6.75 (2.4 dwt. incl. stones), Local pick up or in house shipping 
available

77
2 Trains New in Boxes - Alco model D-106 HO Brass Rs-1 Diesel Locomotive & 
Broadway Limited 3287 PRR T1 Duplex, #5517, Paragon3 Sound/DC/DCC, N Scale HH 
(both new in boxes) local pick up or in house shipping available

78

Charlotte "Flo" Singer-Johnson, (1923-2012) Abstract Acrylic On Canvas & Book - 
framed 21 1/4" X 29 3/8" double signed lower right & left  abstract in vivid colors and 
grays, allowing faces, flowers, animal and bird forms to arise from the subconscious, 
mounted in thin subdued framing - born in Germany and active in Sarasota Charlotte 
"Flo" Singer-Johnson, (1923-2012) was born in Munich, Germany, and studied at the 
Academy of Fine Arts there. She immigrated to the US in 1950. a published author 
and artist, Flo Singer aka Florence Singer Johnson is known for her vivid color abstract, 
cat and animal art. The Sarasota artist won several show exhibit competitions and 
works in watercolors, acrylics, graphics and book illustrations.  And A Book "Graphics 
By Flo" Imaginative Drawings Of People & Animals - local pick up or in house shipping 
with additional boxing charges

79 Lot Of 4 Pieces Of 10K Yellow Gold Jewelry - (4.4 dwt. all pcs.) see photos ring size 6 
{local pickup or in house shipping available}

80
Mid Century Chrome, Wood, & Smokey Acrylic Table Lamp - great Danish Modern 
style, 36" tall x 9.5" square, local pick up or buyer arranges third party packaging and 
shipping

81

Charlotte "Flo" Singer-Johnson, (1923-2012) Abstract Acrylic On Canvas Board & Book 
- 31" X 23 1/4" signed lower right. Framed abstract in vivid colors and grays, allowing 
faces, flowers, animal and bird forms to arise from the subconscious, mounted in thin 
subdued framing - born in Germany and active in Sarasota Charlotte "Flo" Singer-
Johnson, (1923-2012) was born in Munich, Germany, and studied at the Academy of 
Fine Arts there. She immigrated to the US in 1950. a published author and artist, Flo 
Singer aka Florence Singer Johnson is known for her vivid color abstract, cat and 
animal art. The Sarasota artist won several show exhibit competitions and works in 
watercolors, acrylics, graphics and book illustrations.  And A Book "Graphics By Flo" 
Imaginative Drawings Of People & Animals - local pick up or in house shipping with 
additional boxing charges

82
Classic Design 10k Yellow Gold Emerald & Diamond Ring - 5x3mm emerald 
surrounded by diamond chips set in white 10k gold on yellow gold band, size: 6 (2.0 
dwt. incl. stones), Local pick up or in house shipping available
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83

Yngve Edward Soderberg (1896 - 1971) Water Color On Paper "Sailboat Racing" - 13 1
/2" X 18 1/4" sight, framed and matted 20 1/2  X 25 1/2,  Soderberg was an American 
artist whose career was centered on Mystic, Connecticut. He is credited with being a 
painter, etcher, writer, teacher, designer, and lithographer. He is best known for his 
etchings, America's Cup paintings, and maritime watercolors. Soderberg was born in 
Chicago, Illinois to Swedish immigrants Berlin and Gust Soderberg. He was one of 
three children born. By age of twelve, Soderberg had already shown interest in 
drawing. He studied at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago and the Art Students 
League of New York. With a scholarship from the Art Institute of Chicago, he headed 
west for a summer of vagabonding in Yellowstone and British Columbia. In British 
Columbia, he sailed with fisherman, sailing small boats, building his own boats, and 
sailing in the big wind ships. His year at the Art Student's League in New York brought 
him the Kendall prize. In Chicago, Soderberg made money for his school and living 
expenses through architectural drawings and other forms of commercial art. He 
illustrated for articles in the Chicago Tribune and New York Herald-Tribune. When 
formal schooling was over, He traveled to Paris, Corsica, Normandy, and Brittany, and 
ultimately to Sweden with his sister. Upon returning from Europe, he headed to 
Mason's Island, off Mystic, Connecticut to spend the summer painting. It was a major 
turning point as it was here that he was to find the field art and sense of place which 
made him unique, for that time, among etchers. He ultimately built a cabin there with 
steam heat and a north-lighted studio.[Previously, no one had made etchings of small 
sailboats. But Mason's Island proved to be a perfect subjects for his etchings. His front 
yard was full of boats. At first he focused on etchings, but later concentrated on 
watercolors. By 1930, Soderberg was painting America's Cup Defenders. His 
watercolors were regularly used for magazines including The Sportsman, Yachting, 
Town and Country, and The Spur. His watercolors graced the cover of The Sportsman 
Magazine four times including July 1933, May 1934, August 1934, and February 1935. 
He painted every America's Cup Race from 1930 and in 1937 sailed on the Endeavor II. 
In 1934 he married Nancy Horn, a summer resident of Mason's Island from Paterson, 
New Jersey, and an accomplished sailor. During the Depression years, he became a 
Works Progress Administration artist. His WPA mural, Canal Era, painted in 1939, is 
located in the Morrisville, Pennsylvania Post Office. He worked for the Electric Boat 
Company during WWII where he painted morale posters for shipyard workers. Some 
posters were as large as eighteen feet high and depicted the cycle of events in 
building a submarine. While staying in Hyannisport, Massachusetts with a friend, he 
made a watercolor of a Wyanno Class boat with the number 94 on her and the name 
Victura on the stern. She was being sailed by John F. Kennedy. The future President 
bought the painting. "The picture is extremely good, "John F. Kennedy wrote.  {local 
pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and shipping}
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84

Juan Ricardo Original Mixed Media On Paper "Portrait" Framed By Randell Voelker - 
Juan Ricardo (American, 20th Century) 11" X 8 1/2" Oil and charcoal on masonite, 
signed lower right,  Randall Voelker Framer,    Randall was an artist that happened to 
be a framer. By trade, he was a carpenter in the Chicago land area. Back in the early 
1970’s, Randall decided to become an entrepreneur and start creating custom frames. 
He was a unique artist that would scour the Chicago area for particular timber from 
demolished buildings, farmhouses, and lumber yard (peculiar) wood. He collected this 
wood and would repurpose it into these one-of-a-kind frames you see today. He 
milled down each piece to make the frames. In addition to this, he created all the 
other mediums that became part of the finished work: metal wrappings, inlaid woods, 
and hand painted matting. Randall never knew how he was going to frame a piece of 
work until he took it to his studio and “became inspired.” His great attention to detail, 
as well as incorporating a feeling into each piece he framed, is what made the finished 
frame a piece of artwork all by itself That is why the customer almost never was 
allowed to give him directions or ideas…. You just left your art work and had to wait 
for his creation. This was the most exciting element of picking up your finished frame. 
It was always exhilarating to see what Randall created.  {local pickup or in house 
shipping available}

85
Gruin 14K White Gold & Diamonds 17 Jewel Ldies Wrist Watch - working, with Speidel 
Flexband , sold as is no warranty expressed or implied. {local pickup or in house 
shipping available}

86

pair Of Jonathan Wylder (Born 1957) is active/lives in UK, Pair Of Watercolors 
"Waterscapes" - Jonathan Wylder was born in Salisbury, Wiltshire in 1957. He held his 
first one man show in Salisbury City Library in 1973 where Sir Cecil Beaton was his first 
patron. He is especially inspired by dance which is reflected in his sculptural work with 
dancers from a variety of ballet companies, including; Fiona Chadwick, former 
principal with the Royal Ballet. Both one money.  {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd 
party packing and shipping}

87
Pair Of 2012 DCW-OV Herman Miller Eames Molded Plywood Dining Chairs Wood 
Base - Each with COA 15-Oct 12 DCW-OV, great condition. {local pick up or buyer 
arranges 3rd party packing and shipping}

88
Men's 14k Yellow Gold Diamond Ring Band - 5 diamonds set in diagonal design with 
7mm wide carved style band, size: 8.5 (3.4 dwt. ), Local pick up or in house shipping 
available

89

Russ Webster (1904 - 1984) was active/lived in Massachusetts.Oil On Board "View of 
Lane's Cove" - 16" X 20" canvas board, framed 18 1/2" X 22 1/2". {Estate Stamp on 
verso}  Russ Webster was a  long time resident of Lynn Massachusetts and died in 
1984. He worked as a commercial artist at General Electric in Lynn Massachusetts. He 
studied in Rockport with Wayne Morrell, Paul Strisick and especially Emile A. Gruppe, 
who remained a long time friend and traveling companion. His studies with Gruppe 
took him to Florida, Northern New England and Europe. He paints in a characteristic 
Cape Ann style clearly influenced by Emile A. Gruppe. {local pickup or in house 
shipping available}
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90

5 Original Framed Art, Morris Katz, Louise Kissling, Dennis, Jean B. Mc Kenney & Elsie 
Dorey - 1 - 7 1/2" X 9 1/2" oval oil on board, "seascape" Morris Katz (1931 - 2010) was 
active/lived in New York / Ukraine.  is known for Instant art-modernist figurative, 
portrait-palette knife and toilet paper. 1 - 8" X 6" oil on board, Louise 
Kissling, waterscape "Fall Creek"  1978 Brown County, Indiana. Dennis 9" X 12" oil on 
board, "Birches" unknown artist, 1 -  11 1/2 X 15 1/2".stretched canvas, framed 13" X 
17", Jean B. Mc Kenney oil on canvas "Peace And Light" 2001, 1 - 14" X 10" Oil on 
canvas board, framed 16 1/2" X 12 1/2" Elsie Dorey "A Quiet Place" 1977, {in house 
shipping available}

91
3 Pcs. of Gold Estate Jewelry - incl. 6.5" 14k serpentine chain bracelet (1.8 dwt.) (see 
photos for condition) & 2 pcs. of 10k gold - 1" Sagittarius charm & 18" necklace with 
heart MOM pendant (2.8 dwt. both pcs.) local pick up or in house shipping available

92 Copper & Brass Tone Metal Wall Sculpture - leaves and spray design - 24" tallx42" 
wide, local pick up or third party shipping arranged by buyer

93

Lot Of 3 Floral Still Life Paintings - 1 -  Signed ineligible oil on board "Flowers In Vase" 
board 14" X 18", framed 26" X 22". 1 - Marcus Seymour  "Vase Of Flowers With 
Nude"  Oil On Canvas 23 1/4" X 17", framed 25" X 19"  1 - W. Karl (Willibald Karl (1916 
- 1997) was active/lived in Austria.)  Oil On Canvas 20" X 16 1/4" framed 23 1/4 X 19 1
/2"  "flowers In Vase"  all 3 one money. {local pickup or in house shipping available}

94

Lot Of Three 14K Gold Ladies Wrist Watches - All 3 not working, 1 - 14K white gold 
Hamilton 17 jewel with Speidel flexband, 1 - CYMA 14K white gold & diamonds 17 
jewel with Speidel flexband,  1 - Jules Jurgensen 14K yellow gold  17 jewel with no 
band, all 3 one money. sold as is no warranty expressed or implied. {local pickup or in 
house shipping available}

95 Reupholstered Vintage Egg Swivel Lounge Chair - Used condition, swivel is loose, but 
still works, Local pick up only

96

Lot Of 3 Framed Oil On Board Landscapes - 1 -  K. S. Jackman 1953 Oil on board river 
landscape 16" X 20" board, framed 21" X 25", 1 - H W Flemming Oil on board "Winter 
River Landscape"  15 3/4" X 16 1/4", framed 18 1/2" X 18 1/2", 1 - Ruth Parks Oil on 
board  "Winter Landscape"  board 17 1/2" X 24", framed 21" X 27". all 3 one 
money.  {local pickup or in house shipping available}

97
9 Sterling Silver Rings incl. Vintage Turquoise Native American - signed LB Navajo, 
carved Itaglio, gemstone, & more - contents only, local pick up or in house shipping 
available

98

Juliet (Howson) BurdoinW atercolor On Paper Board "Harbor Scene" - 20" X 15" 
unframed,  (Born 1873) was active/lived in Ontario, Massachusetts / Canada.  Juliet 
Howson was born in Toronto in 1873. She was educated at the Ontario School of Art*, 
and also studied in Paris and The Netherlands. At the Academie Julian*, she studied 
under William Bouguereau and Gabriel Ferrier. She painted oil and water-color 
landscapes, flower studies, and portraits of notable women. Her work was exhibited 
at the Toronto Art Gallery (1891), through the Ontario Society of Artists* (1891-1893 
and 1900), and at the Royal Canadian Academy (1891). {local pickup or in house 
shipping available}

99
DRGM Vienna Regulator Kienzle Wall Clock - Working, Marked with Kienzle wings & 
clock face, DR Patent 147023, 34 over 114 1/2.  local pick up or buyer arranges third 
party packing and shipping
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100

Longiens 17 Jewel 14K Yellow Gold Ladies Wrist Watch - working with gold filled cap 
Spiedel flex band,  inscription on back plate "presented to Elisabeth Niebergall April 
25th 1947 By Albert Ehlers Inc. In Recognition Of 25 Years Of Service" sold as is no 
warranty expressed or implied. {local pickup or in house shipping available}

101

48" Round Tulip Base Table With 4 CH30 Dining Chairs by Hans J. Wegner for Carl 
Hansen & Søn 1960s - the table is a repro of  48 " Saarinen for Knoll Tulip Walnut Top 
dining table black base. some blemishes on top.  Hans Wagner chairs are Used  with 
some repairs see photos.   {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and 
shipping}

102
Esteban American Legacy AL-100 Dreadnought Acoustic Electric Guitar, Opus III Pickup 
- Clean gently used. some blemishes {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing 
and shipping}

103 Beautiful Yellow 14k Gold Morganite & Diamond Accent Cluster Ring - size: 8 (1.9 dwt. 
incl. stones), Local pick up or in house shipping available

104 35" Square Wood & Brushed Steel Modern Coffee Table - 16" tall, local pick up only

105

Finely Knotted 8'2 x 10'2" Pakistan Wool Pile Carpet - 8' 2" X 10'2" Oak Platinum Pak 
Persian Rug tag - intricate floral design with great vibrant color vibrations - central 
medallion with turquoise, navy blue and white grounds lavender, peach, yellow, olive, 
red and peach floral designs in center red field of floral spray designs, matching 
spandrels and complementing border with triple guard bands - [Local pick up OR 
buyer arranges ALL packing and shipping through third party]

106
Lot Of 4 Pieces Of 14K Yellow Gold Jewelry - 1 Tennis Racket pendant with pearl, 1 - 
Special Grandma charm with diamond, 1 - 14k DAD tie pin, 1 - 14k gold wedding ring 
charm (total 14k weight 2.0 dwt.)  {local pickup or in house shipping available}

107 Vintage Ceramic Owl Swag Light - needs to be rewired and new chain, no switch, 
14.5" tall, local pick up or buyer arranges third party packaging and shipping

108 Antique Weller Pottery Baldin Handled Vase - blue background with apples & 
branches - 9" tall (great condition) local pick up or in house shipping available

109
Men's Antique 14k White Gold Cufflinks - 1/2" square white gold tops with intricate 
guilloche design in orig. box (3.5 dwt. both), local pick up or in house shipping 
available

110 Blenko Retro MCM Art Glass Amethyst Crackle Hat Vase - 7" x 12"  with original label - 
local pick up or in house shipping available

111

Guiseppe Armani "The Bicycle - Spring" Figurine with Box - #0539C  from The Four 
Seasons series - 15" tall (excellent condition) (1935-2006) Italian sculptor Giuseppe 
Armani began working with Florence Sculpture de Arte Studios in 1975, this position 
gave him freedom to create his own figurines. s Armani has created masterpieces 
ranging from traditional Capodimonte style to more daring, contemporary, 
sometimes whimsical sculptures. Always, Giuseppe infused his figurines with 
breathtaking realism. - Local pick up or in house shipping available in Large Box

112 14K Yellow Gold & Diamond Cross On 18" Fine Chain - total weight 1.6 dwt  {local 
pickup or in house shipping available}
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113

6 Carved Semi Precious Stone Lucky Frogs - Good Luck and Feng Shui figures of frogs 
seated atop coin (coin detail seen under base), approx 1 1/2" × 2 1/2" sizes - 2 rose 
quartz, 2 goldstone, agate and jade color serpentine - local pick up or in house 
shipping available

114 Van Briggle Pottery Lorelei Ming Blue Vase - 10" tall (great condition) local pick up or 
in house shipping available

115
Modern Blue Lapis 14k Gold 2 Pcs. Suite - 16" chain with 1.5" long pendant necklace 
with matching dangle pierced earrings, stamped 585, local pick up or in house 
shipping available

116

Guiseppe Armani "Seashore - Summer" Figurine with Box - #540C  from The Four 
Seasons series - 14.25" tall (excellent condition) (1935-2006) Italian sculptor Giuseppe 
Armani began working with Florence Sculpture de Arte Studios in 1975, this position 
gave him freedom to create his own figurines. Armani has created masterpieces 
ranging from traditional Capodimonte style to more daring, contemporary, 
sometimes whimsical sculptures. Giuseppe infused his figurines with breathtaking 
realism. - Local pick up or in house shipping available in Large Box

117
12 Waterford Lismore Champagne Flutes and 1 Sherry cut Crystal stems - 
7"  champagnes and 5" white wine - local pick up or in house shipping available (large 
box charges to ensure safe delivery)

118
Used Movado 33.5 Vintage 90's Moon Phase Calendar WATCH 87.27.862 RARE - 
working with new battery, inside leather strap worn. sold as is no warranty expressed 
or implied  {local pickup or in house shipping available}

119

1994 Orig. Illustration Batman & Robin vs. Clayface Signed by Sheldon "Shelly" 
Moldoff - inscribed on top right "To Byron - "Shelly" Moldoff (Creator of Clayface)" - 9"
x12" pen and ink, originally sold by Heritage Auction House - Local pick up or in house 
shipping available

120

Giuseppe Armani "The Umbrella - Autumn" Figurine with Box - #0541C from The Four 
Seasons Collection (Excellent Condition) 14.5" tall - (1935-2006) Italian sculptor 
Giuseppe Armani began working with Florence Sculpture de Arte Studios in 1975, this 
position gave him freedom to create his own figurines. Armani has created 
masterpieces ranging from traditional Capodimonte style to more daring, 
contemporary, sometimes whimsical sculptures. Giuseppe infused his figurines with 
breathtaking realism. Local pick up or in house shipping available in Large Box

121 Modernist Design 14k Gold Pearl Ring - buckle design with carved band, size: 4.75 (2.9 
dwt. incl. pearl), Local pick up or in house shipping available

122
4 Pcs Irish Belleek Egg Shell Porcelains - 9 1/2" Biscuit Jar, 10" Vase, heart shape 
nappy bowl and 6" first green mark vase - local pick up or in house shipping available, 
Large Box charges

123
7 Fancy Porcelain Lace Figurines (Condition Issues) - beautiful figures - Dresden Lace 
made in Germany, Sitzendorf, Weissbach and others, some noticeable lace damage 
and minor issues - see photos for details, local pick up ONLY

124
14K White Gold And Diamond Croton 17 Jewel Ladies Wrist Watch - with 14K Gold 
Filled Speidel mesh bracelet with safety chain and clasp, working, sold as is no 
warranty expressed or implied  {local pickup or in house shipping available}
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125
14 Pcs Alvin Sterling Southern Charm Flatware - 2 Serving and 12 Bouillon Spoons - 2 
bouillon spoons sealed in original packs (17.0 troy oz.), all in great condition - local 
pick up or in house shipping available

126
12 Waterford Cut Crystal Stems in 3 Sizes - 4 Lismore 7 3/8"  Hock Wine Glasses, 4 -7 1
/4" Lismore Water Goblets and 4 mixed cut  6 1/2" cocktail stems - local pick up or in 
house shipping available (large box charges to ensure safe delivery)

127
14K Yellow Gold & Jade Bead Necklace - 14k yellow gold clasp, 24" long, 38 - 10 1
/2mm Jade Beads, 37 - graduated 4mm to 8mm 14k yellow gold beads.  {local pickup 
or in house shipping available}

128

Giuseeppe Armani "Skating - Winter" Figurine with Box - #0542C, from The Four 
Seasons Collection - 14.5" tall (excellent condition) - (1935-2006) Italian sculptor 
Giuseppe Armani began working with Florence Sculpture de Arte Studios in 1975, this 
position gave him freedom to create his own figurines. Armani has created 
masterpieces ranging from traditional Capodimonte style to more daring, 
contemporary, sometimes whimsical sculptures. Giuseppe infused his figurines with 
breathtaking realism. Local pick up or in house shipping available in Large Box

129

Lot Of 4 Water Colors Of Waterscapes - 1 - Russ Minardi watercolor on paper, 13 1/2 
X 10 1/2 sight, framed and matted 20 1/2" X 16 1/2",  1 - Fred Holmes, Watercolor on 
paper, 10 1/2" X 14 1/2" sight, framed and matted 17" X 20 3/4". "St. Mary's Harbour 
Isle Of Scilly". 1 - Jane Jennings, watercolor on paper 15" X 21 sight, framed and 
matted 22 1/2" X 28 1/4", "Beach Dune Bridge" Jane is an Painter in Port Orange 
Florida. 1 - Cyril Gardner (20th century) was active/lived in United States. Pastel on 
paper 8 1/4" X 11 1/4" sight , framed and matted 15" X 18 1/4"  "Beach scene" {local 
pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and shipping}

130

2 Pair of White 10k Gold Diamond Stud Earrings - 10mm diameter octagon shape & 
10x9mm overlapping design (3.2 dwt. both pair), Local pick up or in house shipping 
available
Metal Type: Gold
Gemstones: Diamond

131

20" Buddha and 22" Quan Yin Porcelain Statues - Both well executed designs, seated 
on lotus thrones in vivid polychrome glazes, Buddha holding a Stupa and Quan Yin a 
Treasure Vase with chop marks embossed in base - Local pick up or in house shipping 
available - NOTE...will be 2 large boxes to ship safely

132
Chinese Chippendale Inspired Foyer or Window Table - 25 1/2"H x 27"L x 14"W 
dimensions, straight legs with inset linear carving, lattice accent aprons and inlaid 
veneer top design - local pick up only

133 10k Trillion Cubic Zirconia Stud Earrings - 9mm, local pick up or in house shipping 
available

134 17" Matched Pair of Ornate Bronze Foo Dogs - Great detail, and condition, see photos 
- local pick up or in house shipping with large box charges, heavy

135 Victorian Plant Stand - brass finish with replaced tile top (structure shows signs of 
age), local pick up only

136
Tray of Sterling Silver Jewelry - incl. link, charm, & bar bracelets, crystal, spoon handle, 
and elephant pendant necklaces, many sizes of hoop earrings, & more - contents only, 
local pick up or in house shipping available
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137

Case Lot Of Collectibles Ambrotype Photos & Gems, Election Pins, Tins, Butter Churn 
& More - Tower binoculars 7x35 with case tripod mountable, Crayola An-Du-Septic 
Dustless Blackboard Crayon tin, Bronze power tin, Used RIG for guns box, Luden's 
menthol cough drops box, F&F cough lozenges box, De Witt's pills box, X-Ray 
Ointment box, Tot staples box, Perma-tex prophylactic box, Williams Aqua Velva 
bottle, Black Leaf 40 bottle, Antique Graham Syringe, Copper & Brass gun powder 
flask, 4 lead bullet molds, 1984 & 86 Medallic Art Co. Bronze Medallions, Atlas glass 
butter churn, Pay Toilet 5cent Drop Coin In Slot Turn Handle tin sign, 2- Vintage BARA 
Ladies Oriental Shrine of N.A. Court # 44 Fezes St Pete FLA, Native American beaded 
belt, knife sheath, choker and arm band all with some wear, Pair of Inauguration cuff 
links pres & vice pres, WWII Army merit metal with box, and Army Achievement 
medal with box, At Sundown By John Greenleaf Whittierand, Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin, 1893. Hardcover book, more. all one money.    {local pickup or in house 
shipping available with charge for packing}

138

Tom Owen Water Color "Mc Clures Beach, Point Reyes National Sea Shore" 1990 - 20" 
X 35" Walter Color On Paper Un-Framed, hand written on verso "Mc Clures Beach, 
Point Reyes National Sea Shore @90" An artist and a teacher for over thirty years, 
Thomas J. Owen is a nationally recognized painter in watercolor, oil and pastel. A 
graduate of Northwest Missouri University, Owen taught painting at Pikes Peak 
Community College and The Cottonwood Artists’ School and conducts workshops 
throughout the U.S.  Mr. Owen has been elected to signature status in 10 watercolor 
societies including the American Watercolor Society and the National Watercolor 
Society. He has received many major awards including two Mario Cooper and Dale 
Myers Medals (AWS), The Gold Medallion from the Adirondacks National exhibition of 
American Watercolor, The Harriet Wexler Bartsch Award (NWS) and the national 
Watercolor Society Award from Watercolor West.  {local pickup or in house shipping 
available}

139
Bulova 96A144 Automatic 21 Jewels Skeleton Stainless Steel Men's Watch C8601038 - 
Mechanical/automatic movement, Case diameter: 38.0 mm, Silver white dial, case In 
stainless steel, leather strap. working.  {local pickup or in house shipping available}

140

Tray Lot Of Used & New Old Stock Watches - including; GUCCI 9000L BLACK DIAL TWO 
TONE QUARTZ MOVEMENT UNISEX WRIST WATCH USED NO BOX, Embassy By Gruen 
In box, Gruen II ladies bracelet watch, Wall Street Journal in box, quartz robot watch 
in box, Swatch 1996 Olympic games in box,  Citizen C500-s016053, Fossel FS-3041, 
Benrus dual time BN 533, US Polo Assn, Benrus 17jewel, tank style, Casio W-800H, 
USO, Hamilton 3085, Lucian Picard, Jostins, Timex, Casio solar poered, Fossel EC-6827, 
Nautica A08520l, Wittnaur black fave with diamond, Fossel BW-6766, Croton , Swiss 
Army 3-24-72, Padra Caravelle, Seiko ladies, Citizen ladies, Lady Elgin, 6 modern 
pocket watches, Waltham 17 jewel mens, Ingersall manual wind Mickey Mouse no 
band, and Bolova Accutron Railroad Approved K44289 Scuffs and scratches on the 
crystal, watch case, and band. For its age, its in surprisingly good shape.unknown if it 
works,   all sold as is no warranty expressed or implied {local pickup or in house 
shipping available}

141

3 Lmited Ed. Corgi Texaco Pipe Line Die Cast Replica Trucks in Boxex - 1:50 scale - 1346
/4100 International Transtar with King Trailer and Submarine #US51402 - Texas 
Pipeline 357/4000 Kenworth with Pipe Load Dolly & Mutt #US55704, & 521/3000 
Diamond T980 Ballast Plus Girder Trailer & Nodding Donkey/Derrick #55304 (from the 
estate of a collector, appear to be in very good condition) local pick up or in house 
shipping available
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142

3 Fathers Day 1,000 Grain Sterling Silver Ingots -  1974 and 1975 Franklin Mint and 
1974 Wittnauer 1,000 grain ingots with Father's Day theme pictorial panels - see 
photos for details, marks and conditions (approx 6.4 troy oz total weight) - local pick 
up or in house shipping available

143
Portfolio of 15 Original Art Works by Morgan B. Kelly - 13 Watercolor landscapes, 
architectural and  3 sketches / drawings. by Morgan B. Kelly.  1 - surrealist oil on 
board by A. W. Kelly  -All unframed, in house shipping available

144

Tray of Full of Beaded Jewelry - incl. bone Native American design, seed bead 
necklaces, bracelets, & more - we do our best to ensure the jewelry isn't broken or 
missing stones but this is no guarantee - contents only, local pick up or in house 
shipping available

145

New Display Bulova Automatic Skeleton 96R151 Diamond Heart Ladies Wrist Watch - 
33 mm with 21 mounted diamonds, Mother of pearl face, stainless steel bracelet with 
butterfly clasp, 12-Hour Dial, Diamond Markers, with original hanging tag, 
working. {local pickup or in house shipping available}

146 4 Vintage Stoneware Crocks & Jugs - 5 gal jug (crack on bottom), 2 gallon jug, brown 
glaze jug, & handled crock, local pick up only

147
Pair of Sedgefield byAdams Pineapple Table Lamps - stand 36" tall - matching original 
shades, black baluster pillar holding facet cut pineapple with brass leaves base - local 
pick up or in house shipping in  2 large boxes

148
12 Sterling Silver Rings - incl. amethyst, black onyx, turquoise, multi-stone inlay, ivy 
desig, & more, we do our best to ensure the jewelry isn't broken or missing pieces but 
this is no guarantee, contents only - local pick up or in house shipping available

149
Leather Backpack by Mori New with Tag - brown leather with multiple pockets 
(missing 1 tab on front zipper other wise new with orig. tag) local pick up or in house 
shipping available

150 3 Female Torso Mannequins on Stands - heavy plastic on brushed metal stands - 24" 
tall, local pick up or buyer arranges third party packaging and shipping

151

Lucien Piccard Men's 26561RO Santo Rose-Tone Skeletal Automatic Watch - Quality 
Automatic movement; Functions without a battery; Powers automatically with the 
movement of your arm, Mineral crystal, Case diameter: 41.7 mm, Rose-gold case; 
White dial, leather strap with butterfly clasp, Water resistant to 99 feet (30 M): 
withstands rain and splashes of water, but not showering or submersion. 
Working  {local pickup or in house shipping available}

152

Pair of 30" Silver Tree Three Light Candelabras with Pricket Spikes - attributed to 
Elizabeth Marshall (Bradburn) collection, silver tree design - composite wood 
construction in naturalistic tree form, arms end in spike to hold candle - 
manufactured by Xu Xing Art Crafts Co 2011 - solid construction, some minor hairlines 
in finish, see photos - local pick up only 

153

2 Mid Century Tufted Top Ottoman or Vanity Stools - 10" x 20" gingham pink fabric 
puff stool/ ottoman with tassled trim, hand painted urn form legs and center button, 
and 9" x 18" padded stool with full drape twisted fringe and red pattern upholstery - 
local pick up OR buyer arranges ALL packing and shipping through third party
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154

4 .999 Fine Silver Commemorative Coin Rounds and Ingots - 2 1974 Hamilton Mint 1 
Troy Oz .999 Silver Ingots (First Annual Thanksgiving Day Ingot "The Quail by Eugen A 
Weissmann and Annual Norman Rockwell's Christmas Trio)  both with some wear and 
toning, 1 Troy Oz North American Fishing Club National Fishing Grand Slam 
Largemouth Bass (proof quality in holder) and Grand Princess Commemorative Edition 
Inaugural Season 1998 Dolphins .999 Silver HSP gaming token in holder (.999 silver 
center with gold tone exterior rim, proof like condition) - local pick up or in house 
shipping available 

155
2 Coach & Reproduction Louis Vuitton Handbags - red leather Coach shoulder bag, 
camel canvas Coach shoulder bag, & crossbody Reproduction Louis Vuitton (missing 
zipper tab), local pick up or in house shipping available

156 3 Pcs. Zanesville Pottery - Pair of 12" matte green vases & 8.5" tall gloss turquoise 
vase (all in great condition) local pick up or in house shipping available

157

Platinum Wedding Set with Solitaire Diamond Ring & 5 Diamond Wedding Band - 
Solitaire size 7 has a beautifully cut .029 carat diamond and band size 7 1/2 has 5 inset 
full cut diamonds, .10 carats each (5.0 dwt total weight), in vintage celluloid display 
box - local pick up or in house shipping available

158

Retro Candlesticks, Trays, Etc. - mid century wood, brass, & aluminum candlesticks, 
eight 4" square & seven 4" diameter tile coasters/trays, 2 Happy Chic Jonathan Adler 
vases, FM Ronneby art glass owl paperweight, aluminum 10.5" card game divided 
bowl, 6 placemats, & more, local pick up or in house shipping available

159

3 Walt Disney Classics Collection Fantasia Porcelain Figurines with Original Boxes - 
Walt Disney Classic Collections Ben Ali Gator, Hyacinth Hippo and "Romantic 
Reflections Pink Centaur With Boxes and COAs, and Mademoiselle Upanova "Prima 
Ballerina" Ostrich with box and no COA - all boxes complete and strong, some minor 
issues may be present, see photos for details - local pick up or in house shipping 
available

160

Bulova Men's 21 Jewels Watch Automatic Watch Style: C935244 - Used, some minor 
scratches on crystal, missing 3 rhinestones, stainless steel bracelet with pave 
rhinestones and butterfly clasp, bezel with rhinestones circling the dial, {local pickup 
or in house shipping available}

161

Pretenders Poster Believed To Be Signd By Chrissy Heinz & 2 Seinfeld Commemorative 
Posters - 2000 Pretenders Viva El Amor! with orig. signature believed to by Chrissy 
Heinz 19" square & 2 The One Hundred Sixty-Ninth and Final Episode of Seinfeld 
commissioned by Entertainment Weekly Magazine, designed by Charles S. Anderson 
Design Company, printed on French Construction paper by French Paper Company 
- 25" tall x 19" wide, local pick up or in house shipping available

162
3 Life Size Mannequins - 1 man with moveable arms, arms are loose and 2 women 
with no arms and no moveable parts,  {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party 
packing and shipping}

163 10 Sterling Silver Rings - incl. amethyst, carnelian, moonstone, amber, & more, local 
pick up or in house shipping available

164 Italian Hollywood Regency Design Wheat Glass Top End Table - gold tone finish metal 
base with square glass top, local pick up only
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165
Set of Vintage Laurel Lamps - bronze finish metal bordering on brutalist design, 
matching 32" table & 60" floor lamps (floor lamp has orig. shade, no shade on table 
lamp), local pick up only

166
2 Morgan Silver Dollars - Hard to Find 1899-S and 1882 - 1899-S has 2,562,000 original 
mintage,1882 ws 11,100,000 - see photos for details and conditions, local pick up or in 
house shipping available

167 Pair of Mid Century Swivel Club Chairs - fabric is in good vintage used condition with 
some signs of use - 28" tall x 3 0" wide x 30" deep - local pick up only

168
Persian Bibikabad Style 100% Wool Rug With Cotton Warp - 132" X 97" Camel 
Ground, Eight Borders, Floral. one pinkish faded wine stain.  {local pick up or buyer 
arranges 3rd party packing and shipping}

169 Rare 1903-S Morgan Silver Dollar - 1,240,100 original mintage - see photos for details 
and condition, local pick up only or in house shipping available 

170
3 Life Size Mannequins - 1 Man and 2 women, moveable arms and waist, on stands, 
Used Condition, bumps and scares, see photos. {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd 
party packing and shipping}

171
Mid Century Glass Top with Substantial Metal Base Coffee Table - beveled glass on arc 
design gold tone metal twisted rod design, glass 20", legs 23.5" tall x 36" wide x 56" 
long (very tiny chips to glass, hard to notice)  - local pick up only

172
Sterling Silver Jewelry - incl. Didae hinged bracelet, moonstone, abalone, crystal, and 
hand hammered pendant necklaces, plus violin charm - contents only, local pick up or 
in house shipping available

173
Pr of Yellow Glaze Ginger Jars with Blue Butterfly and Floral Band Design, Bronze Feet 
and Caps - 17" tall when assembled, foot and lids are removable - local pick up or in 
house shipping available with large box charges

174
Persian 100% Wool Rug On Cotton Warp - 183" X 120"  Red Ground, Center 
Medallion, Acanthus Leaf Framed Floral Bouquets, Clean, Some small wear spots. See 
Photos{local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and shipping}

175
10 US Large Cents, 1830-1952 - Matron Head 1830, Braided Liberty 1844, 2 1849, 
1850, 3 1851, and 2 1852 - see photos for conditions and details, local pick up or in 
house shipping available

176
Lee Reynolds Symphony Mi-Century Acrylic on Canvas Painting - 40" x 50" with thin 
black lath frame, great style and movement of Symphony in concert - Local Pick Up 
ONLY due to size

177

7 Seraphim Statues Exclusively by Roman MIB - Heavenly Guardian Boy music box 
(working), Angel of Peace, Angels to Watch Over Me #78092, 78093, & 78094, 
Communion Boy Figure, & Gift From the Heart, all with boxes, local pick up or in 
house shipping available

178

1864 Civil War 50 Cent Fractional Currency and $1 Silver Certifiicate Bank Notes - Feb 
15th 1864 Richmond The Confederate States of America Fifty Cents Fractional 
Currency Note with 98040 ink stamped number on slightly off cut sheet with 
noticeable imprint marks on plain verso with light bleed through), and  Series 1957A 
Silver Certificate (many folds, but no tears or fading) - local pick up or in house 
shipping available
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179

Huge Lot of Ephemera and Black & White Photos incl. Tin Types - incl. many black & 
white photos with a few military and risque, tin types & cabinet photos, 8x10 & 11x14 
celebrity promo photos of Marilyn Monroe, & James Dean, Frank Sinatra, & more, lots 
of vintage advertising booklets & pamphlets incl. Maine Central Railroad, Eastern 
Steamship Lines, etc., old greeting cards, postcards, & more,  local pick up or in house 
shipping available

180

William Savery Bucklin Watercolor Woodland Scene - William Savery Bucklin (1851 - 
1928) was active/lived in New Jersey, Connecticut and is known for Water scene, 
forest interior landscape and still-life paintings.  frame size": 19.75"x40.5", local pick 
up or in house shipping available

181

3 Proof and Proof Like Commemorative Silver Dollars - PF 69 Ultra Cameo NGC graded 
and slabbed 1993-S James Madison Commemorative silver dollar, 2021 bullion 
Morgan dollars in original display/ presentation boxes, local pick up or in house 
shipping available

182 White Glass Globe Pendant Light - 10" diameter globe, local pick up or buyer arranges 
third party packaging and shipping

183

Studio Nova Tri-Angles Dinnerware, Service for 8 - 1980's Art Deco design - 8 ea. of 
11" dinner & 8.25" salad plates, 9" rimmed soup, 9" serving bowl, 12" round platter, 
creamer & covered sugar, & 8 cups & saucers (great condition) local pick up or buyer 
arranges third party packaging and shipping

184

8 Pokeman 2011 and 2012 Ultra Rare and EX Near mint Cards and 7 Pokemon Black 
Star Promo Cards - 
Reshiram113/114 Black & White 1: (Base Set) Singles, Groudon EX 54/108 Black & 
White 5: Dark Explorers Singles,  Registeel EX 81/124 Black & White 6: Dragons 
Exalted, Thundurus - 97/98 and Tornadus 98/98 Black & White 2: Emerging Powers 
Singles Terrakion 99/101, Verizion 97/101, Terrakion 99/101 and Trainer 101/101 
Black & White 3: Noble Victories Singles PLUS 7 Pokemon Black Star Promo Cards with 
Reshiram EX BW36, Mewtwo EX BW45, Darkrai EX BW46, Rayquaza EX BW47, Ultr 
Rare Holos, Reshiram Holo BW004 Pokemon Black & White Promos (Near Mint),
Garchomp C LV. X DP46 Ultra Rare Pokemon Diamond & Pearl Promos NM and Mew 8 
Non Holo Pokemon Wizards Black Star Promos LP - grades are opinion, see photos, 
local pick up and in house shipping available

 

185

Pair Of Framed And Matted 1772 French Courting Hand-Coloured Etchings - "L'Ecole 
De L'Amour"  Jean-Baptiste-Claude CHATELAIN (etcher) Charles LE BRUN (after)   and 
"Le Maitre De Musique" J. Coquerel Sculp (etcher) Charles LE BRUN (after)  both 
framed and matted 17 1/2" X 14" {local pickup or in house shipping available}

186 Black and White Acryic Chess Set - 14.25" square board (minor signs of use), local pick 
up or in house shipping available

187
3 Beaded Necklaces with 14k Gold Findings - 16" 14k gold chain with black onyx 
beads, 20" coral beads with 14k gold clasp, & 28" black onyx with alternating gold 
beads with 14k gold clasp, local pick up or in house shipping available

188 Lot of Archaic Stone Tools, Geodes And Points - {local pickup or in house shipping 
available
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189
Lot of Vintage Miliatary Navy Seabees Memorablia - framed patches, 1975 framed 18"
x13.25" acceptance certificate for Seabee Veterans, & 8 ft. long tablecloth, local pick 
up or in house shipping available

190 3 Morgan Silver Dollars - 1900-O, 1921 and 1884-S - see photos for conditions and 
details, local pick up or in house shipping available

191 50+ 1:64 Die Cast Nascars in Orig. Packages - Hotwheels, Racing Champions, Winner's 
Circle, etc. local pick up or in house shipping available

192

9 Pieces Of Collectible China & Bronze Bird Finial With Hooks - 1 - Bronze Bird Finial 
with 6 hooks, 2 - Antique 1886 Keeling & Co. 1 -Flow Blue & 1 - Blue,Red & Green Late 
Mayers Chatsworth Flow Blue Sauce Tureen, Cover, Plate & Ladle. The Tureen stands 
4 7/8" high x 8 1/4" from end of one handle to the end of the opposite handle. The 
under plate measures 8 5/8" x 6 1/8" and the ladle is 6 3/4" in length x 2 7/8" 
diameter of the ladle's bowl.. 1- Hippolyte Hautin Boulanger Choisy le Roi Japanese 
Aesthetic Majolica 9" Second Series Plate,  This second series is considerably more 
rare than the 1st one. Unlike the 1st design, this one has no formal border around the 
central image but it also utilizes the Email Ombrant technique and the vignettes of the 
1st series. These all have one figure engaged in some athletic pursuit inside a vignette 
within a larger, more complex scene. Around the perimeter of the plate, there are 
various exotic looking figures meant to represent Japanese script. 1 - Antique 
Porcelain Purple Transferware Trivet Pewter Artichoke Footed. 1 - Flow Blue Veggie , 
MANDARIN, Pountney & Co.small chip underside rim& 1 1/2" hairline crack.  1 
- Antique Flow Blue New Wharf Pottery 8 1/4" Round Vegetable Bowl Conway 
Pattern.  1 - Royal Doulton 9 1/4" Art Deco Purple Flower Serving Bowl.  1 - 10 1/2" 
Fisher & Meig Porcelain Cookie Plate. and  1 - Von Schierholz pierced rim 6 3/4" X 
4"  bowl  all 9 one money  {local pickup or in house shipping available}

193 Lot Of 7 Native American Sterling Pawn Rings - See photos for sizes and details {local 
pickup or in house shipping available

194 Lot Of Asian Collectibles - Japanese scrolls, Opium Scales, and Lacquerware. {local 
pickup or in house shipping available}

195

2 First Gear Texaco Die Cast Trucks with Boxes - scale 1/34 - #19-2819 Texaco Pipeline 
#8 R Mack Model R with Lowboy Trailer & #18-2139 Carlos R. Leffler 1960 Model B-61 
Mack Tractor with Tank Trailer, both with shipping boxes (from the estate of an avid 
collector, appear to be in good condition) local pick up or in house shipping available

196

Pokemon Ultra Rare Holo Call of Legends Singles Lugia SL7 and Deoxys SL1 - 
Lugia Near Mint, great eye appeal, minor rubs to corner, Deoxys Mint/Near Mint, 
2011 copyright marks (grading is opinion, see photos) - local pick up or in house 
shipping available

197

Vintage Homer Laughlin Art Wells Batter Pitcher with Lid & Contemporary Fiestaware 
- rose color 8.5" batter pitcher in great condition & 31 pcs. of fiestaware incl. gravy 
boat, 3 pc. sugar & cream, spoon rest, platters, & more, local pick up or buyer 
arranges third party packaging and shipping

198

Collection of Vintage Pyrex - incl. set of Butterfly Gold cinderella nesting bowls with 
two 4 qt., Butterfly Gold 475B & Butterfly 2 473B covered casseroles, set of 3 Autumn 
Harvest covered casseroles 475B, 474B,& 473B, & 3 Butterprint cinderella bowls two 
443 & 442 (all in good condition) local pick up or buyer arranges third party packaging 
and shipping
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199

2 The Franklin Mint Commemorative Sterling Silver Medals - Bicentennial Medal "We 
Are the People" in heavy stering silver (marked on rim of coin, 4.24 ozt) and 1975 
Mothers Day Commemorative Medal in sterling silver in case - see photos for details 
and conditions, local pick up or in house shipping available

200

Approx. 70 Pcs. of Hutschenreuther China Dinnerware Gold with Orange Band - coffee 
pot, covered casseroles, sugar, square veggie bowl, tab handled round platter, oblong 
platters, 12 ea of dinner, 9 salad & 10 bread plates, 11 rimmed soup bowls, & 6 cups 
& saucers, local pick up or buyer arranges third party packaging and shipping

200A Very Large 7 Inch Diameter, 21 Inch Long, 3 Whistle / Chime Solid Brass Steam Train 
Whistle No Valve - {local pickup or in house shipping available}

201

4 Spinach Jade and Glass Peach Tree Ming Trees - matched 12" pair in jade color stone 
pots, 10" wall hung "wreath" plaque and smaller ming tree - leaves are a spinach jade 
stone, peaches are glass - local pick up OR buyer arranges ALL packing and shipping 
through third party
 

202
Vintage Judith Ripka Sterling Silver Jewelry - size: 7 heart ring, jade pendant necklace, 
JR initial heavy chain necklace, & lever back pierced earrings - contents only, local pick 
up or in house shipping available

203

2 New Dooney & Bourke Lexi Saffiano Leather Crossbody Bags - turquoise & coral, one 
inside slip pocket, 6 inside credit cards slots, Inside key hook, Lined, Adjustable strap. 
Strap drop length 22.5". Zipper closure. Approximately measures H 5" x W 1.5" x L 
8.5"  (coral has orig. tag, both never used) local pick up or in house shipping available

204

Vintage Ceramics - incl. pair of 10" tall busts o Asian man & woman vases, Art Deco 
design black and white teapot, 3 ashtrays (turquoise Royal Haeger has chip & green 
boomerang has chips underneath) & pair of Mikasa shakers (1 is cracked), local pick 
up or third party packaging and shipping 

205

2 Vintage Chinese Jade Necklaces - 18" hand knotted approx. 11mm jade beaded 
necklace with 14k gold clasp & 16" beaded necklace with jade rings & pendant with 
hand carved seed beads (missing 1 seed bead - Local pick up or in house shipping 
available
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206

Kathleen Cantin Aquatint Etching of Hot Aitr Balloons Wind Drifters 123/260 - arched 
image of hot air balloons rising above serene river valley landscape -  accomplished 
artist, etcher and printmaker, Kathleen Cantin presently makes her home in North 
Carolina where she is constantly refreshed by the beauty of the Blue Ridge 
Mountains. Since her graduation from the University of New Hampshire, Kathleen 
Cantin has participated in some of the nations most prestigious print exhibits 
including the 2nd United States International Graphics Annual, the 23rd Berkshire 
Museum Exhibition, Boston Printmakers 30th Annual Exhibition, Davidson National 
Print and Drawing Competition, and the 39th Exhibition of Miniature Painters, 
Sculptors, and Engravers Society of Washington, D.C. Her expert command of the 
etching medium led to further honors when she was awarded commissions by the N.
H. Graphics Society, President and Mrs. Derek Bok of Harvard University, the Franklin 
Mint, and Collector's Guild. Prints by this talented artist may be found in the 
collections of the Smithsonian Institute, the Philadelphia Public Library, the 
Decordova and Fairbanks Museums, The Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia, and in 
numerous galleries throughout the United States. Corporate collections include Hawk 
Mountain Corporation, Proctor Trust Company, and The Burlington Savings Bank. 
Awards include the Helen Slottman Graphics Award from the Pen & Brush Club, New 
York.

207

Estate Vintage Cameras and Lenses - Sears 2.8 f=135mm, Vivitar (2 - 1:2.8 135mm, 
Joshiba 1:3.5-4 f=80-200mm, Tokina 1:4 80-200mm, Tamron 1:3.5 f=200mm, Nikura 
auto zoom 1:4.5 f=80-200mm, Quantaray 1:3.8 85-210mm & 1:3.5-4.5 f=35-70mm, 
Aires tele-attachment lens 8cm, lights, & more (all as is)  - Local pick up or buyer 
arranges third party packaging and shipping

208

1974 Sterling Belize 8 pc bird coin set and 1974 9 pc Bahamas Coin Set - issued by the 
Franklin Mint, 1974 Birds of Belize 8 coin solid sterling silver set (2.8377 oz Actual 
Silver Weight) and Bahamas 1974 coin set, not sure if any is sterling, I think Two Dollar 
coin is  - both sets have no cases, crisp detail with lots of original patina, but have 
been out and about with other coins in estate collection - See photos for details and 
condition, local pick up or in house shipping available

209

Pegasus Etching after Dali with Reverse Plate Signature - Great Salvador Dali etching 
image (7" x 5" plate imprint) with colored litho accent over print, seen in signed and 
unsigned editions including Collector's Guild, on 14" x 11" laid paper with mat - local 
pick p or in house shipping available

210

Picasso Etching of Seated Nude Crowning Herself With Flowers - Original was 
published by Abrams 1956 - old copy of COA on reverse, 10 3/4" x 8 1/4" paper size 
with scissor cut borders, spot glued to back papers under glass in 17 1/2" x 16 " frame 
- sold as is, unknown age & method of actual printing, classic Picasso lines - local pick 
up only

211

4 Pokemon Rare Holo Cards Including Charmander 101/100 Ultra Rare - Charmander 
101/100 Ultra Rare Diamond & Pearl: Stormfront Singles 2008, Lugia 15/95,Ho-Oh 9
/95 and Ninetales 17/95 Call of Legends Singles 2011 -  All Near mint - - grades are 
opinion, see photos, local pick up and in house shipping available
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212

WDCC Fantasia Titile Scroll and 3 Sizes Dancing Mushrooms Porcelain Figurines MIB - 
Walt Disney Classic Collections Large Mushroom Dancer, Medium Mushroom 
Dancer and Hop Low Small Mushroom Dancers plus Fantasia title scroll, all with boxes 
and COAs - all boxes complete and strong, some minor issues may be present, see 
photos for details local pick up or in house shipping available

213

Pr of Archaic Chinese Bronze Replica3 Pc Bird Vessels with Original Presentation Boxes 
and Info Cards - part of The Chinese Bronzes collection, in original satin line boxes 
with base slot to store stands(adhesive on brass plaques for stands has let go, but all 
pieces fine and present), still in Mint shape, very minor scuffing and old packing 
remnants on covers to boxes possible, but easily cleaned to near mint look - local pick 
up or in house shipping available

214

5 1982 South Africa Commemorative .999 Silver Kruggerands - approx 22 grams each, 
32 mm celebrating the 15th anniversary of Krugerrands with the portrait of President 
Kruger in high relief, Stefans Johannes Kruger arching above and classic Springbok 
back design, Krugerrand Commemorate above, 19567-1982 below, each in dispay 
holder - see photos for details and condition, local pick up or in house shipping 
available

215

4 Framed And Matted Japanese Woodblock Prints - 2 beautiful modern Japanese 
woodblock prints by Tomikichiro Tokuriki (1902-1999) from "Kyoraku Jyugo-Kei" 
(Fifteen Views of Kyoto) - "Tohoji Pagoda". no.7. Kyo-o Gokoku-ji Temple (commonly 
called To-ji) with the Five-Storied Pagoda, which is 57 meter in height and the tallest 
wooden building in Japan and No. 12 "Ume no Miya". A red gate (Japanese "torii"), 
the iris pond and a pine tree at Umenomiya Shrine in Kyoto, Asada Benji (1899-1984) 
Ca. 1950 "The Pagoda of Ninnaji Temple Winter" also known as Snow scene of Yasaka 
Pagota (Ninnaji is a big temple of Shingon Sect. The five-storied pagoda which is in the 
ground of the temple is a national treasure and a hundred of cherry trees planted 
around it are especially famous as a place of historic interest and of scenic 
beauty)  plus Takaodayu a famous Courtesan woodblock,  {local pickup or in house 
shipping available}

216

Mid Century Adjustable Double Light - orig. coral color base and matching accents 
with fiberglass shades with leaves, 3 way switch (either light or both) 17" tall 
(discoloration to fiberglass shades from heat and age) local pick up or buyer arranges 
third party packaging and shipping

217 32" Hand Knotted Pearl Necklace with 14k Gold Clasp - approx. 6mm pearls, local pick 
up or in house shipping available

218

Collection of Comic Related Books - incl. Comix The Underground Revolution, Siegel 
and Shuster's Funnyman, Tales of the Supernatural Witchcraft, 1979 Miss Fury, 
Fletcher Hank I Shall Destroy All the Civilized Planets & You Shall Die by Your Own Evil 
Creation!, hardcover The Complete Terry and the Pirates, The Steranko History of 
Comics 1 & 2, & more, local pick up or in house shipping available

219
19" Bronze Standing Buddha and 6 1/2" Lying Buddha Statues - Standing Buddha has 
hand outstretched on lotus base - local pick up or in house shipping available 
 

220

Disney Parks Tinker Bell Litho and Framed Pin Set - 1999 Limited Edition Pin Set #2043
/2500 "Night Flight" with The Walt Disney company COA on back, matted under 
plexiglass in 18" x 21" frame and Tinker Bell "Pixie Poses" Certified Sericel in edition of 
3,500  with Disney Enterprises Inc COA on verso , matted under plexiglass in 22" x 19 1
/2" frame - local pick up or in house shipping available with additional boxing charges
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221

50+ Pcs. of Paden City Ruby Red Crow's Feet Glassware - 16 luncheon plates, 9 cream 
soups and 7 bread plates/ liners, 7 cups and 11 saucers, side handled serving bowl 
and tray, flared edge bowl, center handle sandwich tray, oval bowl and platter and 
clear compote - local pick up only OR buyer arranges ALL packing and shipping 
through third party

222

Jose Yepez Arteaga Oil on Canvas Ecuador Landscape - Well known Ecuadorian artist 
(1898-?), scenic landscape of raft man with crop at sunrise near raised stilt shoreline 
houses,sone rising in cloud filled sky - oil on canvas in 27" x 33" gilt wood frame 
-  local pick up or in house shipping available with padded art box charges

223
Picasso Colored Etching of Three Women with Embossed Signature - pencil numbered 
527 lower left, embossed seal signature lower right, probably from 1986 edition - 
matted and framed under acrylic, local pick up or in house shipping available

224

3 First Gear Texaco Die Cast Trucks with Boxes - 1/34 scale - #19-2782 R Model Mack 
Heavy-Duty Wrecker, #19-2218 Texaco Express 1960 B-61 Mack Tow Truck, & 19-2823 
Texaco Havoline International 4400 High Performance Truck (from the estate of an 
avid collector, appear to be in good condition) local pick up or in house shipping 
available

225

Case Lot of Vintage Jewelry - incl. Sarah Cov., rhinestone, crystal, baby blue 
rhinestone with cabochon bracelet & necklace, pin & earring sets, enameled flower 
pins, & more - we do our best to ensure the jewelry isn't broken or missing stones but 
this is no guarantee - contents only, local pick up or in house shipping available

226

Disney Parks Mickey Mouse and Pinocchio Model Sheet Framed Pin Sets - Mickey 
Mouse limited numbered edition 3637/5000 and Pinocchio 1694/500 - both matted 
and framed under plexiglass in 15" x 17" frames with full COA info sheets on verso 
- local pick up or in house shipping available with additional boxing charges

227

Johnny Friedlaender Mid Century Stone Litho - (French 1912-1992) Great mid-century 
print maker known for his abstract design images, matted under glass in  20.25" x 
16.15" frame- Local Pick up OR Buyer Arranges ALL Packing and Shipping Through 
Third Party 

228

53 Pcs. of Fransican Desert Rose China - 10.5" & 8" serving bowls, 11.75" round & 14" 
long serving platters, 11" long divided dish, 12-10.5" dinner & 8-6.25" sandwich 
plates, 9-6"soup bowls, & more, local pick up or buyer arranges third party packaging 
and shipping

229

1945 Luigi Lucioni Copper Plate Landscape Etching - Lucioni (1900-1988) was born in 
Italy in 1900 and emigrated to America in 1911. He studied a wide range of art 
techniques and styles, mastering portraiture, realistic still life and emotive landscape 
scenes plus meticulously detailed landscape etchings. A superb detailed image of 
hillside pasture overlooking country village with sloping mountains rising in the 
distance - 11 3/4" × 8 1/4" impression double matted under glass in period gold tone 
wood and gesso 19 3/4" x 15" frame

230
Vintage Case XX Counter Top Hardware Store Display Case - glass lift front with 
storage behind 13"'deep x 16" tall x 28" wide, from Davis Hardware Store in New Port 
Richey Florida, local pick up or buyer arranges third party packaging and shipping
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231

Framed and Matted Watercolors by Coe Steinwart and Susan Hess - Coe Steinwart 
(best know for her illustrated "The Elf on The Shelf A Christmas Tradition" classic) 
harbor scene with sailboats moored ny colorful port town seaside hills (17.75 X 17.75 
inch image sight matted under glass in 23.5" x 23.5" frame) and Susan Hess vivid color 
still life {18.5" x 27.5" sight matted under glass in 24.5" x 32.5" frame) - local pick up 
only OR buyer arranges ALL packing and shipping through third party

232

2 Luigi Lucioni Copper Plate Landscape Etchings - Lucioni (1900-1988) was born in Italy 
in 1900 and emigrated to America in 1911. He studied a wide range of art techniques 
and styles, mastering portraiture, realistic still life and emotive landscape scenes plus 
meticulously detailed landscape etchings.2 pastoral landscapes in matted frames, 
both pencil signed, 21.75" wide frame & 20" wide frames noticeable toning from 
wood backs, local pick up or buyer arranges third party packaging and shipping 

233

10 Hummel Figurines incl. Lamp - 1977 & 78 annual bells, TMK5 Girl Sitting Tree wall 
pocket, Standing Boy wall plaque, & Knit One Purl One, No. 1 & No. 4 Members Club, 
TMK5 Little Thrifty with key, TMK4 Blessed Child, & Friends Lamp (all in great 
condition unless otherwise noted) local pick up or in house shipping available

234 Vintage Taxidermy Wall Mount Buck Head - (some signs of age on nose) - Local pick 
up only

235

Titanic Expedition 2000 Silver and Gold Oval Medallions with piece of Coal from the 
Titanic - 2005 Republic of Liberia Commemorative oval coins authorized by the 
National Bank of Liberia with COA from RMS Titanic Inc that the coal specimen 
embedded in each coin was recovered in the 2000 Titanic Research and Recovery 
Expedition, each in their own individual clear holders and wood display boxes - 30mm 
x 45mm .925 sterling silver 10 dollars coin with 25 gr. weight and mintage of 5,000 
pcs, 9mm x 14,5mm .999 gold 25 dollars coin wit 1/25 oz  weight and mintage of 
25,000, both proof quality- see photos, local pick up or in house shipping available

236

17 Pcs MCM Retro Vintage Glassware - blue glass pitcher with 4 water and 4 juice 
tumblers decoragted with retro flower bands, amethyst cupped lip, orange Viking 
ribbed low pulled lip and blue art glass free form compotes, 2 green water pitchers 
(one attributed to Jamestown), blue glass bud vase, Kluk Kluk pinched decanter with 
replaced sailboat stopper and crystal whale figure (small glass bruise to cheek) - Local 
Pick Up ONLY

237

Texaco Limited Ed. Annual Porcelain Stations in Boxes - #1 in series "Texaco Town 
Filling Station", #2 1996 Oakland Filling Station, #3 1997 #15 Dallas Texas Service 
Station, #4 1998 Idalia Colorado, #6 City Type Houston Texas, Ertl 2002 No. 1 Service 
Station, Franklin Mint "Service with a Smile", & 1999 Western Barn (from the estate of 
an avid collector, all in great condition) local pick up or buyer arranges third party 
packaging and shipping

238

6 2010 Ultra Rare Holo Pokemon Cards Umbreon, Slowking, Scizor, Machamp, 
Magnazone & Gengar - Umbreon 86/90 (1 tiny spot to back), Slowking 85/90 and 
Scizor 84/90 (all Near Mint) HGSS - Undaunted Singles, Machamp 85/102, Magnezone 
96/102 and Gengar 94/102, HGSS Triumphant Singles, all Near Mint), all 2010 
copyright marks (grading is opinion, see photos) - local pick up or in house shipping 
available
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239

Fireking Peach Blossom & Gay Fad Dishes - Peach Blossom - 8.25" long covered 
casserole, six 5" bowls, 2 mugs, custard, & 6.75" tab handled, Gay Fad - square 
covered dish, bowl, four bowls, two 7.5" rectangle & 9" handle rectangle, orange 
casserole, gold casserole, 5.25" tulip bowl (significant wear to decoration) & more (all 
in good vintage condition), local pick up or buyer arranges third party packaging and 
shipping

240

Lady Patricia Pattern China by Mitterteich of Bavaria Germany - 60+ pcs., 12 ea. 
dinner, salad, & bread and butter plates, 12 ea. coupe soup & dessert bowls, plus 
more  (all in great condition), local pick up or buyer arranges third party packaging 
and shipping

241

20 Canadian Silver 25 cents Quarters Coins, many proof like/ MS grade - 2 1937 (one 
marked VF-30, one with partial original patina), 1941, 1947 ML marked AU-58,1948, 
1953-LG Date NSF (Narrow Rim Mint State-63) and 1954-1968 complete in series in 
Proof Like or MS grade condition - see photos for details NOTE - not professionally 
graded, grades are opinion of discerning collector, sold as is), local pick up or in house 
shipping available

242

Retro Glass Miniatures, Novelty and Decorative Glass Items - 2  child's toy pink 
hobnail miniature water pitcher and 4 tumbler sets (hobnail and cameo patterns), red 
mini punch bowl and 6 cups, glass candy, green iron shape novelty candy box, purple 
slag glass bird on nest, small opalescent duck figurine, figural votive candle holders, 
pail form ice bucket full of glass fruit and vegetables, ceramic hanging liquor bottle 
tags and more -  Local Pick Up ONLY

243 33 Volumes of Jimmy Swaggart Bible Commentaries in Mint Condition - see photos for 
details and volumes present - Local Pick up or in house shipping available Media Mail

244 10k Gold Smokey Quartz Ring - cushion cut smokey crystal with spinel accents, size: 
7.5 (2.4 dwt. incl. stones) local pick up or in house shipping available

245 Large Lot of Vintage Postcards - mostly separated by US states incl. travel & linen, 
local pick up or in house shipping available

246
2 Pre-Owned Dooney & Bourke Nylon Shoulder Bags - navy blue & black with front 
zipper pocket, inside zipper pocket and pouch, bag is 9" tall (very seldom used) local 
pick up or in house shipping available

247 18" 14k Gold Flat Box Link Chain - stamped 585 (8.3 dwt.) local pick up or in house 
shipping available

248

1945 Oil on Board Painting of Country Home by Edgar Craven - Titled "Near Phillisburg 
New Jersey" and hand written inscription on verso, Edgar Malin Craven (1891 - 1960) 
was active/lived in New Jersey and is known for Landscape paintings. Actual board 
size: 14"x11", local pick up or in house shipping available

249

Tray and Contents of Retro Bar and Kitchen Items - Airbrushed tray by W Soanstrom, 
Broce Hunt brushed finish tall coffepot, ceam and sugar, striped glass cocktail shaker, 
ice chopper, Art Deco black and chrome back hand mirror, brush and vanity jar, 
chrome base ceramic child's warming divided plate with bakelite handles by Majestic, 
art glass pitcher and 5 tumblers, and bird figure - see photos for details - local pick up 
OR buyer arranges ALL packing and shipping through third party
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250

Civil War Artifacts Excavated at site of Fort Brooke - Fort Brooke (1824-1883) located 
in the Tampa Bay Area was active during the Seminole Wars and the Civil War and 
decommissioned in 1883 - simple civil war era (or perhaps earlier) artifacts include 
button,pipe and pottery fragments, musket balls and lead bullet pieces, comes with 
case - local pick up or in house shipping available

251

Large and Small Pairs of Hand Carved Chinese Hard Stone Horses - great detailed 
carving, 9.5" x 10.5" set facing in the same direction, 5.5" x 7" pair slightly facing in 
opposite directions in beautiful jade color hardstone - see photos for details and 
conditions - local pick up or in house shipping available with large box to ensure safe 
delivery, heavy

252

Collection of Hardcover Comic & Related Books - incl. Your Vigor For Life Appalls Me 
Robert Crumb Letters, American Comic Classics US Postage Stamps, V for Vendetta 
from Script to Film, Rand Holmes The Artist Himself, The Chilling Archives of Horror 
Comics! Howard Nostrands hardcover, Ditko's shorts hardcover, The World of Steve 
Ditko hardcover, King of the Comics 100 years of King Features hardcover, Jack Davis, 
& The Smithsonian Collection of Newspaper Comics, local pick up or in house shipping 
avialable

253
Tiffany & Co Makers Sterling Silver Dish and Money Clip - 3 1/2" leaf dish with ball 
feet and 2 1/3" money clip, each marked Tiffany & Co Makers Sterling and come with 
original turquoise blue Tiffany boxes - local pick up or in house shipping available

254

Tray lot full of Asian Good Luck and Decorative Collectibles - Large collection of good 
luck replica Warring States bronze money tabs in all shapes and sizes, serpentine jade 
seated cats, carved wood jewelry box with cork scene design under glass heart 
window top Fu Lu Shou wise men gods of longevity, prosperity and good fortune and 
2 peeing boys resin figurines, miniature hand carved soapstone teapot, 9 sandalwood 
carved ball in ball tassel drop ornaments, 3 mini cloisonne eggs, bronze good luck 
Buddha with staff and 2 treasure vases, fancy embossed silver plate back hand mirror 
and more - contents only,  local pick up or in house shipping available with $5 
additional packing charges above shipping charges

255

Texaco Die Cast Plane & Truck in Boxes - Ertl "Gooney Bird" Douglas DC-3C and First 
Gear #19-2202 1953 5000 Gallon Aviation Tanker 1/34 scale (from the estate of an 
avid collector, appear to be in good condition) local pick up or in house shipping 
available

256
Sterling Silver Bracelets - bangle with etched design, .835 silver repousse link, 
geometric link, vintage Mexican cuff, thin modern bangle, & more - contents only, 
local pick up or in house shipping available

257

Progressive Fibre Products Sample Case - 10" tall x 20" long sample case with piano 
hinge lid, inset divided top tray and open base storage, inside tag reads "Progressibe 
Fibre Products New York 3 NY Mfgs of Sample Cases", embossed "Bell System" on 
front - Local pick up or In House shipping Available
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258

Case Lot of Asian Reverse Painted Glass, Turkish Prayer Rug and More - 2 crystal foo 
dog handle and feet paneled box with dragon lids ( one with reverse painted tiger and 
one with reverse painted dragon motifs), 2 3 1/2" crystal ball reverse painted interior 
novelties on stands (one with ornate walled city and one with kittens) and one tiny 
one with rooster inside, 8 varied crystal paperweight desk ornaments with calligraphy, 
faceted balls, laser cut 3 day rooster interior and more, semi precious stone ming 
flower displays, 26" x 47" Alibi Turkish tapestry form prayer rug, 2 porcelain vases, 2 
erotica hand painted snuff bottles, and more - local pick up or in house shipping 
available with $5 additional packing charge above shipping charges

259 Lot Of 6 Native American Pawn Sterling Rings - See Photos For sizes and details (one 
needs to be soldered broken ring) local pick up or in house shipping available

260

2 Fine Art Prints Includig Collector's Guild Hoi and Roger Forissier - Hoi pencil signed 
and numbered 155/275 with Collectors's Guild seal COA and artist bio and Roger 
Forissiere blue and white vase of tulips still life with image of Prague's 5 steeple 
church in the background and the bridge leading to 

261

Arrow LE Paperweight, Planet of the Apes Attar Figure and Six Million Dollar Man 
Nostalgia Items - 8" icon heroes Arrow The Television Series Arrow (Series One) 
Limited Edition collectible statue paperweight 3,018 of 5,000 with COA and original 
box, 2001 Planet of The Apes Hasbro Attar Special Collector's Edition 12" Action 
Figure with box (some roughness to box), Six Million Dollar Man 5 Seasons and Bonus 
VHS Tapes complete in Special Box with lenticular front Image of Steve Austin 
running,  Black and White 10x8 promo photo of Richard Andersen "'Oscar Goodman" 
(with Lee Majors in photo) dated 1997  and as is empty folded box for Oscar 
Goodman action figure - local pick up or in house shipping available

262
Sheaffer Clipper Snorkel Fountain Pen Pencil Set (1952-59) - Green w/GT & Steel Caps 
- Pen with Sheaffer Thin Model Snorkel Palladium Silver Triumph Nib, with 
presentation box, box has stains {local pickup or in house shipping available}

263

Approx 28 Pcs Elegant, Depression and EAPG Glass Serving Pieces - Pair of Duncan & 
Miller Pall Mall #30 First Love etch decanters, pr dolphin candlesticks,lobed Baccarat 
crystal fruit bowl, 2 light candelabra, 6 decorative and cake plates and platters (open 
loop rim Lincoln plate, amber Sharon Cabbage Rose, Madrid and green floral design 
cake plates, pink Miss America and Cambridge Cleo serving plates,7  EAPG Adams 
Minerva/ Roman Medallion ind berry bowls, embossed baby in bassinet shallow bowl, 
Duncan Caribbean handled side bowl, pink Fleur De Lis center handle etched 
sandwich plate, Heisey Rose tumbler, Cambridge Rose Point three part relish 
and  covered butter or lemon dish, Elaine open sugar bowl and more - Local Pick Up 
ONLY

264

35" x 26" Walt Disney Store Pencil Sketch Framed Lithoof Jiminy Cricket - great image, 
marked in bottom right Pinocchio 1940, in original Disney frame with Disney store tag, 
plexiglass care note on back of frame, probably 1999 - Original Disney double mat 
under plexiglass in in 35" x 27" frame - local pick up or in house shipping available 
with padded art box charges - LARGE SIZE 

265

Sterling Silver & More Jewelry Lot - incl. lapis beaded necklace with matching earrings, 
pair of freshwater pearl necklaces, 2 Beau & ivy vine design bangle bracelets, earrings, 
.970 lama with lapis inlay, dress shirt collar stiffeners in orig. box, anchor pendants, 
etc. - contents only, Local pick up or in house shipping available
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266

Nisaburo Ito Golden Horse 2 Japanese Woodblock Print - 1950s woodblock print 
featuring a feisty horse trimmed with gold, printer notch in right lower corner,  proper 
seal and side character marks. The print measure approx. 17 5/8" x11 5/8" - Nisaburo 
Ito (1910-1988) was a student of Tsuchida Bakusen at The Kyoto City Specialty School 
of Painting. Ito was interested in promoting the art of the woodblock print and 
interpreting traditional woodblock images in a 20th century style. His beautiful 
landscapes and nature subjects captured the attention of those looking to preserve 
the memory of the classic architecture and natural scenes which were quickly 
changing in the mid-20th century. His works are tranquil reminders of the traditional 
beauty of Japan. His floral subjects are beautiful, large woodblock prints, rendered 
with lovely attention to detail and lively color. He was well known for local scenes in 
Kyoto - among them a very popular image of the Golden Pavilion in Kyoto. - local pick 
up or in house shipping loose and rolled in tube avaialbe

267

3 Graduated Size Pairs of Marbled Green Soapstone Foo Dogs - 10", 8" and 3 1/2" 
sizes, great carvings with some minor imperfections and transport rubs,  see photos 
for details and condition - local pick up OR buyer arranges ALL packing and shipping 
through third party
 

268
Tray of Sterling Silver & Gold Filled Jewelry - incl. vintage collar, Buddha keychain, 
earrings, Cuban link bracelet, heart locket, 12k gold filled ladies watch (unknown if it 
runs), & more - contents only, local pick up or in house shipping available

269

Signed Tampa Bay Lightning Framed Jersey - with multiple signatures incl. Phil 
Esposito, #26 Martin St. Louis,  #19 Brian Bradley, & many more, worn sweater with 
stains, 37"x28" under plexiglass, local pick up or buyer arranges third party packaging 
and shipping

270

3 Blue and 1 Celadon Chinese Crystaline Glaze Vases - 13" and 2 -10" blue and 10 1/2" 
celadon, all with lightly flared rims - crystaline glaze technique achieved from specific 
glazes with extended cool down kiln time - Local Pick Up ONLY or buyer arranges ALL 
packing and shipping through third party

271
Vintage 14k Gold Emerald & Diamond Ring - marquis emeralds with alternating round 
diamonds set in marquis shape, size: 5.75 (1.7 dwt. incl. stones) stamped 14kP for 14k 
plum not plate, Local pick up or in house shipping available

272

Collection of Hand Made Wood Decoys - 20" long 1999 signed Sarah Ellis Canadian 
Goose from The Stanstead Canada, 13" long 1994 Common Loon by R.E. Mahan, 10" 
long 1987 signed REM , 7" long 1991 Yellow Breasted Fly Catcher carved by B. Mahan, 
painted by John Luecgley? (repair to legs where they attach to body), 7" long 1986 
Mandarin by R.E. Mahan, local pick up or in house shipping available

273

2 Vintage Pre Highwayman Souvenir Florida Art Landsapes - 5 1/2" x 7 1/2" hard 
board with applied raised frame edge of classic Florida landscape with palm trees and 
heron by Addison with The Shell Shoppe stamp on back and 22"x25" bamboo style 
framed sunset water landscape with palm trees signed C Vingron 1969 - local pick up 
or in house shipping available with additional oversized boxing charges

274

14k Gold Sapphire Necklace with Matching Stud Earrings - 16.5" V-shaped necklace 
with 4mm long marquise sapphires and diamond accents on serpentine chain with 
matching stud earrings (some mild signs of wear in chain) (5.0 dwt. both pcs. incl. 
stones), Local pick up or in house shipping available
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275

Retro Vintage American Figural Utility Art Pottery - Shawnee Clown with seal finisl lid 
and McCoy Mammy cookie jars, Stangl Vase and Little Red Riding Hood cream and 
sogar, salt and pepper shakers - local pick up only OR buyer arranges ALL packing and 
shipping through third party

276

Lot of Mid Century Glass incl. Blendo - Blendo lime green pitcher with 6 rocks glasses 
& lime green pitcher with five 5" tumblers plus turquoise & orange bowl, 10" smokey 
glass vase with ground glass top, set of 6 Rhett Butler & Scarlet O'Hara 6.5" tall 
tumblers by Karen L Bailey, 19" Georges Briard serving tray (no bowl, everything else 
is in great condition) local pick up or buyer arranges third party packaging and shipping

277
Vintage 10k Yellow Gold Emerald & Diamond Ring - marquis emeralds with alternating 
round diamonds set in marquis shape - size: 7.5 (1.6 dwt. incl. stones), Local pick up or 
in house shipping available

278
2 Robert R Young Watercolors of Clearwater Area Shoreline Landscapes -  listed local 
artist, matted under glass in 17" x 21" frames - available Local pick up only OR buyer 
arranges ALL packing and shipping

279 Vintage Paint by Number of Polyneisan Village Scene - 12"x16" board, local pick up or 
in house shipping available

280
2 Pair of White 10k Gold Diamond Stud Earrings - 8mm woven square design & 
11mmx7mm rectangular diagonal design, both are screw back studs, backs NOT 
included (3.1 dwt. both pair), Local pick up or in house shipping available

281

Approx. 70 Vintage Vinyl Record Albums - incl. The Dukes of Dixieland, Roy Parker 
Junior, Charlie Pride, The Manhattan Transfer, Dionne Warwick, Barbara Streisand, 
Kenny Rogers, Nancy Wilson, Ray Charles, Harry Belafonte, Benny Goodman, Willie 
Nelson, Frank Sinatra, Nancy Wilson, Bo Diddly and more (condition to albums and 
covers is what's expected for vintage and use) local pick up or in house shipping USPS 
Medial Mail

282
Vintage Douglass - Snyder Rollerskates - size: 6 1/2, (leather boots show signs of age 
and hardening, skates are in good condition), local pick up or in house shipping 
available

283

Estate Sterling Silver Jewelry Lot - incl. heart link, gemstone, & mariner style bracelets, 
omega collar, heart locket and matching earring set, spiral with cultured pearl 
pendant & matching earrings set, rings, & more - contents only, local pick up or in 
house shipping available

284
Vintage Marantz Receiver, Cassette Player, & Turntable - receiver model no. SD 221 
works, cassette and turntable both as is, not working, local pick up or buyer arranges 
third party packaging and shipping

285

3 Framed Advertizing Posters - 1- Theatre Comic De Barcelona, La Camisa de la 
Pompadour, 1- St Andrewa The home of the royal & ancient game, 1- Fly To South Sea 
Isles via Pan America. all for one money. [Local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party 
packing and shipping]

286
Vintage 14k White Gold Diamond Ring - with 1/4 carat center diamond set in unusual 
prong star design encircled by ribbon design band with diamond accents, size: 6 (2.0 
dwt. incl. diamond), Local pick up or in house shipping available

287 72 Blue Box Die Cast Napoleonic War Toy Soldiers - 36 each French and English, 12 
each of 3 types - see photos for details - local pick up or in house shipping available
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288

Aquatint Etchings with H Alken, Eton College, and Cupid & Habana Cigar Art - H Alken 
"Morning, A Few of The Right Sort Going To Do The Thing - London, Published by S & J 
Faller, at The Sporting Gallery. Rahtbone Place Mar 1 1822 Printed By C Hullmander" 
and "Afternoon: A Few of The Right Sort Who Have Done The Thing" (both in old 
frames some toning from wood backs, spotting), Eton College, Berkshire from the 
Thames, Cupid theme etching with yellow drape and scenic background and 
colorful Jose Gener & Batet Habana Cigar :La Escepcion Picadura Selecta Extra-Fina 
cigar advertising art with gold foil embossed accents - all framed under glass, local 
pick up only OR Buyer arranges ALL packing and shipping

289 Vintage 14k Yellow Gold Diamond Solitaire Ring - size: 6 (1.8 dwt.), Local pick up or in 
house shipping available

290

Antique Yacht Bronze Morss Style / Or Real Rigging Blocks - This style of block has for 
many years been erroneously identified as a product of the Herreshoff Manufacturing 
Co. They were in reality however, a product of the A. S. Morss Company of Boston, 
MA and were very commonly used on high-end yachts built at Lawley and Shiverick, 
and by designers like Alden, Atkin and others. The designer is still a mystery, here are 
2 gaff blocks and 2 reverse side shackle blocks and 1 signed Perko cleat. all one 
money. {local pickup or in house shipping available}

291

Collection of Mid Century Retro Plastic Dishes - 6 pink Massimo Vignelli stacking 
plates, 6 Ingrid stacking cups, Melmac cream & sugar, 13.5" Ornamin divided 
condiment tray, &orange 5" & red 7" Fitz & Floyd cups new in boxes, local pick up or 
in house shipping available

292 Vintage 10k Gold Black Onyx Ring - size: 8.5 (1.9 dwt. incl. stone) local pick up or in 
house shipping available

293

50 Vintage Jazz, Rock and Roll, and Other Vinyl Record Albums - incl. The Isaac Hayes 
Movement, Frank Sinatra, Johnny Mathis, Donny,Brook, Nina Simone, Andy Williams, 
Bobby Vinton, B.B King, Herbie Mann, Hugo Winterhalter, Ella Fitzgerald, The 
4Freshmen, Jimmy McGriff, Duke Ellington Treasury shows, and more (albums and 
covers condition is what's expected of used vintage) local pick up or in house shipping 
available USPS Medial Mail

294

2 First Gear Texaco Die Cast Trucks with Boxes - scale 1/34 - #19-2166 1960 Model B-
61 Mack Tandem Axle Tractor with Lowboy Trailer & #19-2417 Texaco Fuel Chief 
Mack 1960 B-Model Tractor with Tank Trailer  (from the estate of an avid collector, 
appear to be in good condition) local pick up or in house shipping available

295

Sterling Silver Jewelry incl. Vintage - Reed & Barton good luck whistle in orig. box, 2 
Pandora beads, cross & crystal pendant necklaces, sterling top scent bottle, amethyst 
& marcasite pierced earrings, & more, contents only, local pick up or in house 
shipping available

296

Velodyne DLS-3500R Sub, Definitive Technology ProSub 800 & A Pair of KEF Reference 
104/2 Speakers - 1 -Velodyne DLS-3500R Active Powered Subwoofer 8" Driver 160 
Watts with shipping Box. 1 -  Definitive Technology ProSub 800 - High Output 
Compact 300W Powered Subwoofer,  and  A Pair of KEF Reference 104/2 Floor 
Standing Speakers w/ Original Factory Boxes. all for one money. {local pickup or in 
house shipping available}
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297

Monumental Chinese Black Stone Carving of God of Fortune  "Trieu Cong Minh"  - 33" 
Tall, 43" Wide, 16" Deep.   Many Chinese believe that the background is Mr. Loc Trieu 
Cong Minh, who served as a marshal under the Shang Dynasty. Trieu Cong Minh 
increased Tru Vuong against Zhou Yu Vuong, but was defeated and died. In his famous 
work Phong Than Expression, Trieu Cong Minh is a talented man who rides a black 
tiger. Trieu Cong Minh often disguises himself as a beggar, going to the homes of the 
rich and asking for excess rice, soup and clothes. But he did not ask for food for 
himself, but used it to give to the poor. After Trieu Cong Minh was destroyed by 
Khuong Tu Nha, he was enthroned and became Mr. Loc or the god of wealth. 
This Incredible Carving weighs in over 1000 pounds we believe {we have no scales 
that can weigh it} {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and shipping} {WE 
WILL NOT LIFT THIS INTO ANY VEHICLE,  IT COMES WITH A 4 WHEEL CART FOR YOU 
TO LOAD INTO YOUR RAMP TRUCK}

298
Bone with 14k Gold Accent 3 Pc. Jewelry Suite - beaded 17" necklace with 14k gold 
beads, bangle bracelet & U-shape stud earrings, local pick up or in house shipping 
available

299 Vintage Military Issued US Navy Leather Coat - some signs of age along the ribbing on 
cuffs and the waist, local pick up or in house shipping available

300
Lot Of 7 Used Unframed Porsche Show Room Posters - 4 - 30" X40", 1 - 40" X30", 1 - 
21" X 30" some bent corners and wrinkles.   Will Be Shipped Rolled In Tube,  Local 
pickup or in house shipping available.

301 Sweet Vintage Krementz 14k Gold with Ruby Heart Post Earrings - in orig. box with 
pamphlet - Local pick up or in house shipping available

302
2 Victrola, Edison, Brunswick, Gramophone,? Phonograph Horns - 1 - Miller Rubber Co.
Black Question Mark Phonograph Horn 11 3/4" mouth, 1 - Un marked Metal 14 1/4" 
mouth horn, both one money. {local pickup or in house shipping available}

303

Mid Century Modern Vintage Whiskey Barrel Swivel Chairs and Barrel Base Poker
/Card Table - 48" reversible top, card / poker side with leatherette center, 4 matching 
Whiskey barrel swivel chairs with taupe colored naugahyde. Game storage under 
table top.  {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and shipping}

304

Collection of 14k & 10k Gold Charms - 14k incl. square 1/4 ct. diamond pendant, 
Grandma of Twins, letter W, & quartz pendant & 10k 1" sapphire & diamond heart 
letter U - (1.6 dwt. 10k & 4.0 dwt. 14k dwt. incl. stones) Local pick up or in house 
shipping available

305
Persian 100% Wool Rug With Cotton Warp - Hand knotted antique geometric bird 
Qashqai Gabbeh Tribal rug 82" X 63" Hand Tied Wool Rug. some edges need work. 
{local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and shipping}

306
Top Of Cart Load Of Asian Collectibles - China, Figurines, Ceramics, Stoneware, blind 
stitch tray, and more See Photos. {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing 
and shipping}

307

Tray of Sterling Silver Jewelry - incl. multi-strand heart, faceted, & abalone shell 
necklaces, beaded, bangle & V-mesh with gold bracelets, "Am I Cute or What?" 
tinkerbell Disney pendant necklace, starfish rings, dangle earrings, & more, we do our 
best to ensure the jewelry isn't broken or missing pieces but this is no guarantee, 
contents only - local pick up or in house shipping available
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308
Giant Lot of 23 Toy and Model Airplaines of All Sizes - Filling the bottom of cart from 
unopened Hot Wheels and Matchbox, to full built 21", many with Airline details, see 
photos for details and sizes and Conditions- local pick up only

309

Old Wood Tool Box with Tools - Buck Brothers wood chisels, Stanley # 203 wood 
plane, Yankee # 130A driver, Stanley #313 level, E A Stevens level, Duluth hand 
shears, Stanley # 945 10" wood bit brace, and more.  } {local pick up or buyer arranges 
3rd party packing and shipping}

310 Antique 9k Gold Bar Pin with Seed Pearl Flower Center - 1.75" long (1.1 dwt.), local x 
up or in house shipping available

311

Vintage Rainbow SE Vacuum with Owners Manual & Many Attachments - bagless 
rolling canister with tools & additional Rainbow Mate (cannister is running, power 
nossel is missing reset button) local pick up or buyer arranges third party packaging 
and shipping

312 Collection of Vintage Sheet Music - from early 1900's with great graphics (condition is 
expected for old paper) local pick up or in house shipping available

313 Vintage 10k Gold Diamond Ring - size: 7 (1.4 dwt. both), Local pick up or in house 
shipping available

314

Tray of Fraternal Pins, Cufflinks, & More - incl. 4-H, American Legion, Rotary Club, Elks, 
Masons, & more fraternal pins, 60+ pairs of cufflinks incl. Shield, Hickok, Foster & 
Simmons, Swank, Anson, Christian Dior, Dante, & more plus military & government 
pins, & more - we do our best to ensure the jewelry isn't broken or missing stones but 
this is no guarantee - contents only, local pick up or in house shipping available

315
1867 LL Davis Springfiled Mass Wood Box Level - "Pat March 17, 1867 - well used 
wood body with brass caps and level bubble insert, well marked - local pick up or in 
house shipping available, odd box size costs

316 14k Yellow Gold Pearl Ring - size: 6.75 (2.3 dwt. incl. pearl), Local pick up or in house 
shipping available

317

800+ Vintage Postcards - linens, travel aoyvenir incl motels, historic buildings and 
landmarks, early 1900s New York and other resorts, waterfalls, bridges, museum 
collections, Oregon, North Carolina, and more...discovery lot!! - local pick up or in 
house shipping available

318

Case Lot of Costume Jewelry - incl. Ann Koplick, Chico's, bakelite bracelet, Carolee, & 
more, some new with tags - twe do our best to ensure the jewelry isn't broken or 
missing stones but this is no guarantee - contents only, local pick up or in house 
shipping available

319

Tray of Vintage & Designer Sterling Silver Jewelry - incl. turquoise bracelet, Mexican 
pins, Taxco abalone shell butterfly pin & hardware design bracelet, Japanese Niello 
cufflinks, Siam bracelet, Trifari pin, charm bracelet, signed Beau screw back earrings, 
& more - contents only, local pick up or in house shipping available
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320

Athearn HO John Deere Train Accessory Box, 4 Car and 1 Ship Model Kits - 1999 
Athearn accessory kit includes trainpak power supply and 62" x 41" oval nickel silver E-
Z track (unopened in original factory seal), Alfa Romeo P3 Casadio Revival Cars Metal 
Kit made in Italy, Monogram Authentic Midget Racer Plastikit P1 98, Lindberg '34 Ford 
Pick Up Kit No. 72157, 1996 Revell-Monogram '64 Chevy Pick Up Fleetside (unopened 
in as is box), and Heller Pamir Ship Model - All unbuilt in boxes, most with contents in 
original bags, see photos for details, Sold as is - local pick up or in house shipping 
available

321 Collection of New & Used Hunting & Pocket Knives - incl. Mossy Oak, Barebones, 
Osark Trail, tactical knives and more, Local pick up or in house shipping available

322

Sterling Silver Estate Jewelry - Omega & V-collar necklace, musical ball charm with X's 
& O's design necklace, abalone shell pendant with matching earrings set, rings, 
"Chance Made Us Sisters, Hearts Made Us Friends" charm necklace, earrings, & more 
- contents only, local pick up or in house shipping available

323

BSA Optics Adjustable Arbor Bore Sighter Kit - The BS30 Multi Caliber Collimator 
(Boresighter) with Arbors is designed for use with pistol and rifle calibers, and helps 
you get on paper easily without wasting ammo or range time. {local pickup or in 
house shipping available}

324

Vintage Multi Strand Beaded Necklaces & 2 Pc. Sets - incl. multi colors of mid century 
hard plastic beaded necklaces some with crystal accents and matching earrings, pins, 
& more - we do our best to ensure the jewelry isn't broken or missing stones but this 
is no guarantee - contents only, local pick up or in house shipping available

325
Mens Sterling Silver Jewelry & More - incl. heavy figaro necklace, cufflinks, rings, three 
1 gram .999 fine silver ingots, .800 silver ice tea spoons with polished stone, & more, 
contents only, local pick up or in house shipping available

326

Album of 215+ Pokemon Cards Including Holo and Reverse Holo - Sudowoodo HGSS 
Unleashed 9/95 Holo Rare, 41 Reverse Holo Common and Uncommon incl Trainer, 
Energy cards,1996 Pocket Monster No 057 Mankey, TV Animation Version #55 
Mankey and #27 Sand Shrew and 170+ Uncommon and Commons - local Pick Up or In 
House Shippingf Available

327 Collection of Vintage Compacts - incl. Richard Hudnut with lipstick, carryall (broken 
mirror), Volupte, & more, Local pick up or in house shipping available

328
Tissot 1853 Touch Classic T083420 A With Compass Split Cronograph Watch - working 
with new battery, with box, book and papers including receipt, sold as is no warranty 
expressed or implied {local pickup or in house shipping available}

329

Case Lot of Costume Jewelry - incl. Anne Klein, Carolee, Trifari, MMA Mac, Napier, 
Florenza, beaded art glass, & more - we do our best to ensure the jewelry isn't broken 
or missing stones but this is no guarantee - contents only, local pick up or in house 
shipping available

330

5 Limited Edition Collectible MIB Nascar Diecast Replica Cars - 1:18 Scale 1998 
ACDelco Chevrolet Monte Carlo #3 Dale Earnhart Jr in Edition of 3,120 with COA, 1:24 
Scale 1998 Coca-Cola Polar Bear Monte Carlo #1 Dale Earnhart Jr in edition of 3,330 
(both by Revell), Racing Action Platinum Series Limited Edition Jimmy Spencer #23 
Smokin' Joe's 1997 Thunderbird and Winston No Bull 1998 Ford Taurus (both with 
mailer boxes), and Revell 1997 Chad Little #97 John Deere 160th Anniversary Pontiac 
Grand Prix in limited edition of 1,596 with COA - local pick up or in house shipping 
available in large box with extra packing
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331

46 Mercury Dimes, Mixed Dates with Most Being War Era in AU/UNC Condition - 
Worn 1923, 1935 and 44 from 1939-1945 marked by collector as AU or UNC - grading 
is opinion of educated collector, see pictures for details, sold as is - Local pick up or in 
house shipping available

332

Military War Ship and Weapons Model Kits - 1:700 Scale Mini Hobby Models 2001 
Pearl Harbor Remembrance  CV-8 USS Hornet, 1996 Monogram U.S.S. Chicago (bent 
box on USS Chicago), Minicraft Model Kits 1997 Ticonderosa Class Guided Missile 
Cruiser 11310 and 1996 Spruance Class Destroyer 11311, 1:426 Scale Revell 2005 USS 
Arizona 85-0302 and Tamiya Military Miniatures 1973 1/35 Scale Sand Bag Set 35025 
and 1981 US Infantry Weapons Set 35121 - all in original factory seal, local pick up or 
in house shipping available (large boxes needed)

333

Giant Case Lot of Red Goose Shoes Money with President Series, Currency and More - 
Local pick up or in house shipping available - President series (1 complete 32 coin, 2 
31 coin and 2 partial sets plus extras),  46 mixed color size and denomination basic 
Red Goose premium money coins in cards plus other misc coins, 24 1933 Texas 
Centennial, 11 1930-1950 good luck coins with pennies and nickel within, 4 Reddy 
Goose Comics and misc  Red Goose Ephemera (napkin, booklet, blotter, ads, etc) and 
a bunch of play money currency - see photos for specific details and conditions - 
contents only, local pick up or in house shipping available

334
Sterling Silver Jewerly Lot - incl. coral & turquoise bracelet, pendant necklaces, 
peridot necklace, amethyst pendant, earrings, & more - contents only, local pick up or 
in house shipping available

335

Jewelry Lot of Costume Jewelry, Many Signed Pcs. - incl. Alex & Ani, Marc Jacobs, JJ, 
Monet, Givenchy, Napier, Trifari, Avon, Brighton, Sabika, art glass, faux pearl, & more, 
we do our best to ensure the jewelry isn't broken or missing pieces but this is no 
guarantee, contents only - local pick up or in house shipping available

336

Case of Estate Jewelry incl. Many Signed Pcs. - BCBG, Anne Klein, Les Bernard Inc., 
Fossil, Waterford in box, Sidmore 12k gold filled, Giorgio Bruttini, Swarovski, BSK, 
White House Black Market, Stella & Dot, Kendra Scott, Juicy Couture, Correani, Lia 
Sophia, Napier, Monet, & more - we do our best to ensure the jewelry isn't broken or 
missing stones but this is no guarantee - contents only, local pick up or in house 
shipping available

337
Sterling Silver Jewelry Lot - incl. Celtic knot heart, crystal, flower & other pendant 
necklaces, signed Billie Bijoux & Always in My Heart bracelets, multi-strand necklace, 
earrings, rings, & more  - local pick up or in house shipping available

338
As is Vintage Evette Shaeffer Saxophone in Carrying Case - Ebolin AATMO858 mouth 
piece in Leblanc carrying case, local pick up or buyer arranges third party packaging 
and shipping

339

Case Lot of Costume Jewelry with Many Signed - incl. Bijoux Turner 2 pcs. suite, Roma, 
Wedgwood, Dyadema, J Crew, Weiss, Monet, Michael Kors, Dodds, Crystal, 
rhinestone, & more - we do our best to ensure the jewelry isn't broken or missing 
stones but this is no guarantee - contents only, local pick up or in house shipping 
available

340

Sterling Silver Jewelry - incl. multi-stone cross, inlay lama, & dove pendant necklaces, 
chain link, crystal, beaded garnet & Greek Key bangle bracelets, rings, earrings, & 
more, we do our best to ensure the jewelry isn't broken or missing pieces but this is 
no guarantee, contents only - local pick up or in house shipping available
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341
Collection of Just The Right Shoe Miniature Figurines - 7 Just The Right Shoe & 1 
unmarked, 5 come with orig. boxes, 3 are with the incorrect boxes, Local pick up or in 
house shipping available

342

10 Collectible Fire Engine Die Cast Collectible Replica Vehicles - 3 Ertl LE Coin Banks 
(1937 Ahrens-Fox Model HT Fire Truck, 1929 Mack Pumper and 1910 Max Senior 
Texaco, all numbered)  others including RSH, 1/45 Leyland FK 91939, 1:43 W Germany 
American La France, Corgi Seagrave Pumper, Antique style Engine 6 and more 0 see 
photos for details, most near mint but some have minor condition issues that I have 
tried to photo, all sold as is - local pick up OR buyer arranges ALL packing and shipping 
through third party

343 Sterling Silver Jewelry - incl. cross & heart pendant necklaces, earrings, rings, pin and 
more, contents only, in house shipping available

344
7 Artini Arts Hand Painted Twin Etched Sculptured Engraving - 13" round girl with 
flowers, pr 7" round flower plaques, pr 6 1/2" arched Neoclassical images and pr 7" 
oval plaques of children in field of flowers - local pick up or in house shipping available

345

Case Lot of Jewelry incl. Many Signed - with beautiful unsigned rhinestone & 
cabochon prong set statement necklace, Trifari, Monet, Sarah Coventry, Napier, Epco, 
JJ, Chaps, Dubarry, & more-  we do our best to ensure the jewelry isn't broken or 
missing pieces but this is no guarantee, contents only - local pick up or in house 
shipping available

346

Framed Collection of 10 Norman Rockwell Rectangual r Sterling commeorative Medals 
- ten ingots of sterling silver at approx.1.5 troy sterling per bar for an overall total 
weight of approx  14-15 troy oz. These bars are 2" x 1.4" and of .925 sterling 
silver.  One side of each ingot portrays a scene from one of Mark Twain's books and 
the opposing side states which book it is from. In original frame, no glass or plexiglass 
cover - some wear to velvet lettering, dirt and toning to ingots, but still great 
condition and imagery - see photos for details, local pick up or in house shipping 
available

347 2 Ox Yokes Converted Into Wall Mirrors - see photos for details, local pick up only, 
very heavy

348

Full Case of All Vintage Jewelry - incl. multi-strand crystal necklaces, signed Laguna, 2 
Coro necklaces, & Trifari, rhinestone pins, necklaces, & more - we do our best to 
ensure the jewelry isn't broken or missing stones but this is no guarantee - contents 
only, local pick up or in house shipping available
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349

Approx 100 Baseball Cards 1956-1991 and a Few Football Cards - 1956 Topps Don 
Larsen 332,Gil McDougald 225, and Billy Martin 181, 1957 Topps  Bill Tuttle 
73and Saul Rogovin 129, 1959 Topps Ryne Duren, Billy Harrell, Stan Lopata, Hank 
Sauer, Clem Labine, Bob Nieman, Bob Skinner, Don Cardwell, and Jerry Davie, 1960 
Jim Davenport 154, 1964 John Tsitouris, 1965 Roger Maris 155, and Orioles Rookie 
Stars Cut Blefary/ John Miller 49, 55+1966 including Mickey Mantle 50 (some loss to 
front image), Joe Pepitone 79, Series 2 check List 101, Whitey Ford 160, Lee Maye162, 
White Socks 1966 Rookie Stars Agee-Staehle, Duke Sims, and Chuck Dressen, to name 
a few; 1967 Cesar Tovar, Zoilo Versalles, Jim Perry, Twins Rookie Stars Ron Cark and 
Jim Ollom, Earl Battey, A League 1966 Home Run Leaders Robinson-Killebrew-Powell 
and Batting Leaders Robinson-Oliva-Kaline, 1970 Dick Bosman Scratch Off, 1991 Score 
Kevin Brown, Mautio Gozzo, 1990 Highight George Prett, Rodney McCray, Gregg 
Jefferies, Ben McDonald, Darryl Strawberry, Gene Larkin, John Orton, and Rick Mahler 
plus 1993 Hostess Ken Griffey, Jr and Jack Mc Dowell, Football Cards including 
1967Jerry Stoval 166, Carl Lockhart 115, Los Angeles Rams logo 96 and 1991 Upper 
Deck Star Rookie Harvey Williams 27- Cards are in general excellent lightly handled 
condition, some corner issues, major issues that I have seen are noted, but all are 
selling as is - from estate collection where they have been stored untouched for many 
many years

350

Signed Contemporary Estate Jewelry - incl. Betsy Johnson, J. Crew, Ann Taylor new 
with tag, Kenneth Cole, Richlieau 2 pc., Liz Clairborne, Aldo, 3 Brighton bracelets, 
Lenora Dane, White House & Black Market, Heidi Davis, Julia Vos, & more - we do our 
best to ensure the jewelry isn't broken or missing stones but this is no guarantee - 
contents only, local pick up or in house shipping available

351

Case Lot FULL of Foreign Coins and Currency from Around The World - Coins from 
around the world including Canada with a few loons and silver, UK, Germany, France, 
Italy, Spain, Sweden, Norway, China, Korea, Sierra Leone, Jamaica, The Bahamas, 
Cuba, Mexico, Greece, etc, Currency from WWII to Contemporary incl 16 dollars 
Canadian and 25 cents Dominion of Canada fractional, and so much more - see photos 
for specifics - Local pick up or in house shipping available

352

CGC graded NM 9.6 Marvel Comics The Amazing Spider-man V2 Volume 36 and Stan 
Lee 1990 Marvel Comic Card - Marvel Comics, 12/01 World Trade Center story by 
Michael Straczynski, John Romita Jr art - slabbed by CGC Universal  NM 9.6+ white 
pages, and ungraded 1990 hard to find Stan Lee Mr. Marvel Comic Card #161 in 
plastic sleeve mounted in lucite holder - Local pick up or in house shipping available

353 21" Leaded Glass Wisteria Lamp Shade Only - 21" X 11 1/4" tall takes a 4 3/8" heat 
cap. {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and shipping}

354

Tray Lot FULL of Autograph Collector's Signed and Other Photoraphs and Ephemera - 
Actor signed photos including 5 Sly/ Stalllone (3 Sylvester Stallone as Rocky, and 2 
more with Coach), Chuck Norris, Clint Eastwood, Richard Gordon Astronaut, Varied 
Babylon 5 photos including cast photo signed by Bruce Boxleitner, Stephen Furst, 
Jerry Doyle, Bill Mumy, and Jordan Carter with COA , 2 Michael O'Hare, 2 Josh Coxx, 
Jeff Conoway, signed  Adam West Batman collage with old comic and other related 
ephemera, signed Billy Joel CD, Broadway musical Eaitress with 5 signatures, 
unidentified autographs on 730AM KSUD notepads, lots of unsigned and replica 
signature photos, movie mags, 7" Steven Segal Action figure and Living Proof Cher 
Farewell Tour 2002 souvenir program and more - Local pick up or in house shipping 
available
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355

Sterling Silver Jewelry Lot - incl. 10k bale on on tiger eye ball pendant, .800 filigree 
butterfly pin & Gurami watch with band (not tested, no guarantee it works), sterling 
blue enameled pin/pendant of boy with dog, amethyst, heart locket, quartz,& other 
pendant necklaces, 12k gold filled pendants, screwback butterfly wing earrings in orig. 
box, & more - contents only, Local pick up or in house shipping available

356
2 Albums FULL of 2,200+ Yu-Gi-Oh! Cards - Great Yugioh collection as found, roughly 
sorted by color, a few holo and better cards present- great discovery albums! - local 
pick up or in house shipping available

357

Case Lot of Men's Collectibles, Dolls, Boxes and More - As is roadster weather vane 
topper, marquetry inlaid dome box, eagle puzzle box, collection of small antique doll s 
including German porcelain head ( leg as is) and pin cushion half doll, antique locks, 
medals. patches. and medallions,  cigarette bird cards and petite 1933 Chicago 
World's Fair photo set with as is cover, leather razor strop, end of day glass darning 
egg, transistor radio, whirligig an other carved figures, and so much more (contents 
only) - see photos for details and more content, local pick up or in house shipping 
available with $10 add on handling charges above shipping costs

358
Sterling Silver Jewelry Lot - incl. charm, spiral link, & bracelets, pendants, rings, & lots 
of dangle earrings of turquoise, crystal, & lapis - contents only, Local pick up or in 
house shipping available

359

14" x 17" elegnat Chinese Semi Supine Quan Yin Hard Stone Carving with Lotus in 
Form of Ruyi - great form and style, wearing 5 point crown of enlightennet - local pick 
up OR buyer arranges ALL packing and shipping through third party 
 

360 Pair of Henry Link Mandarin End Tables - 2 drawers - 24" tall x 24" wide x 16" deep 
(good condition but expected signs of wear) local pick up only

361

"Self Portrait - Mickey Mouse" inspired by the artwork of Charles Boyer figurine - A 
Charles Boyer Edition statue of Mickey sitting at the easel looking into the mirror to 
paint himself with photos and figures abounding, and painting the portrait of Walt 
Disney - charming Disney sculpture, like new condition with some dust from being 
prominently and safely displayed for years - see photos for details, no box or papers -
Local pick up or in house shipping available

362

5 Hummel Figurines - 75th anniversary for birth of Sister M. Hummel, TMK2 Holy 
Child, TMK3 Umbrella Girl, & TMK3 She Loves Me, She Loves Me Not (chip on base 
and point of hair) & Prayer Before Battle (all in great condition unless otherwise 
noted) Local pick up or in house shipping available

363

4 Bamboo, Wicker and Wood Stacking Baskets and Brush Pot - small wood and wicker 
3 stack boxers, wood with scrimshaw bone panels, bamboo well style bucket box with 
slide wood lock and open bamboo bucket style brush pot with 8 immortal carved 
exterlior - see photos for detailsLocal pick up or in house shipping available in 
oversized box

364 1920 Rookwood 2 Handled Vase - #604E - 6.5" tall (great condition) local pick up or in 
house shipping available
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365

8 Collector Display Archaic, Shipwreck and Unusual Coins, Etc - Roman Byzantine 
Empire Michael IV 1034-1041 with Bust of Christ and Inscription around Cross in 
simple card protector, display case collector  archaic and odd coins with pictoral info 
description cases(Constantine The Great First Christian Ruler of Rome (303-337 AD), 
and other undetermined Roman empire bronze coin (crack in display case), Coins of 
The Bible Widow's Mite tiny bronze Judean coin 100BC-60 AD, Chinese 2000 year old 
Millennium and Silk Road coins, Russian Wire Money of Peter The Great 1689-
1725, 1808 East India Company X Cash copper coin from Admiral Gardiner Shipwreck 
of 1809), see photos for details and additional descriptive info - Local pick up or in 
house shipping available

366

11 1/2" and 10 1/2" Double Gourd Chinese Vasees with Embossed Scenic Panels and 
Dragon Handles - antiqued finish polychrome glaze, turquoise glaze dragon handle 
accents and rim, chop mark on base - local pick up OR buyer arranges ALL packing and 
shipping through third party

367
Zadok Arts Israel 925 Sterling Noah's Ark Figurine - 3" x 4", great modernist Judaica 
design, Noah and animals on board with eaves below and dove flying above, complete 
tag on base - local pick up or in house shipping available

368

Pair of High Quality Chinese Bronze Tiger Zum Effigy Vessels with Stands and Boxes - 
Standing approx 3 1/4" x 7 1/2" with stylized geometric decoration, it's a replica of an 
archaic vessel with small tiger figure finial standing on lid, part of The Chinese Bronzes 
collection, in original satin line boxes with base slot to store stands, still in Mint shape, 
very minor scuffing and old packing remnants on covers to boxes possible, but easily 
cleaned to near mint look - local pick up or in house shipping available

369

2 Matched Pairs of Hand Carved Chinese Hard Stone Horses - approx 5.5" x 7", great 
detailed carving, each pair slightly facing in opposite directions in beautiful jade color 
hardstone - see photos for details and conditions - local pick up or in house shipping 
available with large box to ensure safe delivery, heavy

370 Pair of Antique Weller Pottery Candlesticks - 5" wide (great condition) local pick up or 
in house shipping available

371

Dachsund Figures, Shaving Mug and Porcelain Torte Pans - 9" and 10" flower 
decorated French tart pans by Christenholm, 3 Dachshund figures including white mat 
Villeroy and Boch and Policeman Shaving mug - local pick up OR buyer arranges ALL 
packing and shipping through third party
 

372

Tray Lot of Asian Erotica Novelties - 2 carved bone snuff bottles, 2 resin netsuke 
couples, 2 pocket figures, 2 happy buddhas with hidden couple image beneath, 2 pairs 
of curious children and 17 face beads with erotica backs - Local pick up or in house 
shipping available

373

3 Whimsical Judaica Sterling Israel Souvenir Dancing Men With Hats Figurines - 4.5" 
joyful pair with arms outstretched, 4" (including stone base) kneeling fiddler and 4.25" 
single dancer with stone base on one foot - great emotion and movement in classic 
style - local pick up or in house shipping available

374

4 Hummel Wall Plaques & Holy Water Font - TM2 Merry Wanderer, TM5 Retreat to 
Safety Boy with Frog, TM5 The Mail is Here, TM2 Madonna and Child 48/2, & TM6 Girl 
Angel with Bird (all in great condition unless otherwise noted) Local pick up or in 
house shipping available
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375

2 Turn About Cookie Jars - Dumbo and Boy and Girl Bear - Patented Turnabout Dumbo 
by Walt Disney base mark and American Bisque and boy and girl bear (unmarked) - 
see photos for details and conditioins - local pick up OR buyer arranges ALL packing 
and shipping through third party

376

Pair of Black Bohemian Art Deco Perfume Bottles - 1 stopper as is, 4.5" tall with great 
etched Art Deco design of of woman blowing bubbles to cherub stopper on black glass 
with metal collars with inset opaline glass cabochons, local pick up or in house 
shipping available

377

Large Imari Japanese Moulded Moon and Rabbit Blue and White Charger - 17" Raised 
white glaze rabbits on deep cobalt ground with Moon behind and flowers 
beside,  slightly ripped base glaze with classic blue leaf and scroll accents,, three dot 
shelf sitter mark to base of charger with unglazed end of base ring, probably late 
1800s-early 1900 Meiji period. The rabbit in the moon is a common theme in Asian 
folklore

378

5 carved wood, Mother of Pearl Inlay and Geso Finish Asian Collectible Boxes - 2 
Vietnamese 3 drawer toy dresser/ jewelry boxes with mother of pearl inlay, carved 
wood slide top box with dragon top inspired by old bone boxes rectangular pillow top 
and long sloped painted gesso top boxes with some minor wear - see photos for 
details, sizes and condition,  local pick up or in house shipping available with $5 
additional packing charges above normal shipping

379

Tray Lot Of Asian Brass Decorative Items and More - patinated bronze buddha head 
on plinth with Chinese calligraphy embossed base, ornate brass Guan Yu on tiger, 
Quan Yin and 2 smaller Quan Yins, 3 pr of graduated size foo dogs and pr of happy 
buddhas with staff - see photos for details and sizes, local pick up or in house shipping 
available in large box (heavy)

380 10 Hummel Collector's Plates - 1975 & 1980 Anniversary Plates & 8 annual plates (all 
in great condition unless otherwise noted) Local pick up or in house shipping available

381

9 Carved Semi Precious Stone Buddhas and Other Figures - Good Luck and Feng Shui 
figures of 7 seated approx 2 1/2" high happy buddhas (3 rose quartz, and 4 agate in 
varied sizes), 1 1/2" tall jade color soapstone incense holder trinket box and 3" dark 
green happy buddha holding money and sitting elder sage - see photos for details and 
dimensions, local pick up or in house shipping available

382

3 Hutschenreuther Porcelain Floral Decorated Vases - Pair of 12" bud vases with 
stylized chrysanthemum sprays (2 pc construction, sealed weighted foot), and 11" 
flared lip vase raised on 3 scroll feet with tulip decoration - local pick up or in house 
shipping available 

383

Collection of 8 Antique & Vintage Glass Perfume Bottles - two 5.5" & 2" vaseline 
glass,  two 6" atomizers with plastic prism top decorations, two 3.25" white with gold 
decoration by Irice made in Germany, 3" cranberry cut crystal, & 3.5" green atomizer 
(all in good condition) local pick up or in house shipping available

384

Disney Parks Big Fig Beauty & The Beast LE 150 Cogsworth and Lumiere Statues - 
Disney Auction LE Limited Edition of 150, Cogsworth Clock is approx 15-1/2" tall - 
Lumiere is approx 20" tall including his stand, shows sign of light jarring with some 
separation and stress cracks to shoulder and where candle hand touches base, 
missing candle bulb sleeve for top -
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385

17.5" Walt Disney 65th Anniversary Pinnocchi Porcelain Doll LE 307/1000 signed by 
Dickey Jones - Released in 2005 to commemorate the 65th anniversary of Pinocchio, 
accurate detailed porcelain figure with leather shoes and felt clothes and feathered 
cap,  Signed on sole fo shoe  by Dickie Jones, the actor who voiced Pinocchio. This 
statue is in new condition Disney Big Fig 2005 Disneyland special No box or papers - 
local pick up or in house shipping available

386

2 Matched Pairs of Hand Carved Chinese Hard Stone Horses - approx 5.5" x 7", great 
detailed carving, each pair slightly facing in opposite directions in beautiful jade color 
hardstone - see photos for details and conditions - local pick up or in house shipping 
available with large box to ensure safe delivery, heavy

387
Tray Lot of Chinese Zodiac Animal, Foo Lion and combination Cast Bronze Chinese Box 
Locks - full set of all 12 zodiac animals, lock key fork with finial of Chinese sage, 2 foo 
lion/ dog locks with foo lion finial key forks, 2 large and 2 small combination locks

388

100+ Holo Rare, Reverse Holo Rare and Non- Holo Rare Pokemon Cards, Most 2010-
2012 - 31 Holo Rare including Scizor 7/90 and Umbreon 10/90 HGSS - Undaunted 
Singles, Leafeon 13/95, Lucario 14/95 Holo and shattered holo, Hitmontop 8/95 Call 
of Legends Singles, Tyranitar 26/95 and Tangrowth 34/95 Shattered Holo Rare 
Pokemon Theme Deck Exclusives and more, 22 misc Reverse Holo and 48 Non-Holo 
Rare - see photos for more details, local pick up or in house shipping available

389

Vintage Goebel Figurines - annual Christmas ornament, Church Bell Ringer, Friar Tuck 
cream & covered sugar, candy dish, 2" & 1" salt & pepper shakers, & 2 Chimney 
Sweep Boy Riding a Pig (all in good condition), local pick up or in house shipping 
available

390 13 1/2" Bronze Woodsman with Dog Doorstop - great patina, lead filled base for 
stability - local pick up or in house hipping available, HEAVY

391

Hand Crafted Virgil Campbell Knife with Sheath - I.R.B.I. Virgil Campbell of Moose Pass 
Alaska hunting knife with buffalo horn handle and leather sheath - 10" long overall, 
4.5" blade (very good condition, monogrammed sheath) Local pick up or in house 
shipping available

392

7 Carved Semi Precious Stone Buddhas and Other Figures - Good Luck and Feng Shui 
figures of 4 seated happy buddhas (rose quartz, 2 goldstone and agate), goldstone 
frog seated atop coin and jade color serpentine happy buddha holding money and 
sitting elder sage - see photos for details and sizes, local pick up or in house shipping 
available

393

Tray of Signed Vintage Estate Costume Jewelry - incl. Duane, Original Robert 
enameled parrot pin, 4 pcs. of Weiss, 1940's bakelite pin, Har, Mariam Haskell, Coro, 
& Trifari - we do our best to ensure the jewelry isn't broken or missing stones but this 
is no guarantee - contents only, local pick up or in house shipping available

394

WDCC Cinderella Fairy God Mother, Gus and Jaq, and Needle Mouse Figurines - Walt 
Disney Classic Collections "Bibbidy Bobbidy Boo" Fairy Godmother 1996 
Event  Sculpture, "Tea for Two" Gus and Jaq 1999 Event Sculpture 21082, both with 
COAs and Boxes, and "Hey We Can Do it!" mouse with needle on thimble with no box 
or papers  - all boxes complete and strong, some minor issues may be present, see 
photos for details - Local pick up or in house shipping available

395
Smart Cookies Graduate and Butter Churn Cookie Jars - 1940s Cardinal head form 
with graduate hat and "Smart Cookies" marks, and American Bisque butter churn with 
roses - local pick up OR buyer arranges ALL packing and shipping through third party
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396

375+ Vintage Black and White Real Photo Postcards - NIagra Falls Barrel Rider, Naval 
Living Flag formations, Grand Coolie Dam incl construction, Badlands, Cave Scenes, 
Alaska, Spokane and misc Washington, New York City, New Hampshire and much 
more - local pick up or in house shipping available

397

5 Hutschenreuther and Related Porcelain Figurines - 5" x 8" all white recumbant doe, 
3" goose and pr of sparrows on branch with light color accents (all marked) plus pair 
of 4" x 5" Scotties of like qualty (no readable marks) - local pick up or in house 
shipping available, large box for safe delivery

398
2017 Chip and Dale Disney Parks Christmas Nutcrackers in Original Boxes - matched 
sets in original boxes wearing scarves, each approx 11" tall - boxes show light wear 
around edges of tabs - Local pick up or in house shipping available

399

Colection of Vintage Football and Basketball Cards - 1987-88 Fleer Basketball Stickers 
(Magic Jonson 1, Akeem Olajuwan #3, Kevin McHale #5, Kareem A. Jabbar #7, 
Dominique Wilkins #8, 2 Mark Aguire #9, Chuck Person #10 and Alex English #11), 
James Worthy, Magic Johnson, Ron Harper, Julius Erving, Joe Dumars, Clyde Drexler, 
Brad Daugherty, Charles Barkley, and Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, plus 4 other basketball 
cards, Autographed Mike Alstott Pro Line 1991 Authentic Autograph Score Board and 
Sports World signed Steve Grant 59 (Grant looks good but  no COA, sold as is)1955 
Topps All American Edd Garbish Army (As Is)1975 Topps Superbowl IX,1974 All-Pro 
Tackles, Falcons Bob Lee and Dennis Havig, 49ers Randy Beisler, Bills Marv Bateman, 
Patriots Sam Adams Vikings Jeff Siemon, Browns John De Marie, and Lions Paul 
Naumoff , 1976 Topps Don Strock, Ed Jones, Cliff Harris, Randy White, Mel Gray, Otis 
Sistrunk, Steve Grogan, John Zook, CL Whittington, Gregg Bingham, Garry Puetz, and 
John Riggins, Archie Manning, Mike current Buccaneers, John Leypoldt, Frank 
LeMaster, Horst Muhlmann, Bill Bradley, Roman Cabriel, Lauwrence McCutcheon, 
Rich Saul, Jim Bertelsen, Paul Naumoff, Larry Brown, Jim Cheyunski, Lydell Mitchell, 
Raymond Chester, Barry Smith, Bruce Van Dyke, Brad Van Pelt, Craig Morton, Jim 
Marshall (2), Andy Maurer, Stu Voigt, Mick Tingelhoff, Brent McClanahan, Neil Clabo 
and Gordon Jolley and Redskins Check List, 1992 Upper Deck Emmitt Smith and 
Emmitt Smith Season Leaders, in plastic sleeve and giant collection with MVP players, 
Season Leaders, Star Rookies, All Rookie Team cards, and #75-99 The Collector's 
Choice painting image card sets, 1990 Score cards with Irving Fryar, Bruce Armstrong, 
William Perry,Pepper Johnson, and Art Monk "Rocket Man" in plastic sleeves regular 
cards  with 7 Rookies, 3 1989 Fleer All star team specials, LeFlore 3-D Superstars 
Lenticular baseball card and Jose Canseco Don Russ 89 Baseball card and more - local 
pick u or in house shipping available

400

3 Judaica Sterling Israel Souvenir Figurines Incl Yaacov Heller and Ben Zion - 3 3/4" 
Ben Zion Israel Jerusalem scenic moon disc stamped 925 on stone base wit Ben Zion 
name plate, 3 3/4" musician with fur hat and accordion on stone base and  Yaacov 
Heller Jerusalem Israel name plate, plus 3 1/4" sterling image of grapes held between 
two men from Torah quote of arrival into Canaan - local pick up or in house shipping 
available

401

Jakob Glassworks Art Glass Lamp and Caithness Paperweight - 14.5" tall with chimney 
signed turquoise speckled art glass base & signed multicolor swirl controlled bubble 
#P39035  paperweight (both in good condition) - Local pick up or in house shipping 
available

402
3 Vintage Ribbed Iridescent Bell Form Shades - 4 1/2" tall, fine gold aurene/favrile 
iridescence - one has chip to inside fitter rim,  all three of high quality  - local pick up 
or in house shipping available with large box and extra packing for safe delivery. 
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403

Hutschenreuther Porcelain Girl, Deer and Unmarked Playful Goats Figurines - 6" girl in 
sundress holding doll and 2" tall resting fawn/ deer plus pair of playful baby goats just 
"kidding" around (unmarked, glaze flake to one ear) with no marks, of similar quality - 
local pick up or in house shipping available 

404

6 Pcs Green Opalescent Glass - Beatty Block 6 1/2" covered jar and 8 1/2" basket, 
Cherry and Cable covered butter, Oak and Acorn spooner, 7" bonbon plate and 6" 
bowl with fine cut body and open lace rim - local pick up OR buyer arranges ALL 
packing and shipping through third party

405
Tray Lot of 8 Semi Precious Stone Handled Hand Mirrors and 1 Magnifying Glass - 
backs in embossed silver and hand painted porcelains in display presentation boxes - 
see photos for details, Local pick up or in house shipping available

406
Antique Fulper & Bros. Stoneware Jug - with blue flower decoration, G.W. Fulper & 
Bros., Flemington, N.J., - 11" tall (crack in handle) local pick up or in house shipping 
available

407

5 King and Country Hand Painted Remember The Alamo Die Cast Metal Soldier Sets in 
Boxes - Mint in Box, most never removed before photographing - The Davy Crocket 
Set with Davy, 2 wounded Mexicans with separate weapons RTA094,  3 The Fighting 
Mexicans 3 pc rifles set in three poses RTA093 and The Rifleman Set of 2 RTA096 - All 
marked King and Country on Base 2015 - local pick up or in house shipping available

408

Waterford Cut Crystal Pitcher,Vase, Bowl and 3 Ornaments - 12 3/4" tall water 
pitcher, 6" tall console bowl, 6" vase, and 3 ornaments incl Times Square Ball 
Collection, Macy's and 12 days of Christmas crystal ball form ornaments in orig 
packages - local pick up or in house shipping available (large box charges to ensure 
safe delivery)

409

Pokemon Album of 112 cards Featuring Lots of Pocket Monster and Early Dates plus 
puzzle - MORE DETAILS COMING SOON, SEE EXTENDED PICTURE GALLERY FOR 
CONTENTS - some great cards, seem to be in NM to LP condtions, you be the judge, 
and unopened 100 pc Pokemon puzzle - Local pick up or in house shipping available

410

Iroquois & Stuebenville Russell Wright Dinnerware in Various Colors - Iroquois - casual 
white platter, casual pink family stacking creamer & sugar, bread plate, cup & saucer, 
2 gray & chartreuse 13" tab handled chop plates, Stuebenville - chartreuse gravy with 
liner, creamer, salt & pepper shakers, & plates, coral sugar bowl, lugged fruit bowl, 
cup & saucer, & plates, local pick up or buyer arranges third party packaging and 
shipping

411

2 Chinese Geisha Stlye Compact Make-Up Vanity Boxes with Fold Up Mirror Tops - 8" 
x 10" x 13" with gesso finish top (some wear and loss, great aged look) and 6" x 7" x 
10" paneled natural wood, sizes of box with lid closed - see photos for details and 
conditions, local pic up or in house shipping available in large over packed box

412

uidaica Sterling Relief Globe Candlesticks and Paperweights of Jerusalem - Attributed 
to Zadok Arts Isreal, great modernist form of the city of Jerusalem rising above walled 
base - 2 1/8" tall candlesticks and 2 7/8" paperweight/ desk sculpture - local pick up 
or in house shipping available

413
440 Pokemon Cards with lots of Pocket Monster 1996 Japanese, Most 1999-2004 plus 
some others - MORE DETAILS COMING SOON, see photos for contents -Local pick up 
or in house shipping available
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414

Lot of Brass, Cast Iron and Other Collectible Figures and Home Decor - Brass 21" 
elephant with trunk up, mortar and pestle, lighthouse collection book ends, Tibetan 
Collection hanging Tingsha bell on stand, Unity Tetsubin cast Iron tea kettle, warmer 
stand, individual teapot and censor with lid - local pick up OR buyer arranges ALL 
packing and shipping through third party - Very heavy, large boxes needed

415

100 Holo Rare, Reverse Holo Rare and Non- Holo Rare Pokemon Cards, Most 2010-
2012 - 30 Holo Rare Including Gengar 5/92 Ex Legend Maker Singles, Umbreon 10/90 
HGSS - Undaunted Singles. Leafeon 13/95,Hitmontop 8/95, Clefable 1/95, and 
Groudon 6/95 Call of Legends Singles, Zekrom 50/99 Pokemon Theme Deck 
Exclusives, Bisharp 82/101 Black & White 3: Noble Victories Singles and many more 
plus 22 misc Reverse Holo and 48 Non-Holo Rare - see photos for details, local pick up 
or in house shipping available

 

416

5 Signed Sports Photo Plaques - limited ed. Johnny Bench with "Ten Consecutive Gold 
Glove" inscription 18/55 with Coa, Tony Stewart 76/500 with Coa & Racing Reflections 
promo photo with card & car, Atlanta Braves Terry Pendleton no Coa, & Bobby 
Thomson Ralph Branca "The Shot Heard Round the World" Oct. 3, 1951 with Coa, 
local pick up or in house shipping available

417

5 Chinese Game and Desk Ornament Sets in lacquered Gesso front Display Boxes - 
rectangular boxed chess set (box opens and converts to board) and dominoes, scenic 
brocade boxed mahjong set with factory sealed tiles and instructions, square zodiac 
astrological desk compass and cylinder box of Chinese Fortune sticks with instructions 
- see photos for details, sizes and condition - local pick up or in house shipping 
available

418

early 1990s Hockey Cards including Rookies, Junior Champion, Foil, Holo and More - 
Eric Lindros, Wayne Gretzy, Mario Lemieux, Teemu Selanne,Jason Arnott, 
Alexandre Daigle, Monon Rheaume, Derek Planke and many other multiple card sets 
and specials in plastic sleeves, bulk lots of 1991-1994 Fleer Ultra, Gold Leaf, Don Russ, 
Score, Pinnacle, Upper Deck, and more - local pick up or in house shipping available

419

Rare Disney Cheshire Cat Big Fig Garden Statue - Very hard to find - 17" tall x 12" long 
and 10" deep, Cheshire Cat rests on his front crossed legs with body upright, back legs 
out and tail rising. seems to have been marketed as a garden statue. This statue is in 
good condition, but shows a little dirt, maybe even car greese on the hand, base 
appears to have been repainted. From the few other listings I can find, there seems to 
have been problems with the finish on the base, so a repaint restoration there seems 
common. Still has great eye appeal and is a great rare addition to any Disney 
collection, see photos for details, sold as is - Local pick up only, OR buyer arranges ALL 
packing and shipping through third party

420

9 Pcs Decorative Porcelains, Pottery and Glass - 5 1/2" agate glass standing Indian 
figure, 4 1/2" Mexico pottery recumbent cat, 8" mid century Couroc tray with 2 
dancing frogs, white opal fine rib Fostoria American Heirloom celery/ olive relish dish, 
Imperial marigold carnival glass embossed rose bowl, Capodimonte raised cherub pin 
dish, 2 fish scene fish dishes, 10" Tami Bier studio pottery vase with baby bird design 
and 5" Irish Dresden Lace figurine (some lace chips) - local pick up OR Buyer arranges 
ALL packing and shipping through third party
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421

The Squier Mini Stratocaster Black And Cream Indian Laurel Finger Board, Maple Head 
And Amp - The Squier Mini Stratocaster® is the perfect companion for players seeking 
a reduced-size instrument with classic styling and familiar Fender® tone. Highlights 
include a thin and lightweight body, an easy-to-play “C”-shaped neck profile, a trio of 
Squier single-coil pickups with 5-way switching for sonic variety, and a hardtail bridge 
for solid tuning stability. And Also A Fender Frontman 15G Series II 2-Channel 15-Watt 
1x8" Guitar Practice Amp all one money.  {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party 
packing and shipping}

422

Large Lot of Royal Bayreuth and Other Porcelain - incl. Lobster plates, creamers, 
shaker, bowls, tomato covered dish and shakers, Greek Key cream, sugar, & pitcher, 
shell cream & sugar, grapes cream & sugar, pelican covered dish, hat pin holder, 
handled dish, & more, local pick up or buyer arranges third party packaging and 
shipping 

423 Tray Lot Of Vintage Stone And Glass Beaded Jewelry - Jade, Coral, Hand Painted 
Ceramic, Black Onyx, Agate and Glass {local pickup or in house shipping available}

424
George Washburn Limited Electric Guitar Black Maple Fret Board & Head & Peavy 
Audition Practice Amp - with nylon guitar travel case. {local pick up or buyer arranges 
3rd party packing and shipping}

425

35+ Vintage Marvel & DC Comic Books incl. 1988 Wolverine 1st Ed. - also Silver Surfer, 
Robin II, The Amazing Spider-Man, Hulk, The Edge of VenomVerse, Iron Fist, Ms. 
Marvel, Swamp Thing, Batman, Sandman, The New Mutants, & more - Local pick up or 
in house shipping available

426 Sony Compact Disc Player in Box - 5 disc changer, model CDP-CE500 (open box but 
unit has never been removed), local pick up or in house shipping available

427 Used 2 Piece Cathedral Window - 65" X 48"hinge cuts on edges {local pick up or buyer 
arranges 3rd party packing and shipping}

428 Collection of 1950's Black & White Photos of Medical Personnel in Burma - multiple 
photo albums, local pick up or in house shipping available

429

Vintage Hand Painted Satin Wood & Mahogany Chelsea House Sideboard - 52" X 25" 
no storage, hand painted to look like inlayed bell flowers, acanthus leaf,large center 
fan, overall satin wood with mahogany banding, {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd 
party packing and shipping}

430
13 1/2"  Lunkenheimer Solid Brass 8 Pound Steam Train Whistle And Valve - no 
marking, looks just like Lunkenheimer flat top steam whistle, missing acorn.    {local 
pickup or in house shipping available}

431 After Auguste Moreau Bronze Cupid With Bow - 24" tall on black marble plinth. {local 
pickup or in house shipping available}

432
3 Pcs. Zanesville Pottery - incl. 9.5" two handled #523, royal blue 9.75" tall vase #B3, & 
4.75" vase with Greek Key design (all in great condition with only factory flaws) local 
pick up or in house shipping available

433

Lot Of 5 Sea Life Michael Ricker Pewter Statues & 3 Others - Michael Ricker;  1991 
Turtle #409, , 1989 Manatee # 725, 1990 Whales 14/750, 2003 Turtles 72/750, 1991 
Sharkes 7/750, 1992 Pelican # 297, 1-small Hudson pewter dragon statue, and 2 other 
figures. all one money {local pickup or in house shipping available}
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434
Estate Collection of 150+ Pokemon Cards Inculding Holo Rare - see photos for details, 
most better cards are photoed with close ups -  (more details and photos coming 
soon!) -local pick up or in house shipping available

435

Complete 24 Pc 1996 Lenox Disney Spice Set with Rack and 1997 Matching Salt and 
Pepper Shakers - Spice jars appear like new, never used, rack also in near mint 
condition - Local pick up or in house shipping available - 2 boxes or one extra large 
box to assure safe delivery

436

Autopia Chevron Cars Lot - complete set of 3 - Tony Turbo, Sam Sedan, & Wendy 
Wagon, set of 4 Disneyland cars with drivers & stickers (no boxes), Cary Carrier new in 
box, Sally School Bus (no box but never played with), & 5 still on orig. packaging (some 
with mild damage), local pick up or in house shipping available

437

Tray of Vintage Jewelry 12k Gold Filled & Beaded 14k Gold - incl. 10 strand wide blue 
rhinestone bracelet with matching clip earrings, Italian mosaic pins, black rhinestone 
pendant necklace with matching earrings, Pearl Rivers double strand bracelet new 
with tag, lapis beaded necklace with 14k gold clasp necklace, malachite beaded 
bracelet with 14k gold clasp, three 12k gold filled bracelets incl. Intaglio carved 
carnelian, tiger eye, & Czech cabochon, plus much more -  we do our best to ensure 
the jewelry isn't broken or missing stones but this is no guarantee - contents only, 
local pick up or in house shipping available

438

WDCC "..It Was All Started By A Mouse" Porcelain Sculpture Figurine of Walt Disney 
and Mickey Mouse - Walt Disney Classic Collections 2001 Collector's Society figurine 
Celebration Walt Disney's 100th Birthday featuring 9" Walt Disney sitting in Director's 
Style Folding Chair Holding a Mickey Mouse Figurine, with Original Box - Local pick up 
or in house shipping available

439 230+ Contemporary Comics Many Mature - MORE DETAILS TO BE ADDED SOON - SEE 
PHOTOS, CHECK BACK! - Local pick up or in house shipping USPS Media Mail

440 Antique Salt Glaze Bee Sting 3 Gallon Stoneware Jug - 18.5" tall (old chip on base) 
local pick up or buyer arranges third party packaging and shipping

441

30+ Antique Advertising Calendars with Lithographs - dating from 1909-1950's of 
lithograph and die cuts incl. great images of Gibson girls, children, landscapes, & more 
plus 18.5"x15" framed Vargas May 1946 page (most in good condition with some 
signs of age), local pick up or buyer arranges third party shipping

442

Charlotte "Flo" Singer-Johnson, (1923-2012) Abstract Acrylic On Canvas & Book - 
Framed 25 1/8" X 19 1/8"  un signed from the estate of the artist. abstract in vivid 
colors and grays, allowing faces, flowers, animal and bird forms to arise from the 
subconscious, mounted in thin subdued framing - born in Germany and active in 
Sarasota Charlotte "Flo" Singer-Johnson, (1923-2012) was born in Munich, Germany, 
and studied at the Academy of Fine Arts there. She immigrated to the US in 1950. a 
published author and artist, Flo Singer aka Florence Singer Johnson is known for her 
vivid color abstract, cat and animal art. The Sarasota artist won several show exhibit 
competitions and works in watercolors, acrylics, graphics and book illustrations.  And 
A Book "Graphics By Flo" Imaginative Drawings Of People & Animals - local pick up or 
in house shipping with additional boxing charges
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443

9 Carved Semi Precious Stone Buddhas and Other Figures - Good Luck and Feng Shui 
figures of 6 seated happy buddhas (2 1/2" and 2" rose quartz, 2 1/2" and 
2"  goldstone and 2 -2" tall agate), light and dark agate frog seated atop coin and jade 
color serpentine 2" tall lion  - see photos for details and sizes, local pick up or in house 
shipping available

444
Pair of Vintage Leather & Wood Child's Shoes - shoe features hand-made leather 
upper, wood bottom, iron-rails with tacked rivets, and 1 small button closure - 5" long 
(leather shows signs of age) local pick up or in house shipping available

445
18" Leaded Stained Glass Rose Lamp Shade And Lily Pad Base - shade 18" X 9 1/2" tall. 
complete lamp 25: tall.  {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and 
shipping}

446
12 Chinese Scrimshaw Resin Good Luck Figurines - Chinese Fu Lu Shou wisemen (gods 
of fortune, prosperity, and longevity), 5 varied happy buddhas and polychrome finish 
regent - see photos for details and sizes, local pick up or in house shipping available

447

16 Pcs. of Waterford & Unmarked Crystal - 12 pcs. of Waterford - 8" pedestal shaker, 
pair of footed candlesticks, two sets of creamer & sugar, bell, votive candle, heart ring 
holder, covered mustard, & more plus 4 pcs. of unmarked incl. round ring holder, 
creamer & open sugars (all in great condition) local pick up or in house shipping 
available

448

Lot Of 3 Action Figures Star Trek & Batman - 1 - Medicom Toy DC Comics retro sofubi 
collection Batman, original box unopened. 2 - Playmates Classic Characters  Star Trek 
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Captian Leonardo, "the wacky warp driven leader!" and 
First Officer Donatello, "the subspace shelled science officer!" both in original bubble 
pack unopened. all one money. {local pickup or in house shipping available}

449 Vintage Natural Pine Slab Coffee Table - 46" long x 16" wide x 16" tall, local pick up 
only

450 3 Vintage Thai Gold Gilt Carved Wood Musicians - with multi-colored applied glass, 
made to hang on the wall or sit - 12" tall, local pick up or in house shipping available

451
Dooney & Bourke East/West Collins Leather Handbag with Dust Bag - black with 
brown leather trim, 14" wide (new with paper label) local pick up or in house shipping 
available

452

WDCC Cinderella Collector's Society Figurine with all boxes, Title Scroll and 2 Step 
Sisters Porcelain Figurines - Walt Disney Classic Collections Cinderella Wistful Dreamer 
2007 Walt Disney  Collector's Society Membership Sculpture with full box incl litho 
sketch and cel images, 50th Anniversary "Dreadful Drizella" and "Awful Anastasia", 
plus Title Scroll stand,  all in mint condition with boxes and COAs - all boxes complete 
and strong, some minor issues may be present, see photos for details - Local pick up 
or in house shipping available

453 Vintage Set of 5 Hand Painted Wood Placemats by Kakadu - each one has a different 
design, 11.5"x15.5" (great condition) local pick up or in house shipping available

454 California Case Study Ceramics Plant Stand w/ Wood Stand - stoneware 6" diameter 
pot, 7.75" total height (never used), local pick up or in house shipping available
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455

47 Vintage Classic Rock and Roll Vinyl Record Albums - incl. Rare Earth, Rick Nelson, 
Pat Travers, Elvis, Lighthouse, The Outlaws, The Charlie Daniels Band, Randy Newman, 
Ambrosia, Manhattan Transfer, Doug and The Slugs, Loggins & Messina, The Allman 
Brothers, Van Morrison, Leonard Cohen, Paul Simon, The FIXX, Gary Wright, 
Renaissance, & More - Local pick up or Media Mail in house shipping available 

456
Vintage English & Bavarian Teacups & Saucers - incl. 5 Bavarian 3 pcs. luncheon sets, 
Royal Winton, Royal Albert, Royal Stafford, Royal Adderley, Queen Anns, Lord Nelson, 
& more (all in great condition) local pick up or in house shipping available

457

2 First Gear Texaco Die Cast Trucks with Boxes - 1/34 scale - #19-2278 Texaco Motor 
Oil 1953 White 3000 Freight Truck with 16' Trailer & #18-2238 1953 White 3000 
Heavy Duty Stake Truck (from the estate of an avid collector, appear to be in good 
condition) local pick up or in house shipping available

458
8 Fitz & Floyd Charming Tails Figurines with Orig. Boxes - Romantic at Heart, How 
Many Candles?, You're a Sister of Rare Beauty, Hi Cookie, The Ticket Booth, Free to Be 
Friends, & more, local pick up or in house shipping available

459

7 Pcs Fenton Art Glass Figures, Vases and Baskets - 6" amethyst carnival glass owl, 4" 
cobalt cat, 6" French opalescent fan vase and pair low single candlesticks, 3" pink 
blossom coralene on custard squat vase and 6" (to handle) silver crest basket - Local 
Pick Up Only OR Buyer Arranges ALL Packing and Shipping Through Third Party

460

Case Lot of Vintage Jewelry incl. Signed - 2 boxes of Castlecraft with bracelets, 
pendants, & necklaces, 60" Bergdorf Goodman faux pearl opera length necklace, Coro 
necklace with matching clip earrings, Eisenberg rhinestone bracelet, Trifari necklace 
with bracelet faux pearl set, Victorian bar pins, millefiori bracelet, crystal beaded 
necklace, bracelet, & clip earrings, rhinestone pins, Italian beaded necklace with 
matching earrings, coral necklace, & more - contents only, Local pick up or in house 
shipping available

461 6 India Bronze Hindu Shrine Statues, Bell and Vase - See photos for details and sizes- 
local pick up or in house shipping available

462

8 Chinese Hand Carved Hardstone and Serpentine Bi Stones, Fan and Bird Figures - 
Hardstone 11" x 18" fan, carved hard stone bi stones (5.5" with bat center and 
calligraphy marks, 2 - 4.75" with calligraphy center and 4 fish rim and 2 - 3 3/4" 
jumping carp scene) plus 2 carved serpentine 6" pheasants - local pick up or in house 
shipping available

463

Collection of Cloisonne Miniatures and Display Stand - 4 elephants, 3 round trinket 
boxes, 2 eggs, mini teapot, ring tray and vase with teardrop form staggered shelf 
display with base drawers, see photos for details and sizes - local pick up or in house 
shipping available

464

7 Carved Semi Precious Stone Buddhas and Other Figures - Good Luck and Feng Shui 
figures of 4 seated 2 1/4" - 3" happy buddhas (rose quartz, goldstone, green stone 
and agate), goldstone frog seated atop coin, green marbled soapstone elephant and 
agate happy buddha holding money - see photos for details and sizes, local pick up or 
in house shipping available

465

Lovely Antique Traveling Vanity Set - with complete set of 12 jars with silver plate lids 
on polished glass on top tray incl. leather clad ink bottle stamped Improved, manicure 
& dressing tools on next level tray (missing razor sharpener & nail buffer, and bottom 
layer of leather storage boxes for writing instruments, contains dated hand written 
gift note - locking with key, local pick up or in house shipping available
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466

5 Vintage Bangle Bracelets Incl. Bakelite - 3 bakelite - marbled green and yellow, 
green, & 1" wide solid green, multicolor 1.25" wide carved resin, & 1" wide turquoise 
marble open cuff, we do our best to ensure the jewelry isn't broken or missing pieces 
but this is no guarantee, contents only - local pick up or in house shipping available

467

Mid Century Ceramic Spaghetti Poodles & More - 4 spaghetti poodle figurines in pink, 
white, & black incl. small vase, poodle handled clothes brush, Country Artist 
composite poodle, & Lady figurine walking her poodle both with spaghetti decoration 
(all in great condition), Local pick up or in house shipping available

468

4 WDCC Figurines From Cinderella, MIB - Lady Tremaine's Table "Tea Is Served", 
Cinderella's Sewing Book, Carriage Ornament and  Holiday Series Walt Disney Classics 
Collection stand, all with original boxes - all boxes complete and strong, some minor 
issues may be present, see photos for details  - Local pick up or in house shipping 
available

469 ACCA Italian Framed Sterling Silver Plaque - nice relief scene of city street, frame - 
12.25"x14.25", Local pick up or in house shipping available

470

Limited Edition Guiseppe Armani "Cleopatra" Figurine with Box - #1929C, 342/750 - 
26.5" tall  (excellent condition) (1935-2006) Italian sculptor Giuseppe Armani began 
working with Florence Sculpture de Arte Studios in 1975, this position gave him 
freedom to create his own figurines. Armani has created masterpieces ranging from 
traditional Capodimonte style to more daring, contemporary, sometimes whimsical 
sculptures. Giuseppe infused his figurines with breathtaking realism. - Local pick up or 
in house shipping available in Large Box

471

Collection of Vintage Crystal & Porcelain Perfume Bottles - set of 1930's Bavarian 
porcelain figural Lady perfume bottles with matching dresser jar (issues with bottles, 
see pictures), 4 crystal with stoppers (1 has minor nick on stopper), sterling lid 
perfume (no stopper), & more, local pick up or in house shipping available

472
3 Brahmin Leather Accessories - like new turquoise wallet, toasted almond pouch new 
with tag, & like new 7" pink handled make-up bag pouch, local pick up or in house 
shipping available

473

Tray Lot of Ornate Brass, Bronze and Other Asian Figures - Good Luck, Altar and Feng 
Shui articles including brass (2 Quan Yin, lotus incense pot, pr foo dogs on coins, Guan 
Yu on tiger, 2 happy Buddhas with staff and 5 mixed size treasure vases) patinated 
bronze buddha head and resin wealth/ luck buddha fig - see photos for details and 
sizes, local pick up or in house shipping available

474

Collection of Disney Items - incl. pins, unopened collector's ed. of Fantasia & Snow 
White and the Seven Dwarfs VCR sets, unopened Snow White Holiday Princess, 
framed 1993 Pinocchio & Cinderella Mice, & more, local pick up or buyer arranges 
third party packaging and shipping  

475

Original Beatlemania Poster, Magazines and Lyric Booklets - 1964 02-130 Approx 
52"  fold out Dell The Beatles 25C poster with hearts in decent shape with some fold 
wear and edge issues but good color, 6 Beatles 15c Charlton colored newsprint lyrics 
and movie release information collector's edition fanzines, and 6 magazines 1964-
1966 (The Real True Beatles 1964, Beatles The Greatest! Meet Dave Clark 5 1964, All 
the Beatles 1964, Beatles Make A Movie! 1964, Beatles Scoop 16 1966 and Meet The 
Beatles 1963- All original, some condition issues, see photos -  local pick up or in 
house shipping available
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476

Large Collection of Baseball and Other Trading Cards - Several Baseball cards in special 
cases and sleeves incl Chipper Jones (91 Top Prospect Upper Deck Rookie Card and 
2004 Leaf Braves Away  Authentic Game Worn Jersey card), Ken Griffey,Jr, (Fleer '92 
and DonRuss '92 Long Ball Leaders),  1966 Topps Whitey Ford 160, Topps Stadium 
club Frank Thomas, 2 Topps 1987 Mark McGwire #366, Fred McGriff "Crime Dog" 
autographed card (looks good, no COA, sold as is ), 2002 Topps Red Sox Manager Joe 
Kerrigan, Manny Ramirez, and Shea Hillenbrand, Topps Stadium Club Dodgers Mike 
Piazza special 1 of 12. Fleer Ultra Greg Maddux Strikeout King, Don Russ 97 Oil Can 
Boyd, 1987 Pete Ros 200e,  Barry Bonds Race to Seventy, Roger Clemens (2 1896 Tops 
661 and 1996 The Masters #174 453), Doc Gooden, Gary Carter 70, Edgar Martinez 
142, Darryl Strawberry (1985 # 285 1980 #1 Draft Pick, 1981 All Star and 2 1984 Topps 
#182 Rookie), Wally Joyner Rookie, Dwight Gooden, Alex Rodgrigez Upper Deck Star 
Rookies 24, Metal Cards (Marquis Grisson, Greg Maddux, and Manny Ramirez) Mike 
Piazza, Reggie Jackson Mr Baseball, Ellis Burks,Don Mattingly, Billy Martin, 3 SPx 
Stadium Cut Holographics (Mike Piazza 33, Carl Ripken Jr Bound For Glory 4 of 10, and 
Kirby 36) another small ablbum of great cards and TONS more, unopened pack of 
1988 Topps Major League Leaders chewing gum card packs,1992 Conlon The Sporting 
News lucite boxed unopened Complete Set with  Gold Edition Cards included, loose 
sets include Fleer Red Sox 100th, TCMA 1974 blue on white of 1952 Dodgers, 
unopened No 286 Baseball Playing Cards, photos of Redsox players at dugout, and 
unsorted as is Batman, Batman Returns, Mutant ninja turtles, DC Comicds, GI Joe, 
1992 Nascar and More -  see photos of album pages and sets to be uncovered so 
many, all one estate collection!- local pick up or in house shipping available

477
Pair of Pre-Owned Authentic Gucci Men's Ace Sneakers with Box, Bag, & Orig. Receipt 
- leather upper with rubber sole, style number 386750, size: 8, (mild wear, see 
photos) local pick up or in house shipping available 

478

Emil Zucker 76 Second St Passaic NJ Salt Glaze Stoneware 11" Jug - Hand scripted dark 
blue black lettering over full front of rolled shoulder jug, darkened unglazed foot line - 
some  crazing in shoulder of jg - super form and eye appeal - local pick up only or 
Buyer arranges ALL packing and shipping through third party

479
Zippo Lighter Counter Display with 7 New Lighters - Jack Daniels, Harley Davidson, 
Eagle & more - 21" tall (no key, front slides out) Local pick up or in house shipping 
available

480 1950's Black & White Military Photos - incl. photos of solider in Fort Hood & Germany, 
Local pick up or in house shipping available

481
6 Carved Semi Precious Stone Lucky Frogs - Good Luck and Feng Shui figures of frogs 
seated atop coin (coin detail seen under base), approx 1 1/2" × 2 1/2" sizes - 2 rose 
quartz, 2 goldstone, and 2 shades of agate - local pick up or in house shipping available

482

Collection of Vintage & New Pocket Knives - incl. new PCA Buck with sheath and box, 
novelty Bush vs. Kerry, Imperial Frontier with sheath (button is broken) and box, 
vintage Barlow, Buck, Craftsman, Italian Maserin advertising, & more, Local pick up or 
in house shipping available

483

100+ Marvel & DC Comic Books - incl. X-Men, Blue Devil, Spawn, X Factor, Doctor 
Who, The Fury of Firestorm, New Universe, The Amazing Spider-man, Superman, 
Ghostrider, The New Mutants, Hellboy, Harley Quinn, and many more,see phots - 
local pick up or in house shipping USPS Media Mail
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484
7 Carved Semi Precious Stone Buddhas - 3 green stone (3 1/4", and 2 2 1/2" tall), and 
4 light to dark cream/ caramel agate (2 - 2 1/2" and 2 1 3/4" tall) - see photos for 
details and dimensions, local pick up or in house shipping available

485

50 Vintage Rock and Roll Vinyl Record Albums - incl. Rod Stewart, Blood Sweat and 
Tears, Neil Diamond, Linda Ronstadt, The Beatles, The Doors, Journey, Berry Manilow, 
Neil Diamond, Rush, Loverboy, Bruce Hornsby, Pink Floyd, The Moody Blues,  AC DC, 
The Steve Miller Band, and much more (albums and covers condition is what's 
expected of used vintage) local pick up or in house shipping available USPS Medial 
Mail

486

20 Pcs. Orrefors, Waterford, & Unmarked Crystal - 9 pcs. of Orrefors incl. 6" & 3" 
vases, 4" & 2" bowls, pair of candlesticks, ashtray & candlestick set, & more, 
Waterford 2" bowl & toothpick/shot glass, and 9 pcs. of unmarked (all in great 
condition except small nick on base of 1 candlesticks from pair, pictured)  local pick up 
or in house shipping available

487
Pair of Bohemian Glass White Cut to Green Lusters - with hand painted enameled 
flowers and crystal prisms (excellent condition, 1 crystal has been replaced, doesn't 
match the others) - Local pick up or buyer arranges third party packaging and shipping

488

King and Country Toy Soldiers and Accessories - misc soldiers, horse casualty (marked 
sample), supply donkey and 9 WD crates and 30 sandbags, kneeling British Indian 
Army redcross medic with crate and 9 mixed English and India related soldiers, 2 more 
contemporary pilots, some weapons... see photos for details and conditions, local pick 
up or in house shipping available

489

4 First Gear Texaco Die Cast Trucks with Trucks incl. Farm with Texaco - scale 1/34 - 
#19-2571 Mack AC and 3 Farm with Texaco - #18-2273 1953 No 2 1966 Mack "R" Fuel 
Tanker, #18-2175 1953 Ford C-600 with Tanker Body, & #18-2503 GMC Stake 
Truck  (from the estate of an avid collector, appear to be in good condition) local pick 
up or in house shipping available

490 Vintage Mid Century Style Desk Lamp - 16" tall with weighted base, Local pick up or in 
house shipping available

491

Collection of Beaded Stone Jewelry - incl. hand knotted jade & other beaded 
necklaces, bracelets, pendants, & more - we do our best to ensure the jewelry isn't 
broken or missing stones but this is no guarantee - contents only, local pick up or in 
house shipping available

492

5 Boxes with 9 sets of Italeri 54 mm Plastic Napoleonic Toy Soldiers - Each box 
originally held 16 figures - 2 Austrian Infantry No 6856 (1 set factory sealed, second 
set most still on frame network), Austrian Infantry 1798-1805 no 6884 (containing 2 
sets partially painted)

493
Collection of Police & Security Badges, Patches, & More - State of Missouri East Prairie 
Police & Asst. Director badges, Security Officer & Ambulance Service badges, police 
handcuffs, & multiple patches, local pick up or in house shipping available

494 Pair of Pre-Owned Men's Authentic Louis Vuitton Energie Sneakers with Bag - size: 
10.5 (seldom worn) local pick up or in house shipping available
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495

WWIIToy Soldier Collection with Blue Box Elite Command, Play Set and Russian kit 
soldiers - Elite Command Collector's Series Die Cast Soldiers (3 Lieutenant General 
Bernard Montgomery British Soldier, 4 Field Marshal Erwin Rommel German Soldiers, 
1 General George Patton U.S. Third Army, 1 General Dwight D. Eisenhower Supreme 
Allied Commander WWII American Soldiers), The Ultimate Soldier 32X Military Playset 
Coastal Defense "The Bluffs" bunker with German anti-aircraft and field gun with 
crew, and 2 boxes Russian Naval Infantry WWII The Military Museum Collection Some 
Assembly Required (removed from framing, some parts assembled)

496

27 Pcs. Vintage Fiestaware incl. #1 Stacking Mixing Bowl - green #1 mixing bowl, two 
12.5" platters, ball salt & pepper shakers, gravy boat, ring handled cups, plates, & 
more (3 chipped pcs. incl. #2 mixing bowl, ivory shaker & green creamer, otherwise all 
in great condition) local pick up or buyer arranges third party packaging and shipping

497

Pyrex Dishes Lot - gold Butterfly cinderella bowls 441 & 442, covered 501 & 502, 
Snowflake 043 casserole with holder, pink 501 (chipped lid), clear 213-S bread & 
503B (all in good condition with some very minor nicks on lids), local pick up or buyer 
arranges third party packaging and shipping

498 Fully Built Out Schooner Ship Model - approx 36" x 48" hand made and painted, fully 
assembled with sails - local pick up ONLY

499 Lot Of 5 Antique Japanese Hand Painted Scrolls - See Photos. {local pickup or in house 
shipping available}

500
Cast Iron Stock Farm Barn and Animals - Great retro cst iron design, with Horse, Cow, 
Pig, Rooster and Sheep (see photos for details) - local pick up or in house shipping 
availabe (large box, heavy)

501
70+ Walt Disney Collector, Hard Rock and Other Pins in Walt Disney 100 years of 
Magic Soft Side Pin Display Bulletin - See Photos for Contents and Details - Local pick 
up or in house shipping available

502 Hisonic Soprano Clarinet in Carry Case - serial no. C2596 (carrying case handle is 
broken) local pick up or in house shipping available

503

Approx. 60 Vintage Vinyl Record Albums - incl. Nat King Cole, Conway Twitty and the 
Loretta Lyn, Al Green, Jimi Hendrix, Ray Charles, Johnny Mathis, Janice Joplin, Led 
Zeppelin, Credence Clearwater Revival, The Doors, Peaches and Herb, Dean Martin, 
Lewis Armstrong, Peter Paul and Mary, Sting Kama Richard Pryor, Isaac Hayes, Perry 
Como, and many more (condition to albums and covers is what's expected for vintage 
and use) local pick up or in house shipping USPS Medial Mail

504

WDCC Cinderella 50th Anniversary Cinderella, Grand Duke and Footman Porcelain 
Figurines MIB - Walt Disney Classic Collections figurines "Fit for a Princess" Cinderella 
sitting in chair with foot out to try on slipper, "Royal Fitting" Grand Duke and " 
Presenting The Glass Slipper" Footman 2000 Collector's Society Walt Disney Classic 
Collections with boxes and COAs for Cinderella nad the Grand Duke - all boxes 
complete and strong, some minor issues may be present, see photos for details - Local 
pick up or in house shipping available

505
3 Dooney & Bourke Nylon Hobo Style Shoulder Bags - black Erica Hobo with leather, 
silver & blue & white stripped (stripped doesn't have a strap, all gently used) local pick 
up or in house shipping available
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506
Annalee Felt Character Doll Collection - 26" Sunflower, 3 Annalee doll society figures1
(990, 2000 and 1990 something), 2 cats, bear angel and 5 mice (3 Christmas, 
Policeman and Princess) - Local pick up or in house shipping available

507

Walt Dinsey Studios Miniature Street Sign LE of 1000 - Silk-screened, metal miniature 
street sign modeled after the treasured landmark at the corner of Mickey Avenue and 
Dopey Drive at the Walt Disney Studios. Measuring 12 in. tall, the sign features 
Mickey pointed the way north to the Animation, Multiplane (Camera) and Ink & Paint 
Departments, while Dopey pointing in an eastward direction toward the In-Between, 
Special Effects and Layout Departments. The actual sign was first erected after 1941's 
The Reluctant Dragon and remains a cultural icon to this day. Mint in box with original 
packaging. Includes certificate of authenticity from Walt Disney Collectibles.

508
Authentic Penobscot War Club - The root club is a Maine Indian artifact. Made from 
the root ball and trunk of a small birch tree, painted red and carved design on handle - 
25" long, local pick up or in house shipping available

509

Tray Lot of Cameras and Accessories - 1 - Konica Autoreflex T3 35MM SLR film camera 
w/ Hexanon AR 50mm F1.7 Lens,  1 -  Konica Autoreflex T3 Film Camera w/ Hexanon 
52mm F1.8 lens,  1 -Tokina sz-x 287 sd mf 28-70mm f2.8-4.3 Lens, 1 - Canon 28 Lens 
Finder with leather case, 1 - Pelican 1120 Case with Nikon MC-36 Multi-Function 
Remote, Corded, 2 - Cactus V2s Wireless Flash Triggers and remote, 1 - Gossen Luna-
Lux SBC Light Meter with case ,  1 -  Gossen Luna-Pro with leather case, 1 - 
Sekonic Studio Delux light meter, 1 - Sologor Spot Sensor II, Light meter Gun. all one 
money.    See Photos. {local pickup or in house shipping available}

510

Lot of Firefly Series Collectibles incl. Never Opened Action Figures - incl. Zoe 
Washburne, Jayne Cobb, Saffron, River Tam, Kaylee Frye, Hoban Washburne, Simon 
Tam, & Shepherd Book plus Serenity Ship Qmx Mini Masters Figures, Inevitable 
Betrayal Playset by QFigMax, Alliance Cruiser model, flask, & more all new in box plus 
The Signal, Serenity hardcover books, & more, local pick up or in house shipping 
available

511

Walt Disney World Trade City Mayor Hat with Collectible Pin in Original Box Limited 
Edition of 500 - Celebrating 10 Years of Trading, mint condition box and hat in full 
mayor's garb, pin still attached to original card - "Original Resident of Trade City USA" 
- local pick up or in house shipping available

512

Approx. 70 Vintage Vinyl Rock n Roll Record Albums - Including Johnny Mathis, Porter 
Wagner, Barbara Streisand, The Righteous Brothers, Crosby Still's & Nash, The 
Manhattan Transfer, John Baez, Dean Martin, Nat King Cole, Aretha Franklin, Tony 
Orlando and Dawn, James Taylor, Styx, The Outlaws , Grand Funk Railroad, Al Green, 
Harry Bellafonte, Kenny Rogers , and many more, local pick up or in house shipping 
USPS Medial Mail
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513

Lord of the Rings Chess Set with Additional Twin Tower Characters by Nobel 
Collection - The board is a magnificent work of art, detailing the story of Frodo, the 
reluctant hero of The Shire, and the friends and foes he encounters throughout his 
amazing journey. An ancient map of Middle-earth is mounted below the playing 
surface, and the base features actual images of the memorable characters and scenes 
from the thrilling New Line Cinema motion picture. The 32 playing pieces are precise 
miniature sculptures in fine pewter of the actual cast members and each likeness is so 
realistic-they were personally approved by the individual actor. Board measures 15" 
by 15", includes 2 sets of 12 character packages that sit on the sides of the chess 
board (great condition, 1 small crack in the plexiglass top along the edge, pictured) 
Local pick up or buyer arranges third party packaging and shipping

514

5 Pcs. Vintage Hand Painted Enamelware - incl. signed Saso floral on copper in 9" tall 
frame, signed Raphael 4"x3" in frame of children by pond, 9" abstract plate sign 
kamp, 8" plate with seagulls, & 5" abstract (all in great condition) local pick up or in 
house shipping available

515
6 Funko Pops in Box - Disney 3 Bambi incl. 2 Hot Topic, Independence Day Jake 
Morrison, Firefly Zoe Washburne, & Futurama Nibbler (in orig. boxes with some very 
mild signs of age) local pick up or in house shipping available

516

Frede Vidar Unity House PA 1945 Watercolor and Ink Painting - Unity House, Owned 
by the International League of Women's Garment Workers Union, was a major 
vacation destination, with high scale resort amenities at reasonable rates to reward 
hard working city workers with a relaxing forested vacation getaway with lake, trails 
and other amenities. nice 1946 watercolor and ink painting in it's glory days full of life 
and activity around the docks by the lake by listed artist Frede Vidar (1911-1967) first 
studied at the Royal Academy in Copenhagen and continued in Munich at the 
Academy of Fine Art, and in Paris at Académie Julian, Ecole des Beaux Arts and with 
Matisse and Dufy. After moving to San Francisco about 1925, he enrolled at the CSFA. 
He was active in the local art scene throughout the 1930s and was one of 26 artists 
commissioned by the federal government under the Public Works of Art Project to 
paint murals in Coit Tower. He served as an army combat artist during WWII and 
afterwards settled in Montclair, NJ. Vidar taught at Washington University in St Louis 
(1950-51) and the University of Michigan after 1953. He died in Ann Arbor, MI in 
January 1967. Exh: San Francisco Art Association, 1932; Oakland Art Gallery, 1932; 
SFMA, 1935; Dept of Agriculture (Washington, DC), 1935; GGIE, 1939. Awards: 
Chaloner Fellowship 1935, 1936, 1937; Guggenheim Fellowship, 1946. In: Pasadena 
Art Inst.; Nat'l Museum (Denmark); Newark (NJ) Museum. - 11 1/2" x 19" matted 
under glass in 19 1/2" x 25 1/2" frame - local pick up or buyer arranges all packing and 
shipping through third party

517 Antique Vintage Koehler Permissible Miners Flame Safety Lamp Lantern No 209 Nice - 
14" with hook, {local pickup or in house shipping available}

518

5 Herta Czoernig Hand Colored Etchings of Famous Composer's Houses - Estate signed 
in pencil, each has a musical bar signet in lower left of the composers work, the 
largest 2 (Franz Schubert Birthplace Vienna and Joseph Haydn Haydn Church 
Eisenstadt, 19" x 17" framed) have COAs and description on verso from Royal Arts 
Funding 17" x 16" framed Haydn Vienna - birthplace with same signatures and 
framing, and 2 - 13 1/2 ×" × 12 1/2" framed that appear to be signed by artists hand 
(Schubert and Beethoven, both Vienna) -
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519 Pair of Vintage Indian Brass Deer & Fox - 11" tall resting deer & 7" long resting fox, 
local pick up or buyer arranges third party packaging and shipping

520
Display Case of Antique Hand Planes - Sargent Smooth, 2 Craftsman Smooth, Fulton 
#409, Stanley #118, Stanley Rule & Level Co. No. 3, Miller's Falls No. 75, Stanley #C-74 
1/2, Union No.22, & Stanley No. 05578, local pick up only

521

2005 WDCC Gold Circle Dealer Arthur Seizing Destiny Porcelain Figurine LE 1680 of 
1963 - Highly Sought After Limited Edition Walt Disney Classic Collections figurine 
from Disney's iconic "The Sword and the Stone", Mint condition in box - Local pick up 
or in house shipping available

522
Set of 4 Retro Vintage MCM Clear Acrylic Dining Chairs - Stackable, great vintage 
look  some minor scuffs but over all Great condition - local pick up or buyer arranges 
all packing and shippin through thrid party

523

Used Alvarez RU12S Regent Series Soprano Mahogany Ukulele. -  The Alvarez RU12S is 
a professional guitar made from all-solid, seasoned tone wood. The deflection of the 
notes is quicker, the quality of the note is great. {local pickup or in house shipping 
available}

524 Cane Seat Wood Carved Love Seat - lyre back with curved arms - 25" tall x 46" wide x 
16' deep (in very good condition) Local pick up only

525

Victrola, Edison, Brunswick, Gramophone,? Phonograph Antique Babson Brothers 
Morning Glory Horn -  Restorable condition, 18 1/4" mouth, 23" long, outside rusty, 
inside some original paint yellow, blue, & black with label Babson Brothers 
Chicago. {local pickup or in house shipping available}

526

Pr of Sheraton Pembroke Drop Leaf Tables - 26" tall, 27" deep and 20" wide with 
leaves down (27 when open) - nice matched pair with tapered legs, bell flowers, fine 
shell medallion and bell flower drop inlay, pin line and satinwood border - local pick 
up only or buyer arranges all packing and shipping through third party shipper

527
 Restorable Victrola, Edison, Brunswick, Gramophone,? Phonograph Antique Morning 
Glory Horn - Repainted Red, looks to be brass, has some hammer marks, 19 3/4 
Mouth, 21 1/2" with elbow tall. {local pickup or in house shipping available}

528 Dale Tiffany Arts & Crafts Style Stained Glass Lamp - 20" tall, 3-way switch, local pick 
up or buyer arranges third party packaging and shipping

529
Pair of Mid Century Chairs - classic mid century design with upholstered seat and 
back, seat 20" tall, back 30" tall (some signs of age to fabric, can be recovered) Local 
pick up or buyer arranges third party packaging and shipping

530
French Gitzo Tripod wtth G1375M Ball Head - magnesium series 3 off-center ball head 
on 3 section tripod (missing 1 screw, see photo) - Local pick up or in house shipping 
available

531

Lane Disney Mickey Mouse Cedar Chest Bench - with original hanging tag, and inside 
stgs.  44 1/2" wide, 15 1/2" deep, 18 1/2" tall, with padded fabric Mickey Mouse 
design. Early American brass hardware and carved Mickey Mouse center rail. {local 
pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and shipping}

532

Vintage Italian Hollywood Regency Table Lamp - gold tone with orig. black shade on 
glass top table with glass aurora borealis decorations around the edge and hanging 
accent lights (slight lean but could be adjusted with shims once in place) - Local pick 
up only, very heavy
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533
Victorian 5 Shelf Tiered Walnut Open Shelf Adijere - 54 3/4 tall X 34 1/2" wide, 5 
scalloped tiered shelves, {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and 
shipping}

534
Estate Mid Century GE Circular Floor Hassock Fan - turquoise and white - (switch 
added to cord, 3 speed but runs at 2 speed only medium & high), local pick up or 
buyer arranges third party packaging and shipping

535 Antique Brass Andiron Set with Wrought Iron Fireplace Set - brass andirons and coal 
bucket with gold finish wrought iron 4 pc. tool set, local pick up only

536

Oval Marquetry inlay Side Table - 29 1/2" Tall, 31 X 23 1/2" Oval top with Marquetry 
inlay, raised on tapered legs with scalloped stretcher shelf. pin line inlay on legs, top 
has minor blemishes in the finish no stains.  {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party 
packing and shipping}

537
2 New Dooney & Bourke Cross Body Bags - nylon light blue XB298 LB double zipper 
front new with tag & navy blue leather Ginger Pouchette new with inside paper tag, 
local pick up or in house shipping available

538

Men's Entertainment Suit Coats - 8 suit coats (3 Giovanni Testi size: 48R floral, size:
52R black with silver glitter & black with sequins), Paul Morrell size:50L red & 48L gray 
worsted wool, Manzini 2XL blue & black brocade, & Falxone size: 48L red stripe plus 2 
dress shirts Daniel Ellissa XXL silver & black brocade & Maceoo black cotton (see 
photos)  - Local pick up or in house shipping available

539
Pair Of L. Hitchcock Black Stenciled Chairs - 35" Tall back,  17 1/2 tall to seat, 16" 
wide,  signed, black background with gold stencil. {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd 
party packing and shipping}

540
Hand Stitched & Quilted Amish Quilt - with orig. pamphlet from family it was 
purchased from in Pennsylvania, 96" long x 114" wide (large stain, pictured), local pick 
up or in house shipping available

541
Victorian 6 Shelf Tiered Walnut Corner Adijere - 70" Tall, 20" Deep, 28" across, 
bottom shelf, 10 3/4" deep top shelf. {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party 
packing and shipping}

542
Women's Suede 2 Piece Suit New with Tags - embroidery and rhinestone decoration 
on blazer and skirt by Cripple Creek - size: M, local pick up or in house shipping 
available

543
 Restorable Victrola, Edison, Brunswick, Gramophone,? Phonograph Antique Morning 
Glory Horn - Repainted gold, 22" mouth , 28 1/2" tall, made of tin. {local pickup or in 
house shipping available}

544

Kroehler Mid-Century Modern Oak and Walnut Gentleman's Chest Dresser & Night 
Stand - 1 - 2 Cane Covered Doors over 2 storage drawers and formica top, chest -56 1
/2" tall, 38 1/4" wide, 18" deep, night stand  1 drawer over open storage, 23" tall, 
wide, 15" deep. {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and shipping}

545 Persian 100% Wool Rug With Cotton Warp - Urn and flower motif. 71" X 48"  Needs 
Cleaning, {local pickup or in house shipping available}

546
Victorian Three Foot Long Bench with Brass & Glass Feet. - 20 1/2" tall, 36" X 14 1
/4"  top,  raised on brass and glass ball and claw feet, stacked button turned legs and 
stretchers. 
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547

Lot Of 5 The Franklin Library Leather Bound Books & 1 The Southern Classics Library - 
1- Southern Classics Library "Adventures Of Huckleberry Finn", Mark Twain, Special 
Edition for members, 1982 Oxmoor Housr Inc. Southern Living Gallery {some  page 
foxing}, The Franklin Library: "The Scarlet Letter", Nathaniel Hawthorne, Limited 
edition1976 {some light foxing and fading spine}, "The Sun Also Rises" Ernest 
Hemingway, Limited edition 1977 {some foxing and faded spine}, "Two Years Before 
The Mast" Richard Henry Dana, Limited edition 1977,  " Selected Plays" Tennessee 
Williams, Limited edition 1977, "Wineburg Ohio" Sherwood Anderson, Limited edition 
1976.  All Onr Money.  {local pickup or in house shipping available}

548

Antique Turkish Silk / Cotton Prayer Rug - This rug with 4 columns and 3 mihrab 
arches stand out with the midnight blue background, with hanging mosqe lamps from 
the center of each arch, symbolizing divine light. The border with stylized flowers is 
bordered on the outside with geraniums typical of Turkish carpets, symbols of Turlish 
weavers.this carpet showing wear due to the devotion of its former owners.    {local 
pickup or in house shipping available}

549

Lot Of Asian Teak Hand Carved Furnishings - Small Oval Teak Tea Table With 4 Hand 
Carved Elephant Stools. table 28" X 19 1/4" Oval, 18" Tall, with 4 13 1/4" Tall stools. 3 
hand carved round covered boxes, 2-m10" tall with lids, X 10 & 9" wide. 1 smaller one 
5 1/2" X 5". all one money. {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and 
shipping}

550
Mid Century Modern Signed Denmark N. Eilersen Geometric Glass & Chrome Coffee 
Table - 4' Glass Top with Chrome Wire Geometric Diamond Pattern Base. {local pick 
up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and shipping}

551 Single Glass Door Walnut Book Storage - full glass door, Originally sold with 
Encyclopedia sets, 45 3/4" tall, 24" wide, 11" deep raised on Queen Anne feet. 

552
Pair of Mid Century Chairs - orig. naugahyde fabric seat 17" tall, back 32.5" tall (very 
good condition with some signs of age) Local pick up or buyer arranges third party 
packaging and shipping

553 Walnut Side Table With 2 Brass Spittoons - Spittoons unknown age, table 1920s. {local 
pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and shipping}

554

Pr of Archaic Chinese Bronze Replica Phoenix Lamps with Original Presentation Boxes 
and Info Cards - made in 3 parts with removable head and pan that covers open 
vessel base, part of The Chinese Bronzes collection, in original satin line boxes with 
base slot to store stands, still in Mint shape, very minor scuffing and old packing 
remnants on covers to boxes possible, but easily cleaned to near mint look -Local pick 
up or in house shipping available

555

Collection of Mid Century Pottery Serving Dishes - Metlox Poppytrail California 
Provincal, Red Wing Bob White, Hall Autumn Leaf and Red Poppy, 2 Stangl Country 
Garden pitchers, McCoy Spatter Ware white decorated serving bowl and  Hazel Atlas 
spaghetti glass Platonite glass bowl - Local pick up ONLY

556

Approx 55 Pcs Fostoria America Glassware - 11 -8 1/2" wide center and 7 -9" narrow 
center plates, 12" three footed and tab handled round platters, 12 1/2" oval platter, 
10" oval and 12" canoe 3 part relish, 2 sizes cream and sugars, 8" 2 trophy handled 
center bowl, misc compotes, cocktails, vases, milk pitcher, serving bowls and more - 
see photos for more details and contents - local pick up ONLY
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557

Lot of Fenton , Carnival, EAPG and Other Glass - Fenton Silver Crest 2 tier tidbit tray, 
Emerald Crest and French Opalescent Coin Spot hat vases, EAPG cookie jar, pedestal 
cake plate, doe skin and marigold carnival glass windmill milk pitchers, Sapphire Fire 
King covered kitchen casserole, silver plate overlay trivet, spooner with white enamel 
grape leaf rims and cranberry base, green depression erra bowl and fruit knife - Local 
pick up ONLY

558

Atwater Kent Radio Speaker and Other Radio items - round stand up Atwater Kent 
Type E Radio  speaker, unmarked slant front box speaker and 3 Hygrade 201-A 
Detector and Amplifier Bulbs in original boxes - local pick up OR buyer arranges ALL 
packing and shipping through third party

559

50 Vintage Classic Rock and Roll Vinyl Record Albums - Foghat Night Shift, Blue Oyster 
Cult Tyranny, Iron Butterfly Inagodadavita, Humble Pie Street Rats, Blues Magoos 
Elect. comic Book,Led Zeppelin, Moody Blues Every Good Boy Deserves Favor & 
Octave, Kansas Point if Know Return, Rod Stewart Blonds Have Fun & Tonight I'm 
Yours, Steely Dan Aja, Bay City Rollers Love Letters, Cat Stevens Foreigner & Tzitso, 38 
Special Rockin' Night Don McClean, Jefferson Starship, Hall 'n Oates, Roger Daltry, Bob 
Seger, Eagles Borcher and Hotel California, Dan Fogerty, Joni Mitchell, Little River 
Band Cocktail, Monkees Pisces Aquarius and, The Left Banke, Dan Fogelberg 
Netherlands, Blood Sweat and Tears, Elton John Don't Shoot me, Fleetwood Mac 
Rumors, Bread Manna, Dave Mason Let it Flow, Rare Earth One World, Wings London 
Town, Paul Simon Sound Symposium, Donovan's Greatest Hits, Carlos Santana/ Buddy 
Miles Live!, The Association Greatest Hits, Jackson Browne For Every Man, Freddy 
Fender Rock & Country, Linda Rondstat Heart Like a Wheel, Peter Paul ad Mary Best 
of and Carpenters - The Singles

560

7 Taj Mahal Pearl of the East Model Kits - All unbuilt in original boxes by Superior 
Plastics Inc of World Wide Wonders series (all but 1 have marker price on box or spot 
where removed, contents all in original bags some missing greenery accents) - local 
pick up or in house shipping available

561
2 Tampa Bay Lightning Signed Hockey Sticks - #25 Dave Andreychuk & #4 Vincent 
LeCavalier (unsued sticks with attached velcro) local pick up or in house shipping 
available

562 12 lbs of Legos, Bionicles and People - See photos for contents, local pick up or in 
house shipping available

563

Asian Boxed Desk and Den Noveltiy Items, Pietra Dura Globe and More - semi 
precious stone inlay desk globe in brass stand, 3 Chinese astrological compasses in 2 
sizes and varied box decorations, abacus in gesso finish painted box and 2 sizes Feng 
Shui convex glass I Ching design mirrors - see photos for details - local pick up OR 
buyer arranges ALL packing and shipping through third party

564
Fireking Milk Glass Lot - fourteen 5" bowls, 6 handled bowls, 10 #23  mugs, 4" & 2.5" 
swirl bowls, & more (all in good vintage condition), local pick up or buyer arranges 
third party packaging and shipping

565

Giant Collection of Sunoco Franklin Mint Auto Coin Sets in Bronze and Aluminum 
including Series 1, 2 and 3 - 2 Bronze and 3 aluminum Series 1 sets with 2 booklets, 
Series 2 with 1 booklet, bronze and 4 aluminum Series 2 sets plus extras, and 9 bronze 
series 3 sets with  booklet, one letter plus 2 bronze sets in unopened envelopes, 
series undetermined - Local pick up or in house shipping available
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566

2 Pairs of Chinese Blanc de Chine Porcelain Figures with Satin Lined Storage 
Presentation Boxes - 2 Yourbin 11 1/2" half lotus seated monk/ Buddha in meditation 
pose on lotus throne holding staff and 2  8" lightly pink toned Quan Yins seated upon 
pink lotus and lightly celadon tinted leaf base, both with makers marks embossed on 
back  - Local pick up or in house shipping available in 2 large over packed boxes

567
Vintage RCA Service Folding Suitcase Full of Unused Picture & Radio Tubes - filled with 
mostly Standard Brand tubes, both sides open - 20.5" wide x 14" tall, local pick up or 
buyer arranges third party packaging and shipping

568

Lincoln Tunnel Tin Litho Wind Up Toy by Unique Art MFG CO NJ - Working, great 
vintage cars going in and out of tunnel,- both tunnel ends complete, missing state line 
markers and center traffic guard - good color some wear, key wind, a little sluggish 
but still runs well - local pick up or buyer arranges all packing and shipping

569

2 First Gear Texaco Die Cast Trucks with Boxes - scale 1/34 #19-2777 Steinhagen Oil 
Company Beaumont Texas 1949 International KB-10 Tow Truck & #19-2572 Mack AC 
Bull Dog Tanker (from the estate of an avid collector, appear to be in good condition) 
local pick up or in house shipping available

570

Williams "O Gauge" Gen 14 Amtrak Genesis Power W/ Horn SS Cab#14 Locomotive in 
Original Box - late 90s, Williams opened in 1971 specializing in O Gauge trains with 
Intricate details, the were sold to Bachmann in 2007 -beautiful Amtrak engine with 
red and blue stripes, "Big 1/4" Scale Twin Motored Locomotive Equipped with 
Electronic Horn, opened but mint condition, see photos - "Quality and Value in "O"
Gauge Trains for Over 25 Years" on box, sturdy engine of high quality - local pick up or 
in house shipping available

571

Williams "O Gauge" GP501 ACL GP9 Power A W/ Horn Caab #180 Locomotive Factory 
Sealed In Orig Box - HARD TO FIND VERSION, late 90s purple Atlantic Coast 180 diesel 
engine, Williams opened in 1971 specializing in O Gauge trains with Intricate details, 
the were sold to Bachmann in 2007 - "Big 1/4" Scale Twin Motored Locomotive 
Equipped with Electronic Horn", full factory seal unopened - "Quality and Value in "O"
Gauge Trains for Over 25 Years" on box, sturdy engine of high quality - local pick up or 
in house shipping available

572
3 Treasure Craft Cookie Jars - Cookie Trolley, Thou Shall Not Steal Monk and Teddy 
Bear with Cap - local pick up OR buyer arranges ALL packing and shipping through 
third party

573

3 Collectilbe panited Gesso Finish and Stacking Asian Boxes - 2 Arched lid and foot 
rectangular boxes with gesso coat and hand painted designs that will stack on top of 
each other (removable CD holder insets), and 3 level stacking trinket box with basket 
handle and metal accents - local pick up or  in house hipping available

574
Tray Lot of 8 Semi Precious Stone Handled Hand Mirrors and 1 Magnifying Glass - 
backs in embossed silver and hand painted porcelains, all but one in display 
presentation boxes - see photos for details, local pick up or in house shipping available

575

Proto 1000 Series New York City Transit R17 Subway 4 Car HO Scale Toy Train Set MIB 
- "Blue Stripe" item number 30186 set includes #6688 Powered, #6550, #6539 and 
#6634 Unpowered subway cars, all unopened in original boxes - local pick up or in 
house shipping available
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576

5 Varied Cast Iron Fire Trucks including Horse Drawn - 2 horse drawn fire truck ladder 
trucks, old style horse drawn fire pump and2 styles old pumper trucks - local pick up 
and OR buyer arranges ALL packing and shipping through third party
 

577

2 Pair Porcelain Quan Yin Statues in Satin Lined Storage and Presentation Boxes - pr 
11" Quan Yin seated on lpink otus holding gold treasure vse with single hand 
upraised, blue shawl around shoulders and pair Youbin Blanc De Chine Quan Yins 
seated upon giant carp with light pink and green accent pieces - local pick up or in 
house shipping available in two oversized boxes

578

Vintage Enamel Cookware - incl. limited Ed. unopened set of 4 Andy Warhol Campbell 
soups, Corning Ware blue cornflower roaster #P-21 with serving holder, 4.5" tall 
orange bowl, 9" handled Moneta 2 handled roaster (no lid), and nesting aluminum 
bowls with enamel interior, Norman Copenhagen 2.5" sky blue with black interior 
bowl new in box, & 3 avocado sauce bowls, local pick up or buyer arranges third party 
packaging and shipping

579

Williams "O" Gauge #934920 Pennsylvania Red 5 Stripe GG-1 Power A With Horn 
Locomotive In Sealed Box - Late 90s, Williams opened in 1971 specializing in O Gauge 
trains with Intricate details, the were sold to Bachmann in 2007 "Big 1/4" Scale Twin 
Motored Locomotive Equipped with Electronic Horn", full factory seal unopened - 
"Quality and Value in "O"Gauge Trains for Over 25 Years" on box, sturdy engine of 
high quality - local pick up or in house shipping available

580

4 Czech Republic ETS Electric Train Systems High Grade O Gauge Locomotives,Toy 
Train Cars & Caboose - 2 -0-4-0 Steam Locomotive "Lucie" No 17 in green and black 
with red accents and fine details that will operate on O-27 track #125/B,  B 307/R 
Passenger Car and B506 Caboose in red and gray with Colorado & Southern in yellow, 
each marked ETS Praha Made in Czech Republic on base, both Locomotives have 
COAs, all with original boxes and are in mint condition - local pick up or in house 
shipping available

581

Art Deco Inspired Retro Vintage Lucite/ Acrylic Revolving Nude on Shell Novelty Lamp 
- 2 way switch, lights image from behind or lights below with changing colors and 
allows figure to rotate as the colors change - clear satin finish on black satin clam shell 
body, 16" x 11 1/2" x 7" - local pick up or in house shipping available

582
Carved Jacobean Decon's Bench - 5' Wide, 22 1/2" Deep, backrest 41" Tall, seat 18" 
tall, arms 26 1/2" tall. gold velvet upholstered seat, Sunflower and scroll motif. {local 
pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and shipping}

583 SKY Brand Used Children's Violin 1/10 Size Pink Color, Glasser Bow & Case - with foam 
filled nylon case. {local pickup or in house shipping available}

584

7 Armys in Plastics Toy Soldiers Varied 1800s Forces Sets - Napoleonic Wars 3rd Swiss 
Regiment Infantry Voltigeur 1809 and 2nd Foreign Regiment - Infantry Voltigeur - 
1812, World War II Indian Army - Western Front, Egypt & Sudan Campaigns - 
1882 Royal Sussex Regiment British Infantry, Arab Warriors North Africa - 1900, Egypt 
& Sudan 1881-1898 Jihadiyya & Mulazimyya Madhists Rifleman, and Afghan 
Tribesmen - 1890 Northwest Frontier- each boxed set has 20 plastic action figures in 
10 poses in 1/32 scale - local pick up or in house shipping available

585
Lot of 3 1980s Armani Playful Children Figures - classic Giuseppe Armani by Florence - 
children riding rocking horse. morning wash up, and girl reading book with cat - see 
photos for details, dates and sizes, local pick up or in house shipping available
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586 Collection of Vintage Teacups & Saucers - incl. Queens, Aynsley, Royal Vale, Royal 
Albert, & more, local pick up or buyer arranges third party packaging and shipping

587

1950-60s Buddy-L Classic Pressed Steel Texaco Tanker Truck - 
Marked on both sides TEXACO, Original Tires marked BUDDY L USA , Label on bottom 
reads A BUDDY L QUALITY TOY MANUFACTURED BY MOLINE PRESSED STEEL CORP 
USE OF TEXACO TRADEMARK AUTHORIZED BY TEXACO INC Measures 23-3/4"L

 

588

1940s Buddy-L Sand and Gravel Dump Truck and 1930s Wyandote Super Shovel and 
Sand Loader with Sand Shovel - Sand and Gravel ruck hydraulics and dump work, 
some bends, loss of paint and graphics but still a great vintage piece - Wyandotte Toys 
Super Shovel has tag on back with some paint loss and rust, lift and dump work 
good,  15 inches long -the sand hopper measures 5 1/4 by 5 1/4 inches and is 6 3/4 
inches tall - local pick up or in house shipping available
 

589

2 Complete Mahjong Sets with Sealed Tile Sets - Blue scenic brocade padded fabric 
boxes holding 4 trays of tiles in original factory seal and center teay of dice and other 
accessories, each with instruction book as well - see photos for details - local pick up 
or in house shipping available

590

10 Boxes of Expeditionary Force World War II 1/32 Scale Plastic Model American and 
German Toy Soldiers - The American Army AMC 01 Rifles - Assault Section, AMC 02 
Rifles - Defense Section, Machine-Gun Section AMC 03, Mortar Section AMC 04, 
Company HQ Section AMC 05 and The German Army GRM 01 Rifles - Assault Section, 
GRM 02 Rifles - Defense Section, Machine-Gun Section GRM 03, Mortar Section GRM 
04, Company HQ Section GRM 05 - soldiers in original bags, some assembly required, 
unpainted - local pick up or in house shipping available

591
4 Pcs Decorator Asian Art Design Porcelains - Ceramic Arts Studio 6" retro 60s Asian 
boy and girl musicians, 24" "Royal Satsuma" vase and 12" Quan Yin statue - Local pick 
up only OR buyer arranges ALL packing and shipping through third party

592

Tray Lot Full of Carved Asian Semi Precious Stone and Bone Figures and Novleties - 
boxed set of 12 serpentine jade zodiac animals, 5 misc stone carved zodiac animals, 2 
jade hard stone carved pendants (2" cloud dragon and 2 1/2 gazelle and other 
animals), 6 5 1/2" ming trees and flowers in pots, carved bone fan,  2 caved guavas, 
jade zodiac animal pendant necklaces, and more - contents only,  local pick up or in 
house shipping available with $5 additional packing over basic shipping charges

593
15 Ruby Red and 1 Forest Green Glass Bowls and More - 12" Avon Cape Cod charger, 
Moon and Star muffin bowl and pr of candleholders, 11 mixed size bowls (1 green) 
and apple form biscuit jar - Local pick up ONLY

594
Contemporary Deer Skin Leather Quiver with 4 Arrows - quiver adorned with rabbit 
fur and pony beaded fringe, arrows constructed from bamboo, sinew, feathers, & 
stone arrowheads, local pick up or in house shipping available
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595

Arnold Schwarzenegger Action Movie Collector Figures, Masks and Ephemera - T-850 
Terminator Rise of The Machines 12" action figure with both weapons in original as is 
box, 2 T-800 Endoskeleton Terminator 2 Judgement Day Spawn 7" action figures 
unopened in original boxes, 2 latex T-2 masks in varied stages of Endoskeleton 
showing plus as is latex Predator mask with glove latex hands (problems with latex 
hardening in back of head), T-2 unworn T shirt and photo promos, 2 cast photos from 
Predator with multiple actor signatures and 3 panel  matt framed 8x10 
Schwarzenegger action movie photos (Terminator, Predator and Conan the Barbarian 
autographed in gold) and The Terminator Collection factory sealed set - Collector 
book with holograph panel front, VHS T1 and T2 with extras - local pick up or in house 
shipping available in oversized box

596

Hard Rock Cafe Collector Pin Breifcase Folio with Walt Disney, Hard Rock and Other 
Pins, Key Chains, Etc - 64 Misc Pins and large collection of key chains including stuffed 
toy ET, Mickey and more see photos for specifics, and details - local pick up or in 
house shipping available

597

Texaco Station Attendant Doll & 2 Truck Banks with Boxes - 13" tall doll dressed in 
1940's station attendant uniform with orig. tin box & as is shipping box and two 1/32 
scale 2000 Millennium & Fire Chief Gasoline banks with battery operated lights  (from 
the estate of an avid collector, appear to be in great condition. banks never removed 
from box) local pick up or in house shipping available

598

Pr of Archaic Chinese Bronze Replica Owl-Shaped Jar with Original Presentation Boxes 
and Info Cards - Zun wine vessel - original from Shang dynasty unearthed in Fu Hao 
tomb excavation in 1976 part of The Chinese Bronzes collection, in original satin line 
boxes with base slot to store stands, still in Mint shape, very minor scuffing and old 
packing remnants on covers to boxes possible, but easily cleaned to near mint look -
local pick up or in house shipping available in oversized box, heavy

599

3 Pairs of Hand Carved Soapstone Foo Dogs - 8" shiny and 3 1/2" matt marbled green 
soap stone pairs and 3 1/2" pair peach color soapstone with stands and storage box - 
see photos for details and condtions - local pick up or buyer arranges ALL packing and 
shipping through third party

600
Collection of Vintage Gauges - incl. Taylor, Gelb & Marsh pressure gauges, vacuum 
gauges, Volts gauges,  & more (all as is, untested) local pick up or in house shipping 
available

601

7 Die Cast Replica Model Fire Trucks - Franklin Mint Precision Models 1922 Ahrens Fox 
ladder (headlight issue) and old pumper trucks, Ertl 1929 Mack Pumper bank, Diano 
Made in France Magnus ladder truck, 1920 Pierce Arrow Truck 1999 Texaco edition 
#16, Corgi Mack and American La France Pumper - appear nice condition, some minor 
issues may exist, see photos for details  - local pick up OR buyer arranges ALL packing 
and shipping through third party
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602

Tray Lot of Asian Good Luck Coins, Bookends, Figurines And More - base of tray filled 
with Feng Shui good lock money (Warring States style patinated bronze money tabs in 
all shapes and sizes and giant good luck brass coins), 4 -5 1/2" petite ming flower 
semiprecious stone displays in stone pots, carved stone guava, 2 5" ming peach tree 
figures, 3 -5" souvenir terra cotta soldier replicas with box (no hand implements),15 
unopened and 1 opened packs of 4 metal cut out bookends marked "Super 
Containing Pure Gold bookend" (pandas, flowers, Chinese Opera, fish, Buddhas, 
dragons and more), 3 resin good luck frogs on coins, 3 quan yin porcelain figures in 
presentation boxes, 14" Myanmar traditional marionette, regent porcelain statue and 
resin good luck happy buddha, brass quan yin, happy buddha with staff, foo lion on 
coins and mini ruyis and more - contents only, local pick up or in house shipping 
available with $5 additional packing charges above normal shipping

603

Antique Fish Platter, Portrait Plate and 2 Hutschenreuther Vases - 12" x 18" oval 
platter with pike and waterlily decoration by J & C porcelain, 9" portrait plate with 
hand painted accents and 2 Hutschenreuther vases with sage green edge trim - local 
pick up only OR buyer arranges ALL packing and shipping through third party 

604

5 Semiprecious Stone Ming Tree Grape Display Pieces in Varied Sizes - pr of 11" green 
and red stone grapes hang profusely from thick vining trunk and abundant spinach 
jade leaves in green stone bonsai pots, 9" in wood pot plus 2 small single green grape 
clusters - local pick up or in house shipping available NOTE... will be shipped in 1 or 2 
LARGE boxes with extra packing to ensure safe delivery

605

160+ Vintage Comic Books Including Sets, 1990 Annuals and more - Simpsons Issue 
1  Special Collector's Edition, Marvels Beavis & Butthead 1, Biker Mice From Mars 1 & 
2, Image Stupid 1 & Splitting Image 1 & 2, Continuity Deathwatch 1-19, Valiant 9-22, 3 
DC Annuals, Action Comics #1 Reprint, Biker Mice From Mars 1 & 2, Valiant Turok 
Dinosaur Hunter 1-6, Marvels Book ")", 1-4 of 4, Midnight Massacre 1-5 of 5, 12 
Marvel 1993 Annuals with Cards, 1991 Annual and misc cards, Marvel Deadpool #1, X-
Men 2009 1 & 2, 7 X Men Misc, X-Force 1 sealed with card, 7 Annuals, Image Cyber 
Force Annual 1, Valiant Bloodshot Yearbook 1, Image 1963 Book 1-6, Simpson Issue 1, 
Post Nuke Dick 1-4, plus lots of others (some multiples as listed plus others, all in near 
mint condition and most boarded either singly or 2 in a bag) - local pick up or in house 
shipping available media Mail

606
1904 United States Navy The Bluejackets Manual with Sleeve - Fine marbled front and 
back pages, original leather sleeve cover protector (some edge splitting and flap 
issues) - local pick up or in house shipping available

607

Bulova Men's Automatic Skeleton Mechanical Black Pearl Dial Strap Watch - Curved 
mineral crystal; baton, pointed imp, 2 section skeleton hands with white luminous 
filled in outer section, Stainless steel black/titanium case and black leather strap, 4-3 
screw back,  Water resistant to 330 feet (100 M): suitable for snorkeling, as well as 
swimming, but not diving. {local pickup or in house shipping available}

608 Butterchurn & Stoneware Crocks - 37" tall wood butter churn,17" stoneware whipped 
cream churn, 9", 8", & 6" crocks, local pick up only
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609

Charlotte "Flo" Singer-Johnson, (1923-2012) Abstract Acrylic On Canvas & Book - 
Framed 29 1/2" X 23 1/4" signed lower right, abstract portrait  in vivid colors and 
grays, mounted in thin subdued framing - born in Germany and active in Sarasota 
Charlotte "Flo" Singer-Johnson, (1923-2012) was born in Munich, Germany, and 
studied at the Academy of Fine Arts there. She immigrated to the US in 1950. a 
published author and artist, Flo Singer aka Florence Singer Johnson is known for her 
vivid color abstract, cat and animal art. The Sarasota artist won several show exhibit 
competitions and works in watercolors, acrylics, graphics and book illustrations.  And 
A Book "Graphics By Flo" Imaginative Drawings Of People & Animals - local pick up or 
in house shipping with additional boxing charges

610

Set of 4 Counter/Bar Stools in the Style of Mitchell Gold & Bob Williams Brewster - 
wood frame with yellow upholstery and metal foot rail, seat 23.5" tall x 38.5" back & 
18" deep seat (very comfortable, great condition, small repair to wood finish on the 
back of one stool), Local pick up or buyer arranges third party packaging and shipping

611 Hand Carved Wood Bust of Woman - 19" tall, very heavy, local pick up or buyer 
arranges third party packaging and shipping

612

2 First Gear Texaco Die Cast Trucks in Boxes - scale 1/34 - #19-2581 Sourdough 
International KB-10 Tractor with Tank Trailer (box as is) & #18-2443 Steinhagen Mack 
1960 B-Model Tractor with Tank Trailer incl. shipping box (from the estate of an avid 
collector, appear to be in good condition) local pick up or in house shipping available

613

First Gear Texaco Marfak 1960 Mack Model B-61 Die Cast Truck in Box - #40-0004, 1:
25 scale, including shipping box (from the estate of avid collector, has been removed 
and displayed, appears to be in good condition) local pick up or in house shipping 
available

614
Lot Of 12 Cloisonne Smoking & Table Wares - 2 - flip top ash trays, 1 - astray, 2 - 
bowls, 2 - match holders, 1 - napkin ring, and 2 pair of salt dish  & pepper shaker. all 
one money {local pickup or in house shipping available}

615

2 Nesting Sets of Gold Decorated Chinese Red Storage Boxes - 2 small boxes nest into 
medium box that fits inside large box. Heavy paperboard and thin wood construction 
with foam slide in panel padding. See photos for details - local pick up or in house 
shipping available


